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Preface 

In the field of information systems development, it is important that the design 
processis supported hy a tooi, in such a way that specifications can he validated 
with rapid prototyping. This is supported by ExSpect, which is the direct 
motivation of this research. An item which will he important in the future is the 
translation of a (probahly inefficient) prototype to an efficient implementation. 

Many people have contributed in one way or another to this work. I want to 
thank them all. 

First, I thank Kees van Hee for giving the opportunity to workat the theoretica! 
basis of ExSpect. His unflagging enthusiasm and bis ability to transfer that to 
others bas helped me to get through many difficult times. 
I am grateful to Joost Engelfriet, whowas one of the referees of this monograph. 
He carefully read a draft version of this thesis, including the proofs, he pointed 
me to some mistakes and gave valuahle suggestions for improvements. His 
remarks had a. great impact on this work, especially on Chapter 4. 
Similarly, I am grateful to Jos Baeten, Claude Girault, Wil van der Aalst and 
Karsten Rog for reading draft versions of this thesis. Their comments led to 
valuahle improvements of this thesis and also concerning the use of the English 
language. 
I like to thank the memhers of the Information Systems group for the many 
inspiring discussions I had with them. In particular, I like to thank Marc 
Voorhoeve who supervised me during one year, and Peter Verkoulen, Reinier 
Postand Jan Bidders, who were my room-memhersfora long period of time. 
I am indehted to the Univarsity of Eindhoven for the financial support of my 
work. 
During my research, I have participated in the AXIS team, a group of approx. 
12 Ph.D.studentsin the field of information systems. We had many pleasant 
a.nd useful discussions and they gave me a good idea of on-going research at 
other institutions. I hope that our cooperation will continue in the future. 
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I attended many. meetings of the NFI project ISDF. I like to thank all the 
memhers for the fruitful discussions we had. 
I am grateful to the people who helped me to reeover from a difficult disease. 
I thank God, and the memhers of the church of Christ in Eindhoven for their 
spiritual support. Finally, I like to thank my parents and all my friends and 
relatives. Without their love and friendship I would never have made it this far. 
U nfortunately, two of them died too soon. To them I dedicate this monograph. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

This research bas been inspired by the ExSpect1 project [96, 105, 106] of the 
Information Systems Group at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The 
target of this project is the development of an integrated formalism, method, 
and software tooi, to specify and analyse complex, distributed systems. The 
author of this thesis bas mainly worked on the formalism. His contribution to 
the ExSpect project is the theory developed in this thesis. 
The ExSpect tooi became operationai in 1989 and has since then been applied 
in many companies. Most of the applications have a logistical background, 
for they clearly exhibit a flow of information and materiaL The tooi facili
tates the modelling process of the real world with the aid of a hierarchical, 
colonred and timed Petri net, which combines a nice depicting technique with 
an adequate formalisation, such that ExSpect specifications are executable. 
Therefore, ExSpect specifications are prototypes. The tooi supports the anal
ysis and simulation of the functional behaviour of systems. lt is equipped with 
various graphical interfaces, likePetri net pictures and diagrams that may de
piet quantities such as stock level, capacity utilisation, delay time, time to pass 
through, output quantity, message density, etc., which are easy to interpret by 
end users. As such, the tooi is well-suited for rapid prototyping. In 1993, a 
commercial version of ExSpect became available. 

We neerled a sound and format semantics of ExSpect. There are various reasous 
why such a semantics is important. We mention three of them: 

• lt frees the ExSpect syntax from ambiguities; 

1 ExSpect is an acronym of E:recutable Specification Toot. 

13 



14 Chapter 1. Introduetion 

• It is the basis of theory development. Once a formal semantica has 
been given, different properties of ExSpect systems can be described and 
proved; 

• It allows a formal comparison of ExSpect systems with other systems 
that are given a formal semantica. 

In this thesis, we mainly deal with the secoud and third items. We present a 
formal model that serves as a semantica! domain for ExSpect and we derive 
some basic properties of it. Next to that, we develop an advanced decompo
sition theory. We are also engaged in formal comparisons of our model with 
other models. 
We shall not present a mapping of the ExSpect syntax to the ExSpect model, 
presented in this thesis. That is tedious work and it falls outside the scope of 
this monograph. 

The direct motivation of this research was to present a formal model that 
serves as a semantica! domain for ExSpect. The model should be the basis of 
ExSpect theory development and it should be feasible to compare descriptions 
of systems in this model with descriptions of systems in possibly other models. 
These comparisons should be basedon formal methods rather than on subjec
tive ideas. 
Co~parisons withother modeHing techniques serveto investigate the expres
sive power of our model. Questions like 'Are we general enough? Is it possible 
to conveniently describe all kinds of discrete systems in ExSpect?' may be 
answered by such a study. 
Another objective of this research was to derive a decomposition theory. A 
main activity within the ExSpect project is system engineering: Starting from 
a global specification, repeatedly a subsystem is selected and worked out in 
more detail, until the intended level of detail bas been reached. In fact, re
peatedly subsystems are replaced by other ones. We want to know under what 
conditions such a replacement may take place and what role protocols take in 
such a replacement. (Protocols are regular communication patterns between 
a subsystem and an environment.) To derive such a decomposition theory, it 
must first be possible to formally compare different systems described in our 
model. 

The semantics of ExSpect is in terms of a high-level timed Petri net model, the 
so-called ExSpect model. We develop the ExSpect model in two steps. First, 
we present a model without an explicit concept of time, viz. the DDS model. 
DDS stands for Discrete Dynamic System. The ExSpect model is an extension 
of the DDS model with time aspects. 
We do not consider continuons systems, i.e., systems that gradually fade from 
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one state into another state. All the systems we consider are discrete, they 
perfarm steps from state to state. The behaviour of DDSs may varyin time, 
therefore they are called dynamic. The DDS model and Jensen's Coloured 
PetriNets (CPN) [56] are much alike. 

The DDS and ExSpect models have a static interaction structure. The num
ber of components and their connections are not subject to change during the 
course of a system, the frame of the system is rigid. The dynamics of these 
and all other Petri net models is determined by a 8ow of tokens objects that 
can be initially presentor can be created and terminate- which 8ow through 
a Petri net during its evolution. 
By the time the DDS model was developed, another kind of discrete systems 
came up: Systems with a dynamic interaction structure. New componentscan 
be created during the lifetime of such a system and the interaction structure 
may vary. A well-known model ofthis kind is the Actor model [1,3] and based 
on this model, many Actor languages have been developed (e.g., see [2, 26) and 
all papers in [5]). 
The question arose whether such dynamically structured models are more use
ful. Are there any systems that can be described within a dynamically struc
tured model, but not in a sta.tically structured model? If not, are there a.ny 
discrete systems that clearly can he described more easily within a dynamically 
structured context? A positive answer to one of these questions may indicate 
that our Petri net based models fall short when it comes to descrihing arbitrary 
discrete dynamic systems. 
To answer such questions, it seems sensible to take good representatives of both 
kinds of models and to compare them. For this purpose, we have taken a Petri 
net model as a statically structured model. Petri nets have several advantages, 
e.g., they are extensively described in literature, they have a formal basis, tbey 
are graphically supported with cla.rifying pictures and Petri net pictures have a 
formal meaning. There are different kinds of Petri net models. We have chosen 
a high-level one, because high-level models support the modelling of complex 
systems best. The model does not need to have an explicit concept of time. 
There are two well-known high-level Petri net models, the Predicate-Transition 
(PrT) model (38) and the CPN model (56], which are interchangeable, because 
system descriptions in either model can easily be transformed to the other 
model. We have chosen for another one, namely the DDS model, which is a 
simplified version of the CPN model. 
As dynamically structured model, we have chosen the Actor model, because it 
bas been described extensively in literature (e.g., see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 26, 32, 45, 51, 
52,71,83]). 
At this stage, the following probieros had to be solved: 

• We did not have a. satisfactory formal Actor model. 
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In order to compare Actors.and DDSs, a format Actor model is required. 
Agha informally introduces the Actor model and he gives a first impulse 
to a formalisation [1, 3], however, he uses recursive domain equations. It 
is not immediately clear to us whether sneb an equation bas solutions, 
and if so, which ones. Often a complex fixpoint theory is needed to solve 
it. Wethink that sneb a recursive definition should be avoided, if possi
ble. 
We have developed our own formalisation of Actors, based on the descrip
tion in (1). Independent of us, others have done the same. For example, 
Janssens and Rozenberg have represented Actors as graph transformation 
systems [52] and Engelfriet, Leih and Rozenberg have expressed Actors 
in terms of so-called parallel object-based transition systems [32). 

• It sbould be possible to formally oompare Actor systems with DDSs. 
We shall discuss this item further below. 

With a formal Actor model and an appropriate comparison method, we can 
try to imptement an arbitrary Actor system as DDS and compare the outcome 
with the original Actor system. If that succeeds, then the answer to one of the 
above-mentioned questions is negative. It would mean that any dynamically 
structured system can be realized within a statically structured context. 
There are several approaches which might lead to a successful implementation 
of a dynamically structured system in a statically structured Petri net model. 
For example, the inherent dynamics of Petri nets (i.e. the token generation and 
consumption mechanism) might be exploited. Moreover, in high-level nets, 
tokens can have complex types ( called colours in Colonred nets) which might 
he used as well. It is possible to capture dynamics by means of multi-valued 
tokens. 
Of course, the converse (to implement any statically structured system in a 
dynamically structured model) can he done by simply not using the dynamic 
structure. Dynamically structured models are at least as general as statically 
structured ones. 

In order to formally compare different models of discrete systems, a general 
representation of sneb systems is needed. We use transition systems for this. 
Transition systems consist of a statespace and a (possibly labelled) transition 
relation, which indicates the transitions between states. Transition systems 
can he regarded as directed graphs. 
In theory, all discrete systems can he described directly as a transition sys
tem. Therefore, transition systems are very genera!. It is, however, practically 
impossible to model a real-world system in this way because of a lack of surveya
bility and structure. Usually, a more specific model is used (e.g. a high-level 
Petri net model) that is represented at the level of transition systems. 
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To campare different transition systems, general terms üke obsertlation equiva
lence [70] and biaimulation equivalence [11, 75] have been defined in üterature 
and the concept is that two systems hebave in the same way ifl' they sa.tisfy 
such an equivalence relation. These equiva.lence concepts have all been defined 
over the labels of labelled transition systems. The emphasis has been on the 
labels rather than on the states. So far, most applications have been in the 
context of process algebras and communication protocols. 
To campare Actars and DDSs, such label-oriented comparison techniques no 
langer suffice. We are interesteel in state changes, rather not the active com
ponents that cause them. This can be compared with a computer program: A 
user doesnotcare which statements are executed and in what order, as long 
as the program's postconditionis reached from the precondition in a relatively 
efficient way. Similarly, when we campare different systems, we want to know 
which states can be rea.ched from other states, but it does not matter to us 
which active components are executed a.nd in what order. 

The comparison of transition systems is the subject of Chapter 2, which con
sists of two pa.rts. First, we introduce transition systems and their behaviour 
in terms of paths and traces. There are different kinds of transition systems 
(labelled/unlabelled, one/more initia.l states) and we indicate that they are 
equally expressive, that it is possible to transfarm them into each other in a 
property-preserving way. Therefore, it suffices to use uniabelled transition sys
tems, which are simpler than labelled systems. 
The second part of Chapter 2 is devoted to the comparison of uniabelled tran
sition systems. We introduce the concepts realization, birealization and equiv
alence, which are used in subsequent chapters to campare DDSs with Actor 
systems and with themselves. 

In Chapter 3, we introduce the DDS and ExSpect models and we present our 
own formalisa.tion of Actors. All three models are represented at the level 
of uniabelled transition systems. We present three different implementations 
of Actor systems in the DDS model, and, with the comparison techniques of 
Chapter 2, each original Actor system is formally compared with the derived 
DDSs. 
This exercise bas motiva.ted us to extend the ExSpect model with more dy
namics, which bas resulted in the Dynamic Time Net {DTN} model. The 
DTN model combines time aspects a.nd a dyna.mic interaction structure with 
high-level Petri nets. It is an extension of the ExSpect model with classes of 
places and transitions. The sa.me questions as with the Actor model apply bere: 
Is the DTN model really more useful? Are there any discrete systems that can 
only or more easily be modelled as DTN than as ExSpect system? 

We develop a decomposition theory for DDSs in Chapter 4. The concept of 
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module is important in this cha.pter. In contrast with standard DDSs, modules 
are open systems tha.t can communica.te with a.n environment. They ca.n be 
regarded as subsystems with a.n internal a.nd a. common part. The latter serves 
as a.n interface to the rest of the world. 
The DDS model has no explicit concept of hierarchy. However, with modules, 
a. hierarchical (la.yered) system construction is possible. A system ca.n be com
posed of several modules a.nd ea.cb module can consist of other modules as well. 
Van Hee has incorporated a. more explicit concept of hierarchy in the DDS a.nd 
ExSpect modelsin the form ofso-called 1/0 connectors [102J. 
One of the most important activities in system a.nd software engineering is the 
repla.cement of modules. A designer repea.tedly selects a. part of the system 
a.nd worles it out in more detail. A question tha.t might a.rise, is: Is it alwa.ys 
permissible to replace such a. module with a.nother one? Under what condi
tions would it be permissa.ble? Of course, the environment shonld not be able 
to detect a. difference, i.e., both modules must he obsen;ation equivalent w.r.t. 
the environment. Otherwise, the overall system bas a.ppa.rently cha.nged. But 
tha.t is not enough. For exa.mple, if a. module is repla.ced by a.nother one in the 
timeless DDS model, a.nd the other module beha.ves similarly except tha.t it 
bas a. much lower degree of para.llelism, then no environment is a.ble to detect 
a. difference. But such a. reptacement should be rejected, beca.use it proba.bly 
slows down the overall system. We think tha.t a. replacement of modules should 
not ca.use the behaviour of the overall system to change, and observation equiv
a.lence alone is not enough. 
In Chapter 4, we give sufHeient a.nd necessa.ry conditions for the repla.cement 
of modules in the DDS model, based on the developed compa.rison theory for 
discrete systems in Chapter 2. This is a. worst case study, beca.use we do not 
pose restrictions on the communica.tion behaviour of modules a.nd environment. 
They are allowed to interact in each and every possible way. The module re
placement conditions can probably be weakened if certa.in constra.ints apply. 
One might think of static constra.ints (e.g., directed communication links like 
1/0 connectors insteadof bidirectional communication facilities) or dyna.mical 
constra.ints (va.rious communication protocols). 

A first step in this direction is taken in Chapter 5, where we present decision 
algorithms to determine, for a given placeftra.nsition (P /T) net a.nd a regular 
protocol, whether the net sa.tisfies the protocol. A P /T net can be regarded as 
a simpUfled form of a high-level Petri net. In a P /T net, tokens do not have 
different values, all tokens are identical. lt is possible to represent high-level 
nets with finite value doma.ins in a one-to-one Cashion as P /T net. A regular 
protocol is a protocol that can be described as a regula.r la.nguage over the 
tra.nsitions of the net. 
The quote 'a net satisfies a protocol' ca.n be interpreted in different ways. We 
distinguish a number of so-called correctness criteria and we present decision 
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algorithms fortwoof them. 
So far, several algorithms for the automatic verification of protoeals in Petri 
nets have been described in literature (e.g., see [19, 16, 24, 28, 29, 39, 61, 85, 89]), 
but they all apply to special cases. Most of them have been designed for just 
one protocol and a limited class of Petri nets. Our algorithms apply to all 
regular protoeals of all P /T nets, which is a very large class of protoeals and 
Petri nets, as compared to currently known algorithms. We cover almost all 
special cases described in literature. However, the algorithms of others have 
not become superfluons by the introduetion of our algorithms, because our al
gorithms seem to have a very high complexity. We have oot yet implemented 
them, but we should do so in order to experience their efficiency. Anyway, our 
algorithms prove that the automatic protocol verification problem is decidabie 
for a large class of protoeals and Petri nets. 
Next to that, we indicate in Chapter 5 a large class of protoeals and Petrinets 
for which such automatic verification algorithms do not exist. The automatic 
protocol verification problem becomes undecidable if the nets are permitted 
to compute with natural numbers. {This fact illustrates that our algorithms, 
which can be applied to all inherently uncoloured (unvalued) P /T nets, indeed 
cover a large class of nets.) We sketch a borderline case, a case where tokens 
with values in !No enter the net, flow through it, may be duplicated but not 
he modified and may eventually leave the net, and the protocol requires that 
no token may be involved in an overtake of a token submitted before. We call 
this a pipeline and despite the natura} numbers, the pipeline can be automat
ically verified, because the transitions are not permitted to compute with the 
naturals. 

In summary: This chapter is an introduction. In Chapter 2, a formal sys
tem comparison theory is developed based on transition systems. Chapter 3 
presents the ExSpect model and its timeless variant, the DDS model. More
over, a formal Actor model is presented and Actors and DDSs are formally 
compared using the theory of Chapter 2. Chapter 4 presents a composition 
and decomposition theory for DDSs. Sufficient and necessary conditions for 
the replacement of modules are given. Chapter 5 deals with protocols. The 
most important results here are the algorithms which automatically verify regu
lar protoeals in P /T nets. Finally, we end in Chapter 6 with several concluding 
remarks and some items of further research. 
Appendix A gives some notations used in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Transition systems 

2.1 Introduetion 

In genera!, we distinguish two kinds of dynamic systems: Continuous and dis
crete ones. Both kinds of systems are in a certain state at any moment. Con
tinuous systems are characterised by gradual state changes, like the course of 
the temperature, while discrete systems perform steps from state to state. A 
computer is a typical example of a discrete system. 
Transition systems consist of a set of states and some (possibly labelled) transi
tions among them, like a directed graph. As such, they are a very general way 
of descrihing discrete systems. Each discrete system can be modelled directly 
as a transition system. For most practical cases, this is difficult to do, because 
of a huge state space and a Jack of structure and surveyability. More detailed 
models have been developed for the description of discrete systems (all Petri 
net models are examples of this, e.g., see [21)) and most of them have been 
given an operational semantica at the level of transition systems. 

Systems are usually designed step by step, starting from a global specification. 
The result is often a detailed, complex implementation, written in some pro
gramming language. The decomposition process should he such that the spec
ification and the implementation hebave identically. This means that systems 
must be compared. Comparison methods tailored towards a specific model, 
might he sufHeient for this. However, a comparison metbod at the level of 
transition systems cannot only he applied to a hroader range of systems, it 
also enables us to compare systems of different models toeach other. 
In order to compare labelled transition systems, process oriented formalisms 

21 
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like ACP [11), CSP [46] and CCS [70] know several equivalence relations, like 
observation or bisimulation equivalences and trace ba.sed equivalences (see also 
Subsection 2.2.2). These equivalence ooncepts have been defi.ned primarily over 
the labels of labelled transition systems. Names of states have been divided 
out. 
Labels are important in the context of obsertJable behavi.our - in cases where a 
system is a kind of black box, where the inside is invisible for tbe outside and 
where the only observables are oommunications with an environment. Commu
nication is usually acoording to some protocol. That is wby labels are important 
in the description and verification of protocols. 

Our background is a database world where tbe emphasis is on state space 
modeDing and the description of information systems, which are distributed 
data bases with control and data flow. We are ma.inly interested in the state 
changes that take place, not in the active oomponents that cause them. In 
terms of a computer program, we are interested in pre- and postconditions and 
it does not matter to us which statements are executed and in what order, 
as long as the program is reasonably efficient. That is why we use uniabelled 
transition systems as semantics for our DDS and Actor models (see Chapter 3), 
instead of labelled ones. We do not loose modelling power because of this 
restriction. We shall prove in Subsection 2.2.4 that labelled transition systems 
can be transformed to uniabelled ones in a property-preserving way. 
In order to verify decompositions of uniabelled transition systems, weneed a 
comparison theory for them. However, a8 far as we know, no such theory bas 
been publisbed yet. All existing comparison relationships have been defi.ned 
over the labels of labelled transition systems. 

In tb is cbapter, we start by defi.ning transition systems and their behaviour 
(Section 2.2). Then we make plausible that labelled transition systems can be 
transformed to uniabelled ones in a property-preserving way and a.fter that, 
we present a metbod to formally oompare uniabelled transition systems, viz. 
(bi)realization (Section 2.3). We formally oompare birealiza.tion with bisimula
tion [11, 75] and we end with some conclusions (Section 2.4). 

2.2 The behaviour of transition systems 

In this section, we introduce transition systems, we sketch what they are used 
for and we deal with their behaviour. 
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2.2.1 Transition systems- what are they? 

A transition system is a discrete system that performs steps within a state 
space. Each step is called a state transition and there may be di:fferent tran
sitions between two states. Transition systems may be described as directed 
graphs. We represent them as quadruples (S, L, A, T}, where S is a set, the 
state space; L Ç S is a collection of initial states, the system starts its traversal 
through the state space in one of these states; A is a set of action labels and 
T Ç S x A x S is the transition relation, that indicates which steps are possible. 

Different kinds of transition systems have been described in literature. They 
can be roughly categorised according to the following aspects: 

• Labelled/unlabelled 
Uniabelled transition systems do nothave different action labels. They 
can be regarcled as transition systems where the set of action labels is a 
singleton, which can be omitted as well. We shall denote them as triples 
{S, L, T), where Sis the state space, L Ç Sis thesetof initial states and 
T Ç S x S is the transition relation. 
In the sequel, LTS and UTS denote thesetof alllabelled resp. uniabelled 
transition systems and TS = LTS u UTS. Thus, TS is a set of quadruples 
and triples. 

• One/more initial states 
If the system has one initial state (i.e., L is a singleton), it bas to start 
in that particular state. With more initial states, it may choose where to 
start. 

• States may /must be reaebabie 
Some states can be superfluous, in the sense that the system can never 
get there on its traversal through the state space. Some authors (e.g., 
see [11]) require that all states are reaebabie from an initial one within 
finitely many steps. 

• Cyclic/acyclic 
A transition system is cyclic if it is possible to re-arrive at some previously 
passed state, otherwise it is acyclic. 

• Graph/tree 
A transition system (which can always be described as a graph) bas a 
tree structure if it is acyclic and if each state has at most one incoming 
transition. 

• Final states 
A transition system can have a set F Ç S of final states, at which the 
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traverse through the state space can successfully end. E.g., finite au· 
tomata (65] have final states. 

Of course, this list is not complete. There are more aspects in which transition 
systems might difler. Table 2.1 classifies transition systems according to the 
first two aspects. Some relerences do not mention initia! sta.tes. In such cases, 
we assume tha.t a.11 sta.tes are initia! (L = S). 

Uniabelled 

Labelled 

One initial state 

Ma.zurkiewicz [68, 69] 

BergstrafKlop [14) 
De Nicola [27] 
Hennessy [43) 
Hoare [46] 
Kaldewa.ij [59] 
Milner [70] 
Rozenberg [82) 

More initial states 

Koymans [63] 
van Hee et al. [105, 106) 
This monograph 

Agha [1,3] 
Hesselink [44] 
lanssens/Rozenberg [52] 

Table 2.1: Exa.mples of transition systems in literature. 

2.2.2 Transition systems- what are they used for? 

In the literature, transition systems have been used for various things. The 
most important are: 

• The specification and graphical representation of processes. [11, 44, 46, 
59, 68, 69, 70] 

• Comparison of different systems, usually by means of an equivalence 
relation. 
Examples of such equivalence relations are bisimulation or observation 
equivalences [11, 27, 44, 70, 75, 78], trace or string equivalence [11, 27, 46, 
78], another trace equivalence [68, 69], failure and ready equiva.lences [11, 
27, 46, 78], testing equivalences [27, 70, 78], and partial order equivalences 
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[78]. 
De Nicola [27] gives an overview of equivalence relations defined on tran
sition systems and their relationships, and Pomello, Rozenberg and Si
mone [78] present a survey of equivalence notions for net based systems. 
Bisimulation of nets is introduced in [9, 73, 72]. 
Figure 2.2 presents an ordering of some equivalence relations. This tig
ure is a simplified version oftbe one given by Van Glabbeek [UlO]. In the 

bisimulation 
I 

ready trace 
I \ 

ready failure trace 
\ I 

failure 
I 

trace 

Figure 2.2: Some equivalence relations. 

downward direction, more and more processes are identified and the more 
processes are identified, the weaker is the equivalence relation. There is 
no inclusion relation between ready and failure trace semantics. 
These equivalence relations on transition systems are usually meant to 
identify processes that are syntactically different, but behave the same. 
There are different interpretations in the literature of what is meant by 
'bebave the same', in view of so many different equivalence concepts.1 

The equivalences play an important role in the development of systems. 
Usually, systems are developed in steps and eacb step involves the replace
ment of a part of the system by a more detailed part. Such a substitution 
is correct iff tbe resulting system is equivalent with the previous one. 
All the equivalence relations in the literature have been defined on la
belled transition systems. In the sequel, we sball introduce a oomparing 
technique for uniabelled transition systems. 

• The semantics of more detailed models for discrete dynamic systems. 
Processes are often given an operational semantics. An operational se
mantics is usually in terms of transition systems. 

1 A nice example in this context is a citation from Hoare [46], who uses weaker equivalence 
relations tban the observation equivalences of MiJner's CCS [70]. Hoare: "CCS makes only 
those identifications which seem absolutely essential. In the mathematical model of this book 
we have pursued exactly the opposite goal - we have made as many identifications as possible, 
preserving only tbe most essential distinctions. We have therefore a far richer set of algebraic 
la.ws." 
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Tbe just-mentioned equivalence relations are often used to give a format 
semantica. E.g., ACP bas a bisimulation sema.ntics, wbicb means that 
two processes are sema.ntically equivalent if tbey bisimulate. The seman
tica of CCS is based on observation equivalence a.nd CSP bas a failure 
sema.ntics. 
Actually, these are examples of a semantics in two steps. Processes are 
mapped to transition systems (step 1). Tbe transition systems are par
titioned into equivalence classes with the aid of an equivalence relation. 
Between these equivalence classes, tbe same transitions exist as in the 
original processes. Tbus, we have a transition system the states of whicb 
are classes of equivalent processes (step 2}. 

Actors (see also Subsection 3.3.1} are given an operational semantics by 
Agba (1, 3] and Janssens and Rozenberg have represented Actars as graph 
transformation systems [52], whicb are actually transition systems witb 
grapbs as states and grapb transformations as transitions. 

Transition systems have other areas of application as well, for example, Koy
mans (63] uses transition systems in temporallogies to describe a set of moments 
or points in time, together with a preeedenee or earlier relation. 
In our opinion, all discrete dynamic systems can be represented at the level of 
transition systems. Transition systems thus have a large area of application. 
However, in general it doesn 't make sense to describe systems directly as tran
sition systems, because transition systems have little structure, a small set of 
operators and there is no surveyability at all. Usually a more specHic model is 
used, one that is semantically represented at the level of transition systems. 

2.2.3 Transition systems - what is their behaviour? 

Tbe bebaviour of transition systems is cbaracterised by its possible journeys 
througb the state space. We distinguish paths and traces. Patbs are either of 
infinite length, or they end up in a so-called terminal state, i.e. a state from 
which no progressis possible. Traces are finite prefixes of paths. 
The paths and traces of labelled transition systems consist of states and actions 
alternatingly, starting with an initia! state.2 Uniabelled transition systems do 
not have action labels, so their paths and traces consist of states only. 
We have four functions that give the paths and traces of (un)labelled transition 
systems: 

20ur traces differ from traces in literature. Our traces are sequences of action labels a.nd 
states, while most authors omit the states (e.g. [11, 27, 46, 59J). Their traces are sequences of 
action labels. M~Uurkiewicz traces [68, 69] are equivalence classes of action label sequences. 
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Function lp gives for any 
lt 

labelled 
labelled 

uniabelled 
uniabelled 

transition system its 

" 
" up " 

" ut " 

Definition 2.2.1 Functions lp, lt, up and ut 
Let XE LTS and Y E UTS. 

lp( X) = { x1x2·" E (Sx u Ax )"' I x1 E Lx A 

Vi E l'Vt, i is odd : (xi, Xi+ll Xï+2} E Tx} 

u 
{ Xt'" Xn E (Sx U Ax )* I 

" 

" 

paths; 
traces; 
paths; 
traces. 

n E IV1 A Xt E Lx A Xn E Sx A (V(s,a,s') E Tx: Xn #: s) A 

Vi E {1, ... ,n- 2}, i is odd: (xi,Xi+1,Xi+2} E Tx} 

lt(X) = pref o lp(X) 

up(Y) = { St82"' E Sy"' I St E Ly A Vi E IV1: (si,Si+l} E Ty} 

u 
{ St .. · Sn E Sy" I n E IV1 A St E Ly A 

(V(s,s'} E Ty: Sn#: s) A Vi E {1, ... ,n -1}: (si,Si+l} E Ty} 

ut(Y) = pref o up(Y) . 

0 
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We depiet transition systems as graphs and initial states are denoted with a 
ei rele. 

Example 2.2.2 

bt=t 
u a v 

This labelled transition system has paths { sat, sbuav, uav} and 
traces { e, s, sa, sat, sb, sbu, sbua, sbuav, u, ua, uav}. 

The labelled transition system of Figure 2.4 (see page 32) bas exactly one 
infinite path, viz. sa( te)"'. The uniabelled transition system also bas exactly 
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one infinite path, viz. s(s, a}(t{t, c} )"'. Some traces of the latter are: s, s(s, a), 
s(s, a}t(t, c}t(t, c}v(v, c}. 
0 

W~ denote the paths and traces of an arbitrary transition system X E TS 
as paths(X) resp. traces(X). Thus, if X E LTS then paths(X) = lp(X) and 
traces(X) = lt(X), otherwîse, if X E UTS, then paths(X) = up(X) and 
traces(X) = ut(X). 

Remark 2.2.3 
For all X E TS, traces(X) ::j:. {e}, because if e E traces(X) then the system 
can be initialised: Lx ::j:. 0. Moreover, Lx Ç traces(X). 
0 

Theorem 2.2.4 

a. For all labelled transition systems X and Y : 
lp(X) = lp(Y) {:} lt(X) = lt(Y) . 

b. For all uniabelled transition systems X and Y : 
up(X) = up(Y) {:} ut(X) = ut(Y) . 

Proof 
a. => : lt(X) is a function of lp{X). 

*=: Assume lt(X) = lt(Y) and let p E lp(X). We shall prove that p E lp(Y). 
If p is finite, p is a trace in X and p ends in a terminal state, so there is 
notrace rl in X longer than pof which pis a prefix. With lt(X) = lt(Y) 
wethen derive: p E lp(Y). 
If pis in fini te, then p = St a1 s2a2 ... with St E L x and V i E INt : Si E S x, 
ai E A x and (si, ai, Si+t} E Tx. We show that p E lp(Y) by proving 
St E Ly and Vi E INt: (si,ai,Bi+t} E Ty. 
St is trace in X, hence also in Y, so s1 E Ly. 
Let iE IN1, then t = Stats2a2· .. siaisi+l is a finite prefix of p. Hence, t 
is trace in X and trace in Y, which means that (si.~,Si+t} E Ty. 
Hence, lp(X) Ç lp(Y). By symmetry, lp(X) = lp(Y). 

b. Similarly to a. 

0 

According to this theorem, it does not seem to matter whether one uses traces 
or paths. But there are differences. For example, the '='-signs in the above 
theorem cannot be replaced by 'Ç'-signs. In Figure 2.3 we have a case where 
lt(X) Ç lt(Y), however, lp(X) = {sat} g; {satbu} = lp(Y). 
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x 

8 

a 

t 

b 

u 

y 

Figure 2.3: -. ( lt(X) ç lt(Y) => lp( X) Ç lp(Y)) 
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Transition systems may have redundancies, in the form of unreachable states 
and transitions (a transition from a state s to another state is unreachable i ft' 
sis unreachable) or action labels that are not part of any reaebabie transition. 
These redundant elements are fi.ltered out by functions lp, lt, up and ut. Thus, 
transition systems tha.t differ only in redunda.ncies, have the same beha.viour. 
Transition systems of which all sta.tes are rea.cha.ble, do not have redundant 
sta.tes and transitions. If two transition systems have, in a.ddition, the sa.me 
set of action labels, then they are equal iff their traces (or paths) coincide. 

Theorem 2.2.5 

a. Let X and Y be labelled transition systems such tha.t all their states are 
reaebabie and Ax = Ay. 
Then X = Y iff lt(X) = lt(Y). 

b. Let X and Y be uniabelled transition systems such tha.t all their sta.tes are 
rea.cha.ble. 
Then X= Y iff ut(X) = ut(Y). 

Pro of 
a.. The only-if part is trivial, beca.use lt is a function. 

For the if-part, let X a.nd Y belabelled transition systems with only reaeb
abie sta.tes and Ax = Ay. Assume lt(X) = lt(Y). By symmetry, it is 
sufHeient to prove: Lx Ç Ly, Sx Ç Sy and Tx Ç Ty. 
Let l E Lx, then l E lt(X) = lt(Y) and since all traces start with a.n initial 
state, l E Ly. Hence, Lx Ç Ly. 
Next, assume s E S x, then s is rea.cbable, which means that there is a tra.ce 
tE lt(X) ending with s. Then tE lt(Y), hences E Sy. 
Finally, assume (s, a, s') E Tx. Like in the previous case, there is a trace 
t E lt(X) that ends with s. Hence, t · as' E lt(X) = lt(Y) which implies 
(s,a,s') E Ty. 

b. Analogously. 
0 
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The process graphs of Baeten and. Weijland [11] consist of reaebabie states only. 
The above theorems indicates that two of such process graphs are equal iif their 
traces or paths are equal. 

The paths and traces describe the behaviour of a transition system. All essen· 
tial information is captured by them. Hence, if only the paths or traces of a 
transition system X are given, a transition system can be derived that behaves 
as X. Because of redundancies, there are many such transition systems, but 
only one of them bas no redundancies at all. The theorem below defines for a 
given set of traces or paths of a transition system, the transition system with 
these traces resp. paths that bas no redundant elements. 

Theorem 2.2.6 From paths or traces to a transition system 
Let the paths or traces of a transition system X be given. 
A trusition system without redundancles can be derived that bas the same 
paths and traces as X. 

Proof 
There are four cases: X can be a labelled or uniabelled transition system and 
either its paths or its traces are given. For each case, a function can be derived 
that yields the desired transition system. We call these four functions ts111 , ts1t, 

tsu, and tsut• 
We workout the case that X is a labelled transition system and its paths lp( X) 
are given. The other tree cases are similar. 

ts 111(lp(X)) is the labelled transition system X' with 

Sx• 

Lx• 

A x· 
Tx• 

= 
= 
= 
= 

{ p[i] I p E lp( X) A i E /N1 A i is odd} 

{p[l] I p E lp(X)} 

{ p[i] I p E lp{ X) A i E /N2 A i is even} 

{ (p[i],p[i + l],p[i + 2]} I p E lp(X) A iE /N1 A i is odd} 

By applying the definition of lp, we derive lp(X') = lp(X), which means that 
X' and X hebave identically. By Theorem 2.2.4, lHX') = lt(X). 

tslt, tsup and tsut are derived similarly. lt is easy to see that ts,,, tslt, tsu11 and 
tsut yield transition systems without redundancies: All states are reaebabie 
and all action labels, if present, are part of a reaebabie transition. 
0 

The above theorem can be used to remove all redundancies from a given tran· 
sition system X. Let no·red(X) be the transition system that behaves equal 
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to X and bas no redundancies (i.e. no redundant states, transitions and action 
labels), then no-red(X) = ts1p o lp(X) = tslt o lt(X) if X is labelled, otherwise 
no-red(X} = tsup o up(X) = tsut o ut(X}. 

2.2.4 From labelled to uniabelled 

Many interesting properties of labelled transition systems, such as whether 
two systems bisimulate, infinite loops (cycles), deadlocks, livelocks, longest 
trace, size, number of initial states, reachability of states, etc., are directly 
or indirectly based on behaviour (paths or traces) and its prefix ordering. In 
this subsection, we show that labelled transition systems can he mapped to 
uniabelled ones in such a way, that: 

• Different behaving labelled systems ·are mapped to different behaving 
uniabelled ones; 

• Finite systems are mapped to finite ones and infinite systems to infinite 
on es; 

• There is a bijeetion between the traces of each original labelled system 
and the target uniabelled system that preserves length and prefix ordering 
of traces. 

Hence, the just-mentioned properties of labelled systems are in a way trans
formed, too. They do not get lost. As a consequence, the modelling power 
of uniabelled systems does not significantly differ from the modelling power of 
labelled systems. 

Function l2u E LTS - UTS maps labelled transition systems to uniabelled 
ones in such a way that each transition {s, a, t) of a labelled transition system X 
is mapped to two transitions in l!Ju(X), viz. (s, sa) and (sa, t}. State sa is a 
kind of intermediate state, indicating that action a bas happened in state s, 
wbile the outcome bas yet to he determined. The resulting uniabelled transition 
system thus bas a bipartite structure. 

Definition 2.2.7 Function l2u 
Function l2u E LTS -+ UTS is defined as 
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l2u = À X E LTS : 

{SxUQx, 

Lx, 

Cbapter 2. Transition systems 

{ {s, {s,a)} I {a, a) E Qx} U { {{s,a),t) I (s,a,t) E Tx} 

) ' 

where Qx = { (s,a} E Sx x Ax I 3t E Sx: (s,a,t} E Tx} 

Q x is the set of intermediate states. We assume without loss of generality, 
Sx nQx =0. 
D 

c 

A labelled 
transition system 

l2u 

Corresponding uniabelled 
transition system 

Figure 2.4: From labelled to unlabelled. 

Figure 2.4 gives an example. 
We remark that function l2u is not injective, as it does not map different 
labelled transition systems to different uniabelled ones. E.g., Xt = (0, 0, 0, 0) 
and X2 = (0,0,{a},0} are different, while l2u(Xl) = l2u(X2) = {0,0,0). But 
l2u does map differently behaving labelled transition systems to differently 
behaving uniabelled ones (see item a of the theorem below). 

Theorem 2.2.8 From labelled to uniabelled 
Mapping l2u E LTS- UTS satisfies the following properties: 

a. V X, X' E LTS: lt(X) ':/: lt(X') => ut o l2u(X) ':/:ut o l2u(X') 
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b. VX E LTS: if Sx = 0 then Su~u(X) = 0, otherwise 
Sx U Ax is finite iff Sutu(X) is finite 

c. VX E LTS: 3t2t E lt(X)- ut o l2u(X) : t2t is bijective A 

1. VuE lt(X) : #u= #t2t(u) A 

2. Vu, u' E lt(X): u$ u'{:> t2t(u) $ t2t(u') 

Proof 
For any X E LTS, we recursively define a function t2tx over (Sx U Ax )*. For 
s,a E Sx U Ax and u E (Sx UAx}*, 

Th en, 

t2tx(e} = e 

t2tx(s) = s 

t2tx(sa ·u)= s{s,a} · t2tx(u). 

VX E LTS: t2tx o lt(X) =ut o l2u(X) (2.1) 

which we shall first prove. Put Y = l2u(X). 
Ç: Let t = Sta1s2a2···Xn E lt(X) (n E No). Distinguish two cases: 

i. Xn E Sx: 
s1 E Lx, hence St E Ly. Since (s;, a;, Si+t) E Tx for all iE {1, ... , n-1 }, 
we have with the definition of l2u, (si, (s;,a;)), ((si, ai), s;+t) E Ty, hence 
t' =St {sl! a1)s2(s2, a2}··· Xn E ut(Y) and t2tx(t) = t'. 

ii. Xn E Ax: 
Then t = t' · an for some t' that ends with Sn and there is an s E S x 
with {sn, an, s) E Tx, hence {sn, (sn, an}} E Ty. From i we know that 
t2tx(t') E ut(Y). Because t2tx(t') ends with sn, we have t2tx(t') · 
{sn,an} = t2tx(t) E ut(Y). 

2: Let t = StS2'" Sn E ut(Y) (n E No). We distinguish two cases: 
i. Sn E Sx: 

Then nis odd, s1 E Ly = Lx and Vi E {1, ... ,n -1}: {s;,s;+t) E Ty. 
Since Sx n Qx = 0, we have by the definition of Ty, Vi E {1, ... , n- 2}, 
i odd: s; E Sx, Si+t = {s;,a;) forsome ai E Ax and (si,a;,si+2} E Tx. 
Hence, t' = Statsaaa· .. Sn E lt(X) and t2tx(t') = t. 

ii. Sn E Qx: 
In this case, Sn = (sn-l,an-1) for some an-1 E Ax and 3s E Sx 
(sn-t.an_ 1 ,s) E Tx. Moreover, t = t' · sn forsome t' and from the 
above we know that there is a t" E lt(X) that ends with Sn-1 and 
t2tx(t") = t'. Then t" · an-l E lt(X) and t2tx(t" ·a .. _ I)= t. 
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We continue with the actual theQrem. 
a. Let X, X' E LTS and suppose that lt(X) 'llt(X'). Then by the construc

tion offunctions t2tx and t2tx•, t2tx o lt(X) 'I t2tx• o lt(X'). With Eq. 2.1 
we get ut o l2u(X) 'I ut o l2u(X'). 

b. is easily verified. 
c. Let X E LTS and put t2t = t2tx t lt(X). It is easy to see that t2t is 

injective. Surjectivity follows from Eq. 2.1. 

0 

Item 1 is a direct consequence of the definition of t2tx. 
Item 2: (Recall, Y = l2u(X)) 
=? : Let u, u' E lt(X) and assume: u $ u'. Then u · u" = u' for some 

u" E (Sx UAx )*. Application offunction t2t yields 3y E Sy* : t2t(u) · 
y = t2t(u'). Hence, t2t(u) $ t2t(u'). 

<= : Similarly. U se the bijectivity of function t2t. 

This theorem indicates that we do not lose much modelling power if we confine 
ourselves to uniabelled systems. Many interesting properties of labelled tran
sition systems have their counterpart in uniabelled systems. 
We remark that the distinction between systems with one and systems with 
more initial states is not fundamental either. To a transition system with more 
initial states, a new state can be added with arcs to all the initial states. Then, 
if that state becomes the only initial state, a transition system with one initial 
state is obtained that very much resembles the original system. 
In the next subsection, we develop a comparison theory for uniabelled transi
tion systems with more initial states. 

2.3 Realization, birealization and equivalence 

There are models for discrete systems that are semantically represented at the 
level of uniabelled transition systems, for instanee the DDS and Actor models 
of Chapter 3. To develop systems within such models, different designs need 
to be compared toa specification and toeach other. However, for uniabelled 
transition systems no forma} comparison theory bas been described yet. All 
existing comparison theories are based on the labels of labelled transition sys
tems. 
In this section, we develop a comparison theory for uniabelled systems. The 
central concepts in this theory are realization and birealization. We shall deal 
with the relation be~ween (bi)realization and behaviour (paths, traces) and we 
shall establish a link with bisimulation [11, 75]. 
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In approaches like bisimulation, labelled transition systems are compared based 
on the labels of arcs. The states are of minor importance, they are divided out 
as equivalence classes. 
Because of the absence of labels, two uniabelled transition systems cannot be 
compared in this way and we shall always camparethem with regard toa spe
cific, given relationship between the reachable states of both systems. These 
states can no Jonger be divided out, because that would turn all systems equiv
alent (see Lemma 2.3.6). 
In the literature, the comparison of systems is usually based on an equivalence 
relation (e.g., see Subsection 2.2.2). Our realization relation resembles aimula
tion [12] in the sense that it is not an equivalence relation. For example, we 
consider cases where two systems, A and B, are related via a relation R such 
that A is an implementation of B, but A does not use all freedom allowed by B, 
B has transitions that A does not have. Therefore, A realizes B w.r.t. R, but 
the converse (B realizes A w.r.t. R-1) is not true. 
Actually, there are three kinds of implementations: Incorrect implementations, 
correct but incomplete implementations and both correct and complete imple
mentations. An incorrect implementation can do more than is specified. A 
correct implementation perfarms allowed steps only, but it might be incom
plete, i.e. the specification allows a larger set of steps than the implementation 
actually can do. 
We shall make this distinction between the three kinds of implementations 
more precise in the remaioder of this section. We introduce the concepts real
ization and birealization, that correspond, respectively, to partitions I and II 
of Figure 2.5. 

Incorrect implementations 

Partition I - - - - 1-------------------i 

Correct but incomplete implementations 

Partition II - - - - 1-------------------i 

Correct and complete implementations 

Figure 2.5: Three kinds of implementations. 

Realization and birealization are based on reduced uniabelled transition systems, 
systems from which redundant elements have been removed. In the previous 
section, we already mentioned redundancies like unreachable states and transi-
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tions. There is another redundancy which is inherent in uniabelled systems: It 
cannot be distinguished whether an uniabelled transition system steps from a 
state to the same state, or simply remains there. 'ftansitions to the samestate 
are invisible. Labelled transition systems do not have this kind of redundancy. 
The behaviour of uniabelled transition systems is characterised by their paths 
and traces (Definition 2.2.1), but paths and traces do notaccount for such in
visible transitions: For example, the uniabelled transition systems of Figure 2.6 
have different paths and traces, nevertheless they are indistinguisbable: Both 
systems may stay in state 8 forever, or may step from 8 to t after a while. It is 
unknown when such a step occurs. 

@ ' • 
8 t 

Figure 2.6: Indistinguisbable uniabelled transition systems. 

To filter out the dUferenee between presence and absence of invisible transitions, 
we give reduced uniabelled transition systems a reftexive transition relation. All 
similarity relationships wiJl hebasedon these reduced systems. 

Definition 2.3.1 Reduced uniabelled transition system 
Let X = {S, L, T} be an uniabelled transition system. lts rednetion X = 
(S, t, T} satisfies: 

0 

S = { u[i] I u E ut( X) A 1 ~ i ~ #u} 

L=L 
t = { (s, s'} E S x S I s = s' V (s, s') E T} 

The basis of our comparison theory for uniabelled transition systems is the 
realization relation. With the realization relation, two uniabelled transition 
systems A and B can be compared by means of arelation R Ç SA x SB be
tween the reaebabie states of both systems. Relation R indicates wbicb states 
of A and B correspond to eacb other. R is not derived automatically and must 
be explicitly supplied by someone whowants to oompare both systems. 
Tbe realization relation formalizes partition I of Figure 2.5. If A and B are 
uniabelled transitioQ systems such that A realizes B, i.e. A is a correct imple
mentation of specification B, then A does not perform incorrect steps, but A 
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might not do everything the specification prescribes, A might be incomplete. 
Steps of A correspond to steps of B, but not necessarily vice versa. 

Deflnition 2.3.2 Realization 
Let A and B be uniabelled transition systems. A realizes B with respect to 
relation R iff 

0 

• R ç SA x Ss 

• dom(R) =SA 

• LA Ç R-1(Ls) 

• V(s,s') ETA: Vto E R(s): 3n E lNo: 3t., ... ,t .. E R(s): 
3tn+l E R(s') : Vi E {0, ... , n} : (ti, ti+t) E Ts 

A R B ............................ ! 
............................ 

II 

A R B 

lil IV 

Figure 2.7: The realization relation. 
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Figure 2. 7 gives an illustration of this definition. 
Case 1: A cannot do incorrect steps. 
Case 11: A may he incomplete. 
Case 111: A may need a number of steps for sarnething B does in one step. 

This corresponds to the case where t0 E R(s) and t0 E R(s') in the 
last equation of the definition above. Choose n = 0 and t1 = t 0 • 

Please note that TB is reflexive. 
Case IV: A may even be smarter than B. A may need less steps. 

This corresponds to a case where n > 0 in the last equation. In the 
picture, n = 2. 

Realization is transitive: 

Lemma 2.3.3 7hmsitivity of realization 
Let A, B and C be uniabelled transition systems and let R1 and R2 be relations 
such that A realizes B with Rt and B realizes C with R2. 

Then A realizes C with R2 o Rt. 

Proof 
Note: R2 oRt = { {a,c) ESA x Sc I 3b E SB: (a,b) E Rt A {b,c) E R2 }. 
To be proven: 

0 

R2 oRt Ç SA x Sc 

By definition. 

dom(R2 oRt)= SA 

Let a E SA. Because dom( RI) =SA, there is a b E SB with (a, b) E R1• Since 
dom(R2) =SB, there is acE Sc with (b,c} E R2. Hence, (a,c) E R2 oRt. 

LA Ç (R2 o Rt)-1(Lc) 
• 1 . . 1 • • 1 1 • 
LA Ç Rï (LB) and LB Ç R2 (Lc), hence LA Ç Rï oR.2 (Lc) = 
(R2 o Rt)-1(Lc). 

V(a,a') E TA : Veo E R2 o Rt(a) : 3n E lVo : 3c., ... ,en E R2 o Rt(a) : 
3cn+l E R2 o Rt(a'): Vi E {0, ... , n}: (c;,c;+t) E Tc 
Let (a,a'} E TA and co,o E R2 o Rt(a), then 3bo E SB: bo E Rt(a) A 
Co,o E R2(bo). Then 3n E EVo : 3bt, ... ,bn E Rt(a) : 3bn+l E Rt(a'): 
Vi E {0, ... ,n}: (b;,bi+t) E TB. Application of B realizes C with R2, n+ 1 
times, yields Vi E {0, ... ,n}: 3k; E EVo: 3c;,t, ... ,c;,k, E R2(b;): 
3c;,k,+l E R2(bi+t): (3ci+t,o E R2(bi+t): c;+l,O = c;,k;+t) A 

'VjE{O, ... ,k;}: (c;,;,c;,;+t}ETc. 
Finally, note that c;,; E R2 o Rt(a) and Cn+t,o E R2 o Rt(a'). 
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If A realizes B, then A is correct in the sense that all steps of A correspond to 
steps of B. But A may still he incomplete, as in Case II of Figure 2.7. 
In birealization, A is not only required to be correct, A must also he complete. 
All steps of B must correspond to steps of A. Birealiza.tion corresponds to 
Partition 11 of Figure 2.5. 
Birealization is rea.Iization in two directions. 

Definition 2.3.4 Birealization 
Let A and B be uniabelled transition systems. A birea.Iizes B with respect to 
relation R iff 

A rea.Iizes B with Rand B realizes A with R-1 . 

0 

It is easy to see that if A birealizes B with R, then B birealizes A with R-1• 

Birealization is transitive, too: 

Lemma 2.3.5 Transitivity of birealization 
Let A, Band C be uniabelled transition systems and let R1 and R2 be relations 
such that A birealizes B with Rt and B birealizes C with R2 • 

Then A birealizes C with R2 o Rt. 

Proof: Apply the transitivity of realization in both directions. 
0 

Realization and birealization depend strongly on relationship R that indicates 
which states correspond to each other. If two uniabelled transition systems 
A and B are to be verified against each other using (bi)realization, not only 
A and B must be supplied, but also relation R. R is not derived automatically. 
Relation R is to identify conesponding states, but unrelated states should not 
be in R. 
We have the following lemma for the extreme case that all states of two unia
belled transition systems correspond toeach other. 

Lemma 2.3.6 
Two uniabelled transition systems A and B always birealize each other with 
relation SA x SB. 

Proof: Apply the defi.nition of birealization. 
0 
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The last relationsbip we introduce for the comparison of uniabelled transition 
systems, is equi11alence. lt is the strongest one. 

Deftnition 2.3. 7 Equivalence 
Two uniabelled transition systems A and B are equivalent with respect to 
function I, iff 

• IE SA -+SB 

• A birealizes B with I 
• I is injective (and hence bijective) 

A and B are equi11alent, notation A ~ B, iff 31 E SA -+ SB: A and B are 
equivalent w.r.t. I· 
0 

Please note that a function is a special kind of relation. 
A and B are equivalent iff their reductions A and B can be transformed into 
each other by a state renaming. This is the usual isomorphism of uniabelled 
transition systems, roodulo reachability. 
Without proof we mention: 

Lemma 2.3.8 
9!! is an equivalence relation on the set of uniabelled transition systems. 
0 

2.3.1 From relations to functions 

Realization and birealization have been defined with the aid of a relation be
tween the statesof two systems. A function is a special kind of relation. In 
case of a function, the definitions of (bi)realization can be simplified. Without 
proof we mention: 

Lemma 2.3.9 Realization and birealization with a function 
Let A and B be uniabelled transition systems and f ESA-+ Sa. 

A realizes B with respect to function I iff 
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• 'v'(s,s') ETA: (f(s),f(s')) E TB 

A birealizes B with respect to function f iff 

0 

• !(LA)= LB 

• f(SA) =SB 

• V(s,s') ETA: (f(s),f(s')) E TB 

• 'v'(t, t') E TB: Vso E f-1(t): 3n E !No: 3slt ... , Sn E f-1(t): 
3sn+l E f-1(t'): Vi E {0, ... ,n}: (süSi+t) ETA 

41 

These function variants are simpler than the original definitions with a relation. 
The question is: Are they sufficient? Are they general enough to cover all the 
cases that can be handled with relations? 

If system A birealizes B with a relation R, then R can be split up into two 
functions ft and 12 and there is a system C such that C birealizes A with ft 
and C birealizes B with f2. 3 

Theorem 2.3.10 Birealization with functions instead of relations 
Let A and B be uniabelled transition systems and R Ç SA x SB. 

A birealizes B with R 

3C E UTS: 3ft E Sc--+ SA: C birealizes A with ft A 

3/a E Sc --+ SB: C birealizes B with 12 A 

R= f2of;:t 

Proof 
<= : If C birealizes A with / 1 , then A birealizes C with /1 1

• U se the transitivity 
of birealization (Lemma 2.3.5). 

=> : Assume A birealizes B with R. 
Wedefine an uniabelled transition system C: 

3For biaimulation, a. similar result ha.s been obtained (see [12]). 
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Sc= R 

Lc =LA x LB 

Tc = { ((s, t}, (s', t'}} E Sc x Sc I (s, s'} ETA A (t, t'} E TB} 

We give functions ft and h: 

ft = À (s, t} E R : s 

h = À (s, t} E R : t 

The following items must he proven for 'C birealizes A with ft': 

i. ft(Lc) =LA 

If LB = 0, then LA= 0, because LA Ç R-1(LB), and ft(Lc) = ft(0) = 
0. If LB :#: 0, then ft(Lc) = ft(LA x LB) =LA. 

ii. ft(Sc) =SA 

Ç: ft(Sc) Ç ft(Sc) = ft(R) Ç ft(SA x SB) Ç SA 
2: Let s E SA, then 3n E lNo : 3so, ... , Sn E SA : so E LA A Sn = 

s A Vi E {0, ... , n- 1}: (si, Si+t} ETA. We use induction. 
If n = 0 then s E LA. See i. 
If n > 0, then by induction, 3to E SB : (sn-t,to} E Sc. Since 
A birealizes B with R, we have 3m E lNo : 3tt, ... , tm E R(sn-1) : 
3tm+l E R(sn): Vi E {0, ... ,m} : (ti,ti+l) E TB. By the def
inition of Tc and the refle~ivity of TA, (\:Ij E {0, ... ,m- 1} : 
((sn-l,tj}, (sn-l,ti+l}} E Tc) A ((sn-t,tm), (Sn,tm+l}} E Tc, 
hence (sn,tm+l} E Sc and ft((sn,tm+l}) = s. 

iii. V((s,t), (s',t'}} E Tc: (ft((s,t}), ft((s',t'})} ETA 

Let ((s,t), (s',t'}} E Tc, then by the definition ofTe, (s,s') ETA, and 
(s,s') = (ft((s,t}), ft((s',t'))}: 

iv. V(s, s') ETA : V(so, to} E /ï1(s) n Sc : 3n E lNo: 
3(sl, tt}, ... , (sn, tn) E /ï1(s): 3(Sn+l• tn+l} E /ï1(s'): 
Vi E {0, ... ,n}: ((si,ti}, (si+l,ti+l}} E Tc 

• 1 . 
Let (s,s'} ETA and (so,to) E /ï (s) n Sc, then s = so and (s,to} ER. 
From A birealizes B with R, we derive 3n E lNo : 3tt, ... , tn E R( s} : 
3tn+l E R(s') : Vi E {0, ... , n} : (ti, ti+l} E TB. Then 
Vj E {0, ... ,n -1}: ((s,ti), (s,ti+l}} E Tc 1\ ((s,tn), (s',tn+l)) ETc. 

Hence, C birealizes A with ft. Similarly, C birealizes B with /2, and 
ho /1 1 =ho { (s, (s, t}} I (s, t) E R} = { (s, t) I (s, t) E R} = R. 
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Hence, if there is a birealization between two systems with a relation, then there 
is a third system which birealizes the other two with a function. This property 
indicates that birealization with relations may not be needed, probably one 
can do without it and use birealization with functions instead. Whether that 
is true, depends on the other things one wants to do with the relation between 
states.4 

We shall base a large part of the theory in this monograph on birealization 
with functions. 

What about realization? 
For realization, we have a similar theorem: 

Theorem 2.3.11 
Let A and B be uniabelled transition systems and R ç; SA x Ss. 

A realizes B with R 

30 E UTS: 3/t E Sc-+ SA: A realizes C with / 1-
1 A 

3!2 E Sc -+Ss: C realizes B with h A 

R = f2ofïl 

Proof 
<=: Transitivity of realization (Lemma 2.3.3). 
=> : Assume A realizes B with R. Choose C, ft and h as in the previous proof. 

'A realizes C with /111 is proven in the same way as items i, U and iv of 
the previous proof. 

0 

To be proven for 'C realizes B with h': 
i. h(Lc) ç; Ls 

ii. dom(h) = Sc 
iii. V{{s,t}, (s',t')) E Tc: {h((s,t)), h((s',t'})) ETs 

These items can be proven in the same way as i, ii and iii of the previous 
proof. Hence, A realizes C with Jt and C birealizes B with h and like 
in the previous proof, R = h o ! 1- • 

4 For e:xample, in Chapter 4 we require that the mapping between states is correct (see 
Definition 4.3.1). To prove that relations are not really necessary, we have to generalise 
predicate correct to relations and we have to prove that in Theorem 2.3.10, correct(R) ilf 
correct(h) A correct(/2). This is a topic of further research. 
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Intbis case, 'A rea.lizes B witb R' bas been rewritten to 'A rea.lizes C witb /ïh 
and more. Tbat is still realization witb a relation. 

In general, tbe relation cannot be replaced by functions. Consider, for example, 
a case wbere A realizes B witbRand {s, t) E Rand (s, t') ER forsome 8 e SA 
and t, t' E SB, t :f:. t'. Suppose we want to replace relation R witb a sequence 
of functions fi (1 :5 i :5 n for some n E JN1) and a sequence of intermediate 
systems Ci (1 :5 j :5 n + 1, C1 = A, Cn+l = B), such tbat Ci realizes Ci+l 
witb /i. Tbis is impossible, because fn o ... oh is still a function tba.t may 
relate state 8 eitber to t or to t', but not to botb. 
We remark tbat all functions /i must be directed from A to B, beca.use tbe 
realization relation is not reversible. Tbe fact tba.t A rea.lizes B witb f does 
not imply tbat B realizes A witb /-1, in contrast to birealization. 

We conclude tbat rea.lization witb functions is not as general as rea.lization witb 
relations. 

Below, we develop some tbeory for realization and birealization witb functions. 

Tbe definitions of (bi)realization are difficult to apply in many practical cases, 
because tbey arebasedon reduced uniabelled transition systems. Usually, it is 
not clear wbich states are reaebabie and which are not. However, it can often 
be proven tbat all reaebabie states have certain properties in common, also 
called system invariant8. In tbe following lemma, S can be regarded as a set 
of states for wbicb these invariants hold. 

Lemma 2.3.12 {Bi}realization and unreduced systems 
Let A and B be uniabelled transition systems, let S be a set and f be a function 
satisfying: 

LA Ç S Ç SA 

Vs ES: Vs' ESA: {s,i) ETA => s' ES 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Vs,s' ES: (s,s') ETA => f(s) = f(s') V {f(s),f(s')} E TB (2.6} 

Tb en A realizes B witb f. 5 

If, furtbermore, 

(2.7) 

5 Actually, A realizes B with tr SA. From now on, we simply drop the r SA (notational 
abuse). 
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V(t,t') ETs: Vso E l-1(t) n S: 3s., ... ,s,. E l-1(t): 
38,.+1 E l-1(t'): Vi E {0, ... ,n}: (s,,8i+t) ETA 

Then A birealizes B with I. 

Pro of 
We use Lemma 2.3.9. To prove realization, assume Eqs. 2.2 through 2.6. 
I(LA) Ç Ls since LA =LA and Ls = Ls. 
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(2.8) 

From Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3 it follows that SA Ç S. We first show V8 E SA 
l(s) E Ss. Let 8 ESA, tben 3n E l!Vo: 38o, ... ,8,. ESA: so E LA A 8,. = 
8 A Vi E {1, ... , n} : (8i-t. 8;) E TA. Then l(s0 ) E Ls, s; E S for all 
i E {0, ... , n} and using Eq. 2.6 we have for all i E {1, ... , n }, l(s;-d = l(s;) 
or (f(s;-t), l(s;)} ETs, hence 3m ~ n : 3to, ... , tm E Ss : to ELs A tm = 
l(s) A Vi E {1, ... ,m}: (t;-t,t;) ETs, i.e. l(s) E Ss. Next, let (s,s') ETA. 
We have already showed that l(s),l(s') E Ss. What remains to be proven is: 
l(s) = l(s') V (l(s),j(s')) ETs. 
(s, s') ETA implies s = s' V {s, s'} ETA. If s = s' then f(s) = l(s') else with 
Eq. 2.6 it follows that l(s) = l(s') or {f(s),l(s')} ETs. 
Hence, according to Lemma 2.3.9, A realizes B with f. 

For birealization, assume in addition Eqs. 2. 7 and 2.8. 
We know that A realizes B with f and I(LA) = Ls by Eqs. 2.5 and 2.7. First, 
we prove the surjectivity of I for SA --+ Ss. Let t E Ss, then 3m E J!V0 : 

3to, ... ,tm E Ss: toE Ls A tm = t A Vi E {1, ... ,m}: {t&-t,t;} ETs. We 
showt E f(SA) by induction. lf m = 0 then by Eq. 2.7, 3s E LA : f(s) = t, 
and LA Ç SA. If m > 0 then we may assume 3so E SA : f(so) = tm-1 
and since SA Ç S, 8o E S. Applying Eq. 2.8 yields 3s~> ... ,s,. E f-1(tm-t) : 
3s,.+l E l-1(tm): Vi E {O, ... ,n}: {s;,8;+J) ETA, i.e. Sn+l ESA and 
l(s,.+l) = tm = t. 
Next, let (t, t'} ETs and so E SA such that l(so) = t. 
If t = t' then {f(so), f(so)) = (t, t') E TA, else with Eq. 2.8 it follows that 
3s1 , ... ,s,. E j-1{t): 3s,.+l E l-1(t1

): Vi E {0, ... ,n}: {s;,S;+J) ETA. Since 
so E SA, also Si+t E SA for all iE {0, ... , n }, hence (s;, Si+t) ETA. 
According to Lemma 2.3.9, A birealizes B with I· 
D 

lf each transition ofsystem A correspond toa transition of B, then A realizes B. 
This is a special case of Lemma 2.3.12. 

Corollary 2.3.13 
Let f ESA--+ Ss, I(LA) Ç Ls and suppose 

V(s,s') ETA: (f(s),l(s')) ETs. 
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Tb en A realizes B witb function I. 
0 

Consequently, 

Corollary 2.3.14 
If SA = SB, LA !;;; LB and TA Ç TB, then A realizes B with the identical 
function. 
0 

We use the following lemma in Chapter 3 to prove tbe equivalence of two 
systems. 

Lemma 2.3.15 
Let I E SA - SB be an injective, not necessarily surjective, function. Assume 
furtbermore: 

V(t, t'} E TB : t E mg(f) => t' E mg(f) 

I(LA) = LB 

Vs,s' ESA: (s,s') ETA <=> (f(s),l(s')) E TB 

Then A is equivalent to B w.r.t. I· 

Proof 

(2.9} 

{2.10) 

(2.11) 

Note: IE SA- SB. First we prove tbe surjectivity of I for SA- SB. Let 
tE Ss, then 3n E /No: 3to, ... ,t,. E SB: toE LB At,.= t A Vi E {1, ... ,n}: 
(ti-!. ti} E Ts. We show: t E I( SA): By Eq. 2.10, to E. Ls = I( LA), bence 
3s0 E LA : l(so) = to. Applying Eq. 2.9 n times yields V i E {1, ... , n} : 
3si ESA: ti= l(si) a.nd tben using Eq. 2.11 n times leads to Vi E {1, ... ,n}: 
(si-t. si} E TA, i.e. Sn E SA a.nd l(sn) = t,. = t. 
Next, let s,s' ESA. By the bijectivity of I a.nd by Eq. 2.11, (s,s') ETA<* s = 
s' V (s, s') E TA <::} l(s) = l(s') V (f(s), l(s')} ETs <::} (f(s), l(s')) ETs. 
0 

2.3.2 (Bi)realization and traces 

Lemma 2.3.9 gives realization and birealization with functions. Sucb a function 
maps reaebabie states of a system to reaebabie states of a.notber system. This 
lunetion can he generalised to traces, because traces are sequences of reaebabie 
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states. Thus, we have a function that maps all traces (tbe behaviour) of a 
system to sequences of reaebabie states of tbe other system. 

We shall address the question to what extent tbe behaviour of two uniabelled 
transition systems coincides when one (bi)realizes tbe other. We repreaent tbe 
behaviour of a system by its trace set and we consider only (bi)realization witb 
functions. 

Consider, for example, the figure along
side. Here we have two systems, A and 
B, that birealize each other with func
tion I E SA -+SB. 
The trace set of system A, ut(A), equals 
{e, a1. a1a2, a1a2a3, a1a2a3b}, 
I o ut(A) = {e, a, aa, aaa, aaab} and 
ut(B) = {e, a, ab}. 
Clearly, I o ut(A) does not equal ut(B), 
they are not even a subset of each other. 
It is the case that I o ut(À) Ç ut(ÉJ), but 
I out( À) ~ ut(B) because ab t1 I o ut( À). 

b 

Figure 2.8. 

Please notice that system A needs two steps to get from a1 through a3, where 
B uses no steps at all. Tbe image of trace a 1 a2a3 under I is aaa, while such 
successive duplicates do not appear inthetrace set of B. It seems reasonable 
to filter them out. 

Definition 2.3.16 Function nsd {no successive duplicates) 
Let E be an alphabet. Function nsd E E* -+ E* is recursively defined as 
follows. 
For a, b E E and w E E*: 

0 

nsd(e) = e 

nsd(a) = a 

nsd(w · ab) = { 
nsd(w ·a}, 
nsd(w ·a)· b, 

a=b 
af.b 

Example: nsd(aabccc) = nsd(abbbc) = nsd(abc) = abc. 

Without proof we mention: 
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Lemma 2.3.17 
For non-empty words w, w' E !:*, if nsd( w) = nsd( w') then the first resp. last 
elements of w and w' are identical. 
0 

Before we praeeed with the relation between (bi)realization and behaviour, we 
mention a lemma on function nsd that we need in the sequel. 

Lemma 2.3.18 

VY E UTS: Vw E Sy*: wE ut(Y) <=> nsd(w) E ut(Y). 

Proof 
Let Y E UTS and w E Sy*. Use induction. H w = e or w E Sy then 
w = nsd(w) by the definition of nsd. If w = w' · ab for some a,b E Sy 
then by induction, w' ·a E ut(Y) <=> nsd(w' ·a) E ut(Y). If a = b then 
w E ut(Y) üf w' ·a E ut(Y), since Ty is reftexive, and nsd(w) = nsd(w' ·a). 
Otherwise, if a =F b, w E ut(Y) ur w' . a E ut(Y) 1\ (a, b} E 'Î'y I moreover, 
nsd(w) = nsd(w' ·a)· b E ut(Y) iff nsd(w' ·a) E ut(Y) 1\ (a,b} E 'Î'y. 
0 

The following theorem characterises the relation between realization and bire
alization on the one hand, and behaviour (traces) on the otber hand. 

Theorem 2.3.19 {Bi)realization and behaviour 
Let A and B be uniabelled transition systems and f ESA-+ Ss. Then: 

A realizes B with f <=> nsd of out( A) Ç nsd o ut(B) 

A birealizes B with f :::::;.. nsd of o ut(Á) = nsd o ut(B) 

Pro of 
We start with the first assertion. 
:::::;.. : Assume A realizes B witb f and let a e ut(Á). Then /(a) E ut( iJ). Apply 

function nsd. 
{:::::: Assume nsdofout(Á) Ç nsdout(B). By Lemma 2.3.18, fout(Á) Ç ut(B). 

According to Lemma 2.3.9, we need to prove the following three items: 

a. !(LA) Ç Ls 
Let St e tA, then St e ut(Á) and /(st) e ut(B). Hence, /(st) eLs. 
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b. f(SA) ç SB 

Let s E SA, then there is a trace a = St·" Sn E ut(À) (n E INt) with 
Sn = s. Then f(a) = f(sd··· f(sn) E ut(È), hence tm E SB. 

c. V(s,s'} ETA: (f(s),J(s')) E TB 
Let (s,s'} ETA, then f(s) E SB and a trace a= St·"Sn+t E ut(Ä) 
( n E INt) exists with Sn = s and Sn+t = s'. 
We have f(a) = f(st)··· f(sn)·f(sn+t) E ut(È) and its last twoelements 
are f(s) and f(s'), hence (f(s),f(s')) E TB. 

Next, we prove the second assertion. 
Assume A birealizes B with f. From the previous assertion, we know that 
nsd of out( À) Ç nsd o ut(.ÉJ), so we need to prove the 2 - part. 
Let (3 = t1 ... tn E ut(.ÉJ) for some n E INt. We use induction to the length of (3. 
If n = 1, then 3st E LA : f(st) = t1. because LB = f(LA)· Hence, s1 E ut(À) 
and nsdof(st) = nsd(tt)· Otherwise, ifn > 1, put (3' = tt"'tn-t. then by 
induction, there is a trace a = St'" Sm E ut( À) (m E INt) with nsd o f(a) = 
nsd(f3'). 
If tn-1 = tn. then nsd(f3) = nsd(f3') and we are through. Else, if tn-1 :fi tn, 
then nsd(f3) = nsd(f3') · tn. From nsd o f(a) = nsd(f3') it follows that the last 
elements of f(a) and (31 are equal, i.e. f(sm) = tn-1· From (tn-t, tn} E TB 
and A birealizes B with f, we derive 3k E INo : 3sm+l• ... , Sm+k E f- 1 ( tn- J) : 
3sm+k+l E f-1(tn): Vi E {0, ... ,k}: {sm+i>Sm+i+l) ETA. 
Hence,St"'Sm+k+l E ut(Ä)andnsdof(st·"Sm+k+t) = nsdof(st•"Sm+kHn = 
nsd o f(st·" sm) · t". = nsd o f(a) · t". = nsd(f3') · t". = nsd((3). 
0 

Remark 2.3.20 In the case of realizati.on, function nsd can be omitted 
From the above proof, it can easily be deduced that function nsd does not play 
a significant role in the case of realization. We have: 

A realizes B iff fout( À) Ç ut(.ÉJ). 

0 

The above theorem indicates that realization corresponds with sub-behaviour. 
A realizes B with f if and only if the image under f of Ä's behaviour is a subset 
of B's behaviour, even if successive duplicates are filtered out. 
Birealization with a function f is really stronger than equality of behaviour 
under f.6 Figure 2.9 gives an example of two systems A and Band a function 

6We think that birealization thus bas been defined somewhat too strong. However, weak
ening it would turn it memory dependent, which has disadvantages. See also page 167. 
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f E SA -+ SB, such that nsd o f o ut(À) = nsd o ut(B), but A does not 
birealize B with f. Note that (t,u2 ) E TA and t1 E f-1(t), but A bas no 
sequence of transitions from t1 to u2. , 

A f B 

Figure 2.9: nsd of o ut(À) = nsd o ut(B), 
but A does not birealize B with f. 

A and B differ in moment of choice. The decision which direction to go is 
taken earlier in A than in B. From state ti of A (i E {1,2}), there is only 
one outgoing transition, and it leads to Ui· In the corresponding statetof B, 
tb ere is still a choice. Birealization discriminatea between A and B, though the 
image under f of A's trace set equals the trace set of B. 

A B 

b 

Figure 2.10: No bisimulation either. 

In this respect, birealization resembles observation equivalence of CCS [70] and 
bisimulation of ACP [11, 14]. In Figure 2.10, we have labelled the arcsof A 
and B and we have omitted the state names. In terms of ACP, A represents 
process ab + ac and B represents a(b + c). Traces have been defined in ACP 
as sequences of action labels. Both processes have the S&nle set of traces, viz. 
{ e, a, ab, ac}. Nevertheless, they do not bisimulate. 
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2.3.3 Birealization versus bisimulation 

Different comparison methods have been developed for labelled transition sys
tems. We have mentioned several examples in Subsection 2.2.2. Well-known 
are observation equivalence of CCS [70] and bisimulation of ACP [11, 14], which 
do not differ much. In this subsection, we reveal some resemblances and differ
ences between bisimulation in ACP and our birealization. 

There are different kinds of bisimulation, such as strong bisimulation, bisimula
tion with internal steps and bisimulation with deadlocks. In the latter, a special 
action label 'é' is recognised and transitions with label é cannot be taken, they 
are 'dead'. If a path ends up in a state with only outgoing é-transitions, we 
speak of a non-successful termination. 
Uniabelled transition systems have no action labels. Birealization does not 
explicitly distinguish between successful and non-successful termination. How
ever, termination information can he stared in the states, such that there is a 
predicate over the statespace which indicates for each state whether termina
tion in that state is successful, or not. 

Internal steps can be represented in uniabelled systems with the aid of the 
relation between two systems. For example, system A of Figure 2.8 bas two 
internal steps, viz. (at, a2 } and (a2 , a3}. System B doesnothave internal steps. 
States at, a2 and a3 are all related to the same state a of B. 
The relation thus implicitly classifies the transitions of system A in internal 
and non-internal steps. In this example, a transition (s, s'} E TA is an internal 
step iff s and s' are related to the same state in B. 
We shall return to internal steps later. First, we give the definition of (strong) 
bisimulation according to [10]. 7 

Bisimulation bas been based on labelled transition systems with one initial 
state from which all states must be reachable. 

Definition 2.3.21 Bisimulation 
Let A and B be labelled transition systems with ILAI = ILBI = 1, SA = SA 
and SB= SB and let R Ç SA x SB.8 

Let rA and TB be the elementsof LA and LB, respectively. 
A bisimulates B with R iff 

7 [10] is in Dutch. This definition of bisimulation is slightly extended in [11] to account 
for termination. 

8 The set Sx of reaebabie statesof a labelled transition system is Sx = {u(i] I u E /t(X), 
1 ~ i ~ #u A i is odd}. 
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0 

• V(s,a,s') ETA: Vt E SB: (s,t) ER => 
3t' E SB: (t,a,t') E TB A (s',t') ER 

• V(t,a,t') E TB: 'v's ESA: (s,t) ER => 
3s' ESA: (s,a,s') ETA A (s',t') ER 

Cbapter 2. 1ransition systems 

A difference with birealization is that two labelled transition systems do not 
have to bisimulate each other, while two uniabelled transition systems always 
birealize witè the total relation (see Lemma 2.3.6). For example, s@ ~ • s' 
and s@ li • s' cannot be related in such a way that they bisimulate, be
cause bisimulation discriminates between action labels. For bisimulation, each 
transition of the one system must correspond with a equally labelled transition 
of the other system. 

Like birealization, bisimulation can be restricted to functions. In [12], a theo
rem similar to Theorem 2.3.10 is derived for bisimulation, i.e., A bisimulates B 
with Riff there is a system C and two functions ft and h such that C bisim
ulates A with ft, C bisimulates B with hand R =ho fï 1

• 

We have already mentioned another resemblance with birealization: If two 
systems have the same set of traces under a mapping f, they need not birealize 
nor bisimulate (see Figures 2.9 and 2.10). Both birealization and bisimulation 
discriminate to moment of choice. 

If we generalise the previous definition to more initial states and leave out 
the labels, we obtain a definition for uniabelled transition systems that can be 
compared with birealization. 

Definition 2.3.22 Bisimulation in uniabelled transition systems 
(uts- bisimulation) 

Let A and B be uniabelled transition systems and let R Ç SA x SB. 
A uts-bisimulates B with Riff 

0 

• LA ç R-1(LB) 

• LB Ç R(LA) 

• V(s,s'} ETA: Vt E SB: sE SA A (s,t} ER => 
3t' E SB: (t,t'} E TB A (s',t'} ER 

• V(t, t'} E TB : 'v's E SA : tE SB A (s, t} ER => 
3s' ESA: (s,s'} ETA A (s',t'} ER 
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This concept of uts-bisimulation is really stronger than birealization. In bireal
ization, a kind of internal step is allowed, as in Cases III and IV of Figure 2.7. 
The one system may use more steps than the other one to achieve the same 
goal. Uts-bisimulation does not allow such internal steps. 

Theorem 2.3.23 Uts-bisimulation is stronger than birealization 
Let A and B be uniabelled transition systems and R Ç SA x SB. Then: 

A uts-bisimulates B with R ~ A birealizes B with R; 

The converse does not necessary hold. 

Pro of 
If A uts-bisimulates B, then all conditions of Definition 2.3.2 are met (choose 
n = 0 inthelast equation). Hence, A realizes B with R. Similarly, B realizes A 
with R-1• 

A counterexample for the converse has been depicted in Figure 2.8. There, 
A birealizes B with /, though A does not uts-bisimulate B with f since 
(a1,a2 ) ETA, (al. a) ER but there is no transition in B from a toa state t 
with (a2, t) E R. 
0 

Now, we return to internal steps. In Theorem 2.3.25, we shall indicate a cor
respondence between our birealization and bisimulation with internal steps 
(e--bisimulation). 
In labelled transition systems, an internal step is usually denoted by a special 
action label, usually an e- or ar. We shall use e's here. 

For systems with internal steps, different kinds of bisimulation have been de
fined, like branching bisimulation, r-bisimulation [11] and e--bisimulation [10, 
110]. We shall use e--bisimulation9 and the definition below is a generalisation 
to more initial states, while the constraint on terminal states10 has been left 
out. 

Deflnition 2.3.24 e--bisimulation (without constraints on terminal nodes) 
Let A and B belabelled transition systems and R Ç SA x SB. 

9 The reader may consider e-bisimulation as branching bisimulation [11], however, inter
mediate nocles in a generalised r-step need not be related. 
Actually, we do not exploit this difference. Theorem 2.3.25 applies to branching bisimulation 
as well. 

10The constraint on terminal states in e-bisimulation is: If state 8 of one of two systems is 
related to state 8 1 of the other system, and if it is possible to do a number of internal steps 
from 8 to a terminal state, then it must also be possible to do a number of internal steps 
from 8

1 to a terminal state. 
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A e-bisimulates B with R iff 

• LA Ç R-1 (LB) 

Initial states are related; 

• '1/(so, to} ER n (SA x SB): 'Is ESA: 'la E AA \{e}: 

(3n E !No : 3St, ... , Sn E SA : 
('1/i E {0, ... ,n-1}: (si,ê1 SHt) ETA) A {sn,a,s} ETA) 

"* 3m E !No : 3h, ... , tm+l E SB : 
('1/i E {0, ... ,m-1}: (ti,e,ti+t} E TB) A (tm,a,tm+t) ETB A 
(s,tm+t} ER 

If so and to are related and from so, a number of internal steps followed 
by a non-internal step can he done to a state s, then from t0 , there is 
a sequence of internal steps foliowed by the same non-internal step to a 
state tm+l that is related tos; 

• The previous items with A, B and R replaced by B, A and R-1, respec
tively. 

0 

In uniabelled systems, we may have internal and non-internal steps as well. We 
have already shown this for the transitions of Figure 2.8. In this example, such 
an implicit classification of internaland non-internal transitions could he given, 
because the states of both systems are related by a function. In general, if A 
and B are uniabelled transition systems related by a function f E SA .....,.. SB, 
then a transition (s, s') ETA is an internal step iff f(s) = f(s') and (t, t'} E TB 
is an internal step ur t = t'. 
In case of a relation, there is in general 
no clear distinction between internal and 
non-internal steps. Consider, for example, 
Figure 2.11. On the one hand, transition 
(st. s2} of system A may he regarcled as 
an internal step, because s1 and s2 are re
lated to the satne state to of B. On the 
other hand, (s1 , s2) corresponds to transi
tion (t1 , h) of B and the latter is not an 
internal step. 

Figure 2.11. 

If we confine ourselves to functions between the state spaces of two systems, 
then each uniabelled transition system corresponds to a labelled transition 
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system with two labels: An I! for internal steps, a.nd a.nother label a for non
internal steps. 
The next theorem indica.tes that two uniabelled transition systems birealize 
with f iff their corresponding labelled transition systems e-bisimulate with f. 

Theorem 2.3.25 Birealization with functions is e-bisimulation with 
functions 

Let A and B be uniabelled transition systems and f ESA -+SB. 
Let A be the labelled transition system 

(SA, LA, {e,a}, 

{(s,e,s') I (s,s')ETA 1\ f(s)=f(s')}u 

{ (s,a,s') I (s,s') ETA 1\ f(s) # f(s')} 

and let B be the labelled transition system 

(SB, LB, {e,a}, 

) 

{ (s,e,s') I {s,s') E TB 1\ s = s'} U 

{ (s, a, s') I {s, s'} E TB 1\ s # s'} 

i.e. A and B are A and B with each internal step labelled by e and all other 
steps labelled by a, a# e. 
Then: 

A e-bisimulates B with f {:} A birealizes B with f . 

Pro of 
First, assume A e-bisimulates B with f. 
For birealization, we prove the four items of Lemma 2.3.9. 

• f(ÏJA) =tB 

Follows from LA Ç f- 1(LB) and LB Ç f(LA)· 
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• f(SA) =SB 

Ç: Let s E SA, then 3n E IVo : 3so, ... ,sn E SA : so E LA A s = 
Sn A Vi E {0, ... ,n -1}: Si:/: Si+J A (si,Si+t) ETA· 
We use induction. U n = 0 then sE LA. See the J)revious item. 
If n > 0, then by induction, f(sn-d E SB. If /(Bn-d = f(s,.) then 
we are through, else (Bn-1, a, Sn} E T:;r and because A e-bisimulates B 
with J, (f(sn_l),a,f(sn)) E Tï!i, hence f(sn) E SB. 

2: Let t E SB, then 3n E IVo : 3to, ... , tn E SB : to E LB A t = 
tn A Vi E {0, ... ,n -1}: (tï,ti+t} E TB. 
We use induction. If n = 0 then tE LB. See the previous item. 
If n > 0, then by induction, 3so E SA : J(so) = tn-1· We have 
(tn-1. a, tn) E TB and since A e-bisimulates B with J, 3m E IVo : 
3st, ... ,sm+l ESA : (Vj E {0, ... ,m- 1} : (sj,ê,Sj+t) E T:;r), 
(sm,a,Sm+t) E T:;r and J(sm+t) = tn. Then Sm+t ESA. 

• V(s,s'} ETA: (f(s),J(s')) E TB 

Let (s, s') E TA, then f(s) E SB. 
If f(s) = f(s') then (f(s},f(s')} E TB, otherwise (B,a,s') E T:;r and 
because A e-bisimulates B with J, (f(s),a,f(s')} E T8 , which means 
that (f(s),J(s')} E TB and a.lso (f(s),J(s')} E TB . 

• V(t, t'} E tB : Vso E J-1(t) n SA : 3n E IVo : 3st. ... , Sn E J-1(t) : 
3sn+l E f-1 (t') : Vi E {0, ... , n} : (si, Si+t} ETA 

Let {t,t'} E TB and So E ,-1 (t) n SA. Ift = t' then taken= 0 (note that 
(so, so} ETA because TA is reftexive). Else, (t, a, t'} E TB and since A e
bisimulates B with J, 3n E IVo: 3s~t ... ,sn+l ESA : (Vi E {0, ... , n-1}: 
{sï,ë,Sï+t) E T:;r) A (sn,a,sn+t) E T:;r A J(sn+t) = t'. 
Then {so, ... ,sn} E J-1{t) and Vj E {0, ... ,n}: (sj,Sj+t) ETA. 

Hence, A birealizes B with f. 

Next, assume A birealizes B with f (see Lemma 2.3.9). 
For e-bisimulation, we have to prove the first two items of Definition 2.3.24 and 
their converse. Translated to functions and somewhat simplified, this comes 
down to proving the following items. 

• LA Ç f- 1 (LB) and LB Ç f(LA) follow from f(LA) =LB. 

• Vso E SA : J(so) E SB ::::} (Vs E SA : (3n E IVo : 3st, ... , Sn E SA : 
(Vi E {0, ... ,n -1}: (sï,ê,Sï+t} E T:;r) A (s,.,a,s) E T:;r) ::::} 
{f(so),a,J(s)) E TB) 
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Let so E SA, assume l(so) E SB and let s E SA. Assume 3n E /No : 
3sl, ... ,sn ESA: ('Vi E {0, ... ,n -1}: (si,ë,Si+l) ETA} and assume 
(sn,a,s) ETA, then l(so) = ... = l(sn) A l(sn) #: l(s). 
From (sn,s) ETA and A birealizes B with I we derive l(sn) = l(s) V 
(f(sn},l(s)) E TB. Hence, (f(so},l(s}) E TB and (f(so},a,l(s)) E TB. 

• 'Vso E SA : l(so) E SB :::} ('Vt E SB : (f(so), a, t) E TB :::} 3n E /No : 
3sl, ... ,sn+l ESA: ('Vi E {0, ... ,n -1}: (si,ë,Si+l) ETA} A 
(sn, a, Sn+l) ETA A l(sn+l) = t) 

Let soESA, assume l(so) E SB, lettE SB, assume (f(so),a,t) E TB. 
Then l(so) #: t and (f(so}, t} E TB and since A birealizes B with I, 
3n E /No : 3sl. ... , Sn E 1-1 o l(so) : 3sn+l E l-1(t) : 'Vi E {0, ... , n} : 
(si, Si+l} ETA. 
Then 'Vj E {0, ... ,n -1}: (sj,ê,Sj+l} ETA and (sn,a,sn+l} ETA. 

Hence, A e-bisimulates B with I· 
0 

The above theorem indicates that birealization with functions reduces to e
bisimulation with functions11 : From a given pair of uniabelled transition sys
tems and a function between their state spaces, two labelled transition systems 
and a corresponding relation can he derived such that birealization in the far
mer case is e-bisimulation in the latter case. 
There are two remarks at this point. Firstly, we have considered only bireal
ization with functions rather than with relations. Secondly, one might wonder 
whether e-birealization reduces to birealization as well, that is, whether any 
pair of labelled transition systems with a relation between their states can he 
transformed to a pair of uniabelled transition systems and a corresponding re
lation, such that e-bisimulation in the farmer is birealization in the latter. 
We have not found such a construction yet. There are two problems here: 
At first, different labels of a labelled transition system have to be represented 
somehow in an uniabelled system. This can be done as in Subsection 2.2.4, 
where labelled systems are converted to bipartite uniabelled systems. But 
what is the impact of such a construction on bisimulation and birealization? 
That is not easy to see. Next, internal steps have to he distinguished from 
non-internal steps. In the above theorem, we do this by means of a function I 
between the reaebabie states of two uniabelled systems A and B. A transition 
between two states of A is internal iff both states are mapped to the same state 
of B and a transition in B is internal iff the transition is from a state to the 
same state. However, in labelled systems, B may have internal steps between 

11 and branching bisimulation with functions 
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different states as well. Hence, a different, more sophisticated representation 
of internat steps is uniabelled systems is needed. 

2.4 Concluding remarks 

Transition systems are a very general way to describe discrete systems. Models 
for more specific systems can be represented at the level of transition systems. 
The behaviour of transition systems can be given in terros of paths and traces. 
Labelled transition systems can be transformed to uniabelled ones in sucb a 
way, that many properties are preserved. Likewise, transition systems with 
many initial states can be transformed to transition systems with a single initial 
state. 
During the process of system engineering, different designs have to be compared 
to a specification and to each other. For labelled transition systems, some 
format comparison techniques are known, e.g. observation equivalence [70] and 
bisimulation equivalence [11, 75]. In these comparison techniques, two systems 
are related via the labels: An action label denotes the same action in both 
systems. We have introduced a technique that can be applied to uniabelled 
systems, viz. realization and birealization. This technique is based on a relation 
between the states of two systems that bas to he given explicitly. The relation 
indicates which states correspond to eacb other. 
If two systems birealize each other with a relation, then there is a third system 
which birealizes the other two with a function. This is not the case with 
realization. Birealization with functions and e-bisimulation with functions are 
much alike. 
An item of further research is to derive algorithms to check birealization and 
to gain an insight in the complexity of birealization checking. 

In the next chapter, we introduce the DDS and Actor models, which will be 
semantically represented at the level of uniabelled transition systems. For each 
Actor system, we sball build an equivalent DDS using the comparison theory 
developed in this chapter. 
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Process models 

3.1 Introduetion 

We like to design a vast range of discrete systems- simple, elegant ones, but also 
complex, realistic ones, like information systems that have a lot of information 
and control flow. Such systems make high demands on the modelling methodol
ogy, and this is where transition systems fail. We need more specific modelling 
techniques, that meet software engineering requirements: They should enable 
us to generate readable, comprehensible, modular and maintainable designs. 
In addition, models might have to support parallelism, distributed computa
tions, control and data modelling facilities, analysis techniques, simulations, 
understandable depictions, etcetera. 

Many specific models have been developed to meet these demands. They can 
be classified according to two perspectives: 

• Data and process models can he distinguished. 
Data models, like the Relational Database Model [74}, facilitate the struc
turing of data, while in process models, sneb as Petri nets [21, 76}, the 
emphasis is on flow of data and controL There are many more examples 
of both kinds of models, and lots of tools have been developed that fa
cilitate either data modeHing or process modelling. However, there have 
not been many successful attempts to arrive at models that integrate 
both aspects. Interesting approaches in this area are p.CRL [40} and the 
SimCon model [108}. 

59 
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• It is important to have a tooi that can check and simulate modelled nets. 
Huber, Jensen and Shapiro [50] have developed sneb a tooi for Colonred 
nets. It is, bowever, very difficult to build a tooi that can handle all 
are inscriptions in an efticient way and that is why their tooi does not 
support all possible Colonred nets. For instance, the net of Figure 3.2 is 
nat supported by the tool. 
On the other hand, we have developed a tooi for DDSs tbat can efticiently 
handle all allowed situations. We could do so, thanks to the separation 
of token consumption and evaluation. 

Figure 3.2: A Colonred net 

• The semantics of Petri nets is usually given in terms of firing sequences 
or Occurrence nets [37]. An Occurrence net itself is again a Petri net. 
We like to campare Petri nets to totally different formalisms and we 
want to use transition systems for that. The DDS model is semantically 
represented at the level of uniabelled transition systems. 

Same advantages of asemantics in terms of transition systems are: Tran
sition systems have a simpler structure than Petri nets, and, as a con
sequence, a camparisou at the level of transition systems is probably 
simpler than a comparison at the level of Petri nets. Moreover, a diver
sity of formalisms bas been represented in terms of transition systems, 
e.g. temporallogic [63], systems with a dynamic topology [1,3, 52], trace 
theory based systems [59, 68], process algebras [11, 44, 46, 70] etc .. With 
the theory of Cbapter 2, we can formally campare DDSs to systems de
scribed in one of those formalisms. In Subsection 3.3.2, we campare DDSs 
to Actor systems. 
A disadvantage of a semantics at the level of transition systems is, how
ever, that the concept of troe concurrency [101] (a partial order semantics 
that goesbeyoud a step semantics) cannot he handled very well. 
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Colonred nets have some modelling features that are not present in the standard 
DDS model. In the following, we show how these extra features can be imitated. 
There are actually no significant dUferences between the modelling power of the 
two. Each system modelled as a Colonred net can be transformed easily into 
a DDS of about the same description length, in such a way that properties are 
preserved. 

The DDS model, which bas no explicit time modelling features, is defined in 
the next subsection. After that, we present the ExSpect model, which is an 
extension of the DDS model with time aspects. 

3.2.1 DDS model 

In this subsection, we describe a model for discrete, dynamic systems, called the 
DDS model. This statically structured model originated from the SMARTIE 
model [103]. It serves as asemantic domain for ExSpect, a tooi developed 
at the Information Systems group of the Computer Science department of the 
Eindhoven University of Technology. ExSpect bas been designed to model and 
simulate information systems and it has been widely used in several companies 
in the Netherlands and abroad, e.g., see [87, 94, 95,97, 98, 99, 105,106]. The 
main reasou why we have developed the DDS model and the ExSpect model of 
the next subsection was the need for a correct, formal and sound semantics of 
ExSpect. These models give an exact description of ExSpect's behaviour and 
they have allowed us to derive and prove many properties of ExSpect nets. The 
composition and decomposition theory of Chapter 4 is an important result in 
this context. 
Contrary tothetooi ExSpect, the DDS model does not have an explicit concept 
of time, it bas only order of events. In the next subsection, we shall extend the 
DDS model with time aspects, which results in the ExSpect model. 

We shall not extensively discuss ExSpect and all the motivatiens bebind it, 
instead we refer to [105, 106]. Nor sball we give a mapping from real-world 
ExSpect instauces to nets of the ExSpect model. Our aim bere is only to 
present the models that serve as a semantic domain for ExSpect and to derive 
some properties within these models. The tooi ExSpect can be mapped to 
ExSpect nets in a correct way, hence tbe derived properties apply to the tooi 
as well. 
We praeeed with an informal description of the DDS model and after that we 
present a formal syntax and semantics. 

A DDS is a bipartite graph that consists of two components: 1mnsitions2 and 
2These transitions should not be confused with the transitions of a trauition •r•tem (see 
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places. A transition is connected to several places via directed arcs. Places are 
typed and transitions are functions over their input places. The signature of a 
transition 's function is such that the types of its input parameters are identical 
to the types of the input places and the types of its output parameters are bags 
over the types of the output places. The places can contain so-called tokens. 
A token bas a value according to the type of the pla.ce in which it resides. A 
place may have several tokens of the same value, so a place contains a bag over 
its type. 
A transition may have several input arcs from each pla.ce. Each input are 
corresponds to a parameter of its function. Hence, the number of input arcs 
of each transition equals the number of input parameters of its function. A 
transition has at most one output are to ea.ch pla.ce. The presence of an output 
are indicates that a transition can produce output for a pla.ce, but nothing is 
said about the amount of output. It may depend on the values of the consumed 
tokens how much output is produced for each output pla.ce. A transition may 
fire iff there are enough tokens in each input place, i.e. iff the number of tokens in 
ea.ch place is at least as large as the number of input arcs from that pla.ce. Such 
a firing happens instantaneously and may cause the configuration of tokens in 
places to change. Input tokens are selected nondeterministically and output 
tokens are produced a.ccording to the transition's function. We have parallelism 
in our model: Transitions may fire simultaneously if ea.ch transition has enough 
input tokens to fire. 
A place that always contains exactly one token can be seen as a memory of the 
system. We call such a pla.ce a store. If a transition wants to use the store, it 
picks the token out of the store and instantaneously places back a new one. In 
fact, it replaces the token. A store can be a database, in this case its type is 
very complex. We call a distri bution of tokens over places a state. 3 

The systems we consider have to be closed, i.e. the formalism does not explic
itly support communications with an énvironment. Yet, in modelling practical 
systems it is useful to distinguish an open subsystem and an environment. Of
ten the transitions and places of the open (sub )system are fully specified while 
the constituents of the environment are left unknown. 
There are several ways to complete an open system with an environment. One 
way is to use input places with an infinite amount of tokens. Such places rep
resent input streams. Another way is to have a transition and a place in the 
environment such that the place has a finite amount of tokens and the transi
tion repeatedly picks a token from the place and produces two tokens identical 
totheinput token, one for the environment's place from which it got the input 
token and one for the open subsystem. In this way, tbe environment behaves 

Subsection 2.2.1). It should be dear from the context what kind of transitionsis meant. 
3 In Petri net terminology, a state is usually called a marking. 
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like a random generator of tokens. 
Other, more complex approaches, might support arelation between the p~ 
dueed output of the open subsystem and the next input to be generated. In the 
next chapter, we introduce modules, which are subsystems witban interface to 
the rest of the world. 

To indicate the places, transitions and arcs, we use a diagram tecllnique where 
transitions are represented by squares and places by circles. For inputfoutput 
arcs we use arrows and lines (lines represent bidirectional arcs). lf a transition 
bas more than one input are from the same place, then we usually do not depiet 
each are, instead we draw a single are supplied with a number. If a transition 
has just one input aretoa place, then we do not mention the number, for 1 
is the default value. Stores are denoted with a dot (• ). Figure 3.3 depiets an 
example of the diagram technique. 

Environment Known system 

Figure 3.3: Example of a DDS. 

The DDS model actually resembles Jensen's Colonred nets very much. The 
major differences are: 

• The selection of tokens differs. In our model, a transition has to accept all 
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tokens, whereas in Coloured nets a. transition might refuse certa.in tolrens 
because of their values. We ca.n simula.te such a refusal by simply placlng 
back undesirable tokens or by a more sophisticated construction. 

• Our transitions are inherently deterministic, for they are functions. In 
Coloured nets, tra.nsitions ca.n act nondeterministically because of the 
concept of occurrence colours. However, a nondeterministic transition 
can be simulated in the DDS model with the a.id of an extra place having 
a unique token for each occurrence colour, see Figure 3.4. 

Input
piaces 

Output
piaces 

...__ Place with a different token 
for each occurrence colour 

Figure 3.4: Nondeterministic transition 

Deftnition 3.2.1 Discrete Dynamic System 
A Discrete Dynamic System (DDS) is a quintuple (P,T,I,O,L), where Pand 
0 are set-valued functions, T is a function-valued function, I is a bag-valued 
function a.nd L is a set of bags, such ihat: 

• dom(P) is a countable set 

• dom(T) = dom(/) = dom( 0), a countable set 

• Vt E dom(T): /(t) E B(dom(P)) A I(t) :/:-0 A I(t) is finite A 

O(t) E P(dom(P)) 

• Vt E dom(T): T(t) E {b EB( { (p, v) I p E dom(P) A v E P{p)}) 

I Vp E dom(P) : Lt~eP(p)b( (p, v)) = I(t)(p)} 

-B({(p,v) I pEO(t) A vEP(p)}) 

• Vt E dom(T) : Vb E dom(T(t)) : T{t)(b) is finite. 
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Dom(P) is called thesetof place labels, denoted by PL, 
dom(T) is called the set of transition labels, denoted by TL 
and for all p E PL, tE TL: 

P(p) is the type of place p; 
I(t) is the bag of input arcsof transition t, where 
I(t)(p) is the number of input arcs from place pof transition t; 
O(t) is tbe set of output arcs of transition t; 
T(t) is the lunetion of transition t. 
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The set Q = {{p, v) I p E PL 1\ v E P(p)} is tbe token set and the set 
S = JB(Q) is tbe state space. In Petri net terminology, elements s E S are 
usually called markings, but we shall often refer to them as states. 
L, L Ç S, is a collection of initial states. 
0 

We shall use these symbols strictly for the concepts defined. When we consider 
different DDSs, we distinguish them by means of subscripts. 

Forsome completely specified examples of DDSs, we refer to Subsection 4.3.3. 

Bemantics 

We present a semantics of the DDS model in terms of uniabelled transition 
systems. The (initial) statesof such an uniabelled transition system are simply 
the (initia!) statesof the DDS. The transition relation4 is derived below. The 
semantics is non·interleaving, because we allow transitions of a DDS to fire 
simultaneously. However, a single transition is not allowed to fire in parallel 
with itself, as in a step semantics [91]. We do nothave true concurrency [101]. 
If we would have used P /T nets instead of transition systems, a true concurrent 
or partial order semantics would he feasible. The main reason that we use a 
transition system based semantics is that the comparison of transition systems 
can he pretty complex (e.g., see the proofs of Theorems 4.3.8, 4.3.9 and 4.3.10) 
and that P /T nets are even more complex than transition systems. We expect 
that a comparison theory for P /T nets would he more complex, too. The 
extension to a partial order semantics is a topic of further research. 
Our semantics does not contain transition labels. Which transitions fire and in 

4 The concept 'transition' has been overloaded, as on the one hand, transitions are elements 
of transition systems, and on the other hand, transitions are the active elementsin Petri nets. 
Both concepts are combined in this section and it should always be clear from the context 
what is meant by 'transition'. 
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what order basnotbeen accounted for, as for our purposes, only order of statea 
(markings) is relevant. However, thesemantics presented below can easily he 
generalised to labelled transition systems in such a way that the labels indicate 
which transitions are responsible for the state changes. 

Definition 3.2.2 Event set, event function 
The event set E of a DDS is: 

E = {e E TL f+ JB(Q) I dom(e) "# 0, dom(e) is finite and 

'Vt E dom(e) : e(t) E dom(T(t))} . 

The event function F of a DDS satisfies: 

F E S -+ P(E) and 

\:Is ES: F(s) = {e E E I mrng(e) Ç s}. 

0 

An event is an assignment of a taken to each input are of some transitions. An 
event e is in F( s) iff state s contains enough tokens to supply all the transitions 
of dom(e). Please note that e E F(mrng(e)), for allevents e E E. It is easy to 
verify that Fis monotonie: For alls,t inS, if s Ç t then F(s) Ç F(t). 
The next state function assigns a new statetoa state s and an eventeE F(s). 

Definition 3.2.3 Next state function, transition relation 
The next state function NS of a DDS satisfies: 

NS ES x E f+ S such that dom(NS) = {{s,e} I sE S 1\ e E F(s)} 

and forsE S, e E F(s): 

NS(s, e) = s\mrng(e) 1±.1 I!JtEdom(e) T(t)(e(t)). 

The transition relation T of a DDS is:5 

T = {(s,t}eSxS l3eEF(s): NS(s,e)=t}. 

5 The symbol T has been overloaded, for T is a set of transitions of either a Petri net, like 
a DOS, or a transition system. This should nat give rise to confusion. 
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Elementsof the transition relation are called transitiona.6 

0 

The next definition gives a non-interteaving semantics of the DOS model. 

Definition 3.2.4 Semantica of a DDS 
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Thesemantics of a DOS is the uniabelled transition system (S, L, T), where S, 
L and T are the state space, initia} states and transition relation of the DOS, 
respectively. 
0 

Basic properties 

In the remainder of this subsection, we prove somebasic properties of DDSs. 
The most important one is the 8erializability of event8. Chapter 4 (where 
we deal with decomposition) bas a more extensive treatment of some DOS 
properties. 

A DOS cannot evolve from a finite state (i.e. a state with finitely many tokens) 
to an infinite state or vice versa. It is even impossible to evolve from a state 
with finitely many tokens of a certain kind toa state with infinitely many tokens 
of tbe same kind or vice versa. This is expressed by the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.2.5 
Let Q be the token set and T be the transition relation of a DOS. Then 

'v'(s,s'} ET: VQ' Ç Q: 8fQ' is finite {::> lfQ' is finite. 

Pro of 
When a transition of a DOS fires, it consumes and produces a finite amount of 
tokens and in an event, only finitely many transitions fire. 
0 ' 

The next lemma states that if two events have the same effect on a state, then 
they have the same effect on any state with more tokens. We omit the proof. 

Lemma 3.2.6 
Let e1 and e2 be events and 8 and t be states, such that e1 , e2 E F( 8) and s Ç t. 

footnote 2. 
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Then e1,e2 E F(t) and NS(s,el) = NS(s,e2) iff NS(t,e1) = NS(t,e2). 
0 

We have parallelism in our model, hecause transitions may fire simultaneously. 
However, an event for more than one transition can always he split into other 
events, such that the successive execution of these events, in any order, ends 
in the samestate as the original compound event. 

Theorem 3.2. 7 Serializability of events 
Let a DDS he given and let s E S and e E F(s) such that ldom(e)l 2: 2. Let 
further D1, D2 C dom( e) such that D1, D2 =F 0, D1 n D2 = 0 and Dt U D2 = 
dom(e). 
Then eiD1 E F(s), etD2 E F(NS(s,etDI)) and 

NS(NS(s,et Dl}, et D2 ) = NS(s,e). 

Proof 
By Definition 3.2.2, ei Dt E E and ei Dt E F(s). Then NS(s, ei Dl) = 
(s\mrng(e i Dl)) 1:!:1 l:!:!teD\ T(t)(e(t)). Since mrng(e t Dt) 1:!:1 mmg(e t D2) = 
mrng(e) Ç s, also mmg{el D2) Ç s\mrng(e i Dl). 
Hence, hy Definition 3.2.2, ei D2 E F(s\mrng(e tDl)) and hy Lemma 3.2.6, 
et D2 E F((s\mrng(et D1)) 1:!:1 l:!:lteo

1 
T(t)(e(t))) = F(NS(s,ei Dt)). 

By Definition 3.2.3, 

NS(NS(s,eiDl),eiD2)) 
= 

(((s\mrng(et Dl)) l:!:ll:!:lteo
1 

T(t)(e(t)))\mrng(et D2)) I:!:II:!:Jteo
2 

T(t)(e(t)) 
= 

= 
(s\mrng(e) 1:!:1 l:!:ltedom(e) T(t)(e(t)) 

= 
NS(s,e). 

0 

By repeated application ofTheorem 3.2.7 with D1 heing a singleton all the time, 
we may split up a compound event into a sequence of events, each involving 
exactly one DDS transition. If we restriet ourselves to such one-transition 
events, then we get an interleaving semantics of DDSs, that realizes the original 
semantics. Moreover, the transitive closures of the transition relations are 
equal. 
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Lemma 3.2.8 
Let (P, TT,I,O,L) he a DDS with semantics (S,L,T). Consider theevent 
function F derived from F hy: 

Vs ES: F{s) = {e E F(s) I dom(e) is a singleton}. 

LetT = {(s,t)eSxS 13eEF(s): NS(s,e)=t}. Then 

• (S, L, T) realizes (S, L, T) with the identity function; 

• The transitive closures of T and T are equal. 

Proof 
The first assertion immediately follows from Corollary 2.3.14. For the second 
assertion, note t!!,at T Ç T implies f• Ç T*. To prove T* Ç f•, it suffices to 
show that T Ç T*. Assume (s,t} ET and let e E F(s) satisfy NS(s,e) = t. 
Suppose dom(e) = {tt. ... ,tm}· For iE {1, ... ,m}, w~ define events ei= 
{(ti, e(t(i))}} and states Bi = NS( ... NS(NS(s, el}, e2), ... , ei). Then (s, s1) ET 
and for all i E {1, ... , m- 1 }, {si, Bi+J) E T. Since we have serializahility of 
events, Sm = t. Hence, {s, t) E T*. 
0 

For more results on the DDS model, see [105, 106] and Chapter 4. 

3.2.2 ExSpect model 

The previous suhsection dealt with the DDS model, a model without an explicit 
concept of time. In order to give an adequate semantics for the tooi ExSpect, 
we shall extend this model with time aspects. We call the resulting model the 
ExSpect model. 

An ExSpect system is a DDS in which each token bas, hesides its value, a time 
stamp. This time stamp denotes the availability or arrival time of the token 
and is interpreted as the earliest time the token may he consumed. When a 
transition fires, it consumes tokens and produces new tokens. Now such a firing 
bas a firing time, which is the largest time stamp of all consumed tokens. Each 
transition can locally compute its firing time. We require the time stamp of all 
produced tokens to he at least as large as the firing time. 
A transition is allowed to fire as soon as its input places have enough tokens, 
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provided that no other transition is able to fire at an earlier time. As a con
sequence, a transition can no Jonger locally (i.e., independent of other ones) 
determine whether it can fire, the network bas to take care of that. (Note that 
the value of a token bas still no influence on the firing.) This is done as follows. 

An event, which is a simultaneons firing of some transitions, gets an et1ent time, 
which is the maximum of all firing times in that event. Though we do not have 
any absolute doek in our model, we do have a concept of 81Jstem time, which is 
the time at which the next event takes place in the system. The system time 
is a mathematical function that assigns to each state ( each marking) a time 
stamp. This time stamp is the minimum event time of all events possible in 
that state. Hence, only transitions with a firing time equal to the system time 
can fire. 
We do have parallelism in an ExSpect system, however, different transitions 
can fire simultaneously ift' their firing times are equal and minimal. 

Now that all tokens have a time stamp, it is possible to initiate a system with 
some tokens that will arrive in the future. An interesting property of ExSpect 
systems is that the system time cannot decrease when the system evolves. 

Definition 3.2.9 ExSpect system 
An ExSpect system is a triple (D, V, Tl}, where D = (P, T,l, 0, L} is a DOS, 
V is a function and Tl is a totally ordered set, with the following properties: 

• dom(V) = PL and Vp E PL : P(p) = V(p) x Tl; 

• Vt E TL: Vb E dom(T(t)) : Vx E b: Vy E T(t)(b) : time(x) ~ time(y), 

where, for any p E PL, v E V(p) and ti E Tl, time( (p, (v, ti})) = ti. 
TI is called the set of time stamps. 
0 

According to this definition, produced tokens get a time stamp at least as large 
as the time stamps of the consumed tokens. 
An ExSpect system bas the same state space, token set, event set and event 
function as the corresponding DDS. It is usual to take Tl Ç JR+, the positive 
real numbers. When we consider clocked systems, tbe set TI is a set of equidis
tant points in time, i.e. Tl = { n · x I n E JN1 } for some x E JR+. 
We give a simple example of an ExSpect system. lt describes a kitchen timer 
that communicates with an environment via two places, viz. in and out. We 
do not specify the environment. 
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Example 3.2.10 Kitchen timer 
Consider a kitchen timer that bas to beep after at most 60 minutes. We describe 
it as an ExSpect system {{P,T,I,O,L), V, TI), which consistsof an environ
ment and the actual kitchen timer. We do not specify the environment, but 
we remark that the environment communicates with the timer via two places 
in and out. Place in is for clock adjustments (even for adjustments while the 
clock is running) and beeps are put in place out. 
The kitchen timer bas a local store where it remembers the remaining time 
before it bas to beep. lt has two processors, init for clock adjustments and 
ticker for counting down, see Figure 3.5 . 

. . . . . . . . . . · ....... · ....... I 

.· .· .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·. '·î 
·: ·: · Environment · : · : ............ · ............. I ............ ' 

·:·:·:·:·:·:·> :-:·:-:·:·:1 local 

..... · .· .· ... · ............ I 

Figure 3.5: Kitchen timer. 

We choose as set of time stamps TI = JN0 , denoting minutes. The kitchen 
timer can now be formally specified as follows: 

dom(V) = dom(P) = {in,out,local}; dom(T) = {init,ticker}; 

V= {(in,{O, ... ,60}), (local,{O, ... ,60}), (out,{beep})} 

I = {( init, {in, local} ), ( ticker, { local})} 

0 = {( init, { local}), ( ticker, { local, out})} 

For i,l E {0, ... ,60} and t,t' E TI, 
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T(init)({(in,(i,t)), (local,{l,t'))}) = 

{(local, (i, max(t, t'))}} 

T(ticker)({(local,{l,t}}}) = 

Cbapter 3. Process models 

{ 

{(local, {0, t + 1)}}, l = 0 

{(local, (0, t + 1}}, (out, (beep, t + 1})}, l = 1 

{(local, (1- 1, t + 1})}, l;:::: 2 

Ticker is busy waiting when there are no minutes left to go. 
The initia} states: 

L = {b E S I #[(p, x} E b I p = local] = 1 A 

'v'(p, (v, t}) E b : p = local =? v = 0} 

Hence, our kitchen timer can be initiated with exactly one token in place local 
( local is a store) a.nd it may not be busy counting down at start. 

This kitchen timer has drawbacks: It is busy waiting and a count-down request 
is usually not granted immediately. For example, a.ssume we want our timer to 
beep after 1 minute a.nd a.ssume furthermore that ticker, which is busy waiting, 
ha.s just renewed the token in place local. Then it takes 1 minute before tra.n-

' .. ' .......... '.' .. '.'.' .. I 

..... · .· .· ............... 'I 
· : · : · Environment · : · : 
·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.·.·.·.I busy 
:<: ::::::::::::::::::::::1 

.·. ·. · .. '·î 

Figure 3.6: Advanced kitchen timer. 
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sition init can fire and another minute before ticker beeps, which might cause 
our milk to boil over. Figure 3.6 depiets another kitchen timer, this one is 
free from busy waiting and count-down requests are granted immediately if the 
timer is idle ( though it might still take at most one minute befare an adjustment 
request is camplied with). Here we have two places busy and idle instead of 
place local. At any moment, either busy or idle contains a token while the other 
one is empty. Initially, idle bas a token, which means that the timer is idle 
at start. Figure 3.6 gives the skeleton of an ExSpect system: It shows which 
transitions, places and arcs are present, but it does not give the types of the 
places, nor the syntax of the transitions. We shall not work out this, for these 
aspects are simHar to the corresponding aspects of the previous kitchen timer. 
0 

We have many larger, more realistic examples of ExSpect systems, because our 
tooi ExSpect bas been applied to several practical cases from industry. We 
refer the interested reader to [87, 94, 95, 97, 98, 99, 105, 106]. 

Below, we present a semantica of ExSpect systems. First, we formalize several 
notions that have to do with time. 

In an ExSpect system, an event e bas an event time h(e), which is the largest 
time stamp of each token in mrng(e). 

Definition 3.2.11 Event time 
F\mction h assigns to each event of an ExSpect system an event time. 

h = À e E E: max{time(x) I x E mrng(e)} . 

0 

The event function (see Definition 3.2.2) gives a number of events that may 
happen in a certain state. In general, a smaller number of events may take 
place in an ExSpect system than in a DDS, because events are allowed to take 
place only if no other event can happen at an earlier time. For each state of an 
ExSpect system we define a system time, which is the time of the next event. 

Definition 3.2.12 System time 
Function H E S -+ TI U { -w} assigns to each state of an ExSpect system a 
system time. 
'-w' denotes minus infinity and we postulate: 'Vt E TI: -w :5 t. 

H = ,\sE S: lub{h(e) I e E F(s)} , 
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where, for XE JP(TI)\{0}, lub(X) is the largest tE TI U {-w} such that 
Vx EX: t ~x. 
0 

Function lub stands for least upper bound. It is possible that no event bas 
an event time equal to the system time, e.g. if the system is started up with 
infinitely many tokens that have time stamps 1/n (n E 1Vt), or -n. In such a 
case, the system is stuck, there is no progress. 

The event function of an ExSpect system, called the real-time event function, 
selects those events that have the lowest event time, i.e. events with an event 
time equal to the system time. 

Deflnition 3.2.13 Real-time event function 
The reai-time event function RF of an ExSpect system satisfies: 

RF ES--+ JP(E) and 

Vs ES: RF(s) = {e E E I e E F(s) A h(e) = H(s)} . 

0 

The next lemma indicates that transitions which fire in parallel, must all have 
a firing time equal to the system time. 

Lemma 3.2.14 
Let s he a state of an ExSpect system and let e E RF(s). 
Then Vt E dom(e): h(et {t}) = H(s).· 

Pro of 
Let t E dom(e) and assume dom(e) = {t1 , ... ,tn}· By Definition 3.2.12, 
h(et{t}) ~ H(s), and by Definitions 3.2.11 and 3.2.13, 

H(s) ~ h(et{t}) ~ h(et{tl}) max ... max h(et{tn}) = h(e) = H(s), 

hence h(er{t}) = H(s). 
0 

Now we give the transition relation of an ExSpect system and we present its 
semantics in terms of an uniabelled transition system. 
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Definition 3.2.15 Real-time transition relation and semantica of an ExSpect 
system 
The reai-time transition relation RT of an ExSpect system is: 

RT = {(s,t) ES x S I 3e E RF(s): NS(s,e) = t}. 

The semantica of an ExSpect system is the uniabelled transition system {S, 
L, RT), where S, L and RT are its state space, initiai states and reai-time 
transition relation, respectively. 
0 

The only difference between the reai-time transition relation RT of an ExSpect 
system and the transition relation T of the corresponding DDS is that events 
come from RF instead of F. Since RF(s) Ç F(s), it follows that RT Ç T. 
Hence, by Corollary 2.3.14, the ExSpect system realizes the corresponding DDS 
with the identity function. 

An important feature of an ExSpect system is that the system times of succes
sive states are ascending. First, we introduce two lemmas which are helpfut in 
proving this property. Lemma 3.2.16 expresses that the transition time cannot 
decrease when severai tokens are deleted from a state. 

Lemma 3.2.16 
Let s and t be states of an ExSpect system. 
If s Ç t, then H(s) ~ H(t). 

Proof 
Note that s Ç timplies F(s) Ç F(t). By Definition 3.2.12, 
H(s) = lub{h(e) I e E F(s)} ~ lub{h(e) I e E F(t)} = H(t). 
0 

The system time does not change when several tokens with a time stamp at 
least as large as the current system time, are added to the state. 

Lemma 3.2.17 
Lets and t be statesof an ExSpect system. 
If 'v'x Et: time(x) ~ H(s), then H(s) = H(s l:t.l t}. 

Pro of 
Nóte that F(s) Ç F(s l±l t). 
First, we prove that 'v'e E F(s l:t.l t)\F(s): h(e) ~ H(s). Let e E F(s l±l t)\F(s), 
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then mrng(e) Ç 8 ttl t a.nd mrng(e) ~ 8. Hence, 3x E mrng(e) : x E t A x;. 8. 
Since x E t, time(x) ~ H(8) a.nd by Definition 3.2.11, h(e) ~ H(s). Hence, 
H(s) :5 lub{h(e) I e E F(s ttl t)\F(s)}. Consequently, 

0 

H(s) = lub(H(8), lub{h(e) I e E F(8 ttl t)\F(8)}) 

= lub(lub{h(e) I e E F(s)}, lub{h(e) I e E F(s tt1 t)\F{s)}) 

= lub{h(e) I e E F(s ttl t)} 

= H(81±i t) . 

The sema.ntics of a.n ExSpect system is in terms of a.n uniabelled transition 
system, the behaviour of which is characterised by its pathsorits traces (see 
Subsection 2.2.3). A direct consequence of the following theorem is that the 
system times of successive states on a path or trace are ascending. 

Theorem 3.2.18 The system time does not decrease 
In an ExSpect system, we have 

V(s, t} E RT: H(8) :5 H(t). 

Pro of 
For an event e, we abbreviate l:!:ltEdom(e) T(t)(e(t)) with X(e). 
Let (s, t} E RT, then 3e E RF(s) : t = s\mrng(e) I±! X(e). By Lemma 3.2.14, 
the firing times of all transitionsin dom(e) are equal to H(s). Then, by Def· 
inition 3.2.9, all produced tokens must have a time stamp that is at least 
as large as H(s), so X(e) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2.17. Hence, 
H(s) = H(sb:!X(e)). By Lemma 3.2.16, H(sb:!X(e))::; H(s\mrng(e}b:!X(e)) = 
H(t). 
0 

lt might happen that aftera while, the system time remains constant for ever. 
Two possible causes for this are: The system may he initialised with infinitely 
many tokens having a time stamp not larger than a eertaio value, or a transition 
may produce tokens which have a time stamp equal to the firing time. The 
following theorem gives sufficient conditions such that the number of firings in 
each finite time interval is finite. 
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Theorem 3.2.19 Time will proceed 
Let an ExSpect system X be given and let it have some additional properties: 
TI Ç JR, and an E > 0 exists such that 

Vt E T: Yb E dom(T(t)) : Vx Eb: Vy E T(t}(b) : 

time(y)- time(x);:::: E 

(eis a minimal delay) and let the collection of initial states L satisfy 

VIEL: VtE TI: {xEll time(x)~t}isfinite. 

If Y = (S, L, RT} is the uniabelled transition system that semantically repre
sents X according to Definition 3.2.15, then for all infinite paths 0' E up(Y)nS"' 
and for all tE TI, 

{iE JN1 I H(O'[i]) < t} is finite. 

Pro of 
We prove the property fort= H(q[l]) + n · E, n E JN0 , using induction. 
For n = 0 the property holds, because {iE JN1 I H(O'[i]} < H(a[l])} = 0. 
Assume n;:::: 1, then by induction, {iE JN1 I H(a[i]) < H(a[lJ) + (n -l)e} is 
finite. What we must prove is that the number of tokens with a time stamp in 
range RN = [H(a[l]) + (n- 1}.:, H(O'[l]) + n · e) is finite. 
By induction, path 0' bas only finitely many states with a system time smaller 
than H(O'[l]) +(n-1)e. The number of produced tokens per transition is finite. 
Furthermore, the initia! state a[lJ E L is such that only finitely many tokens 
have an arrival time in range RN. Transitions with a firing time in RN do 
not produce tokens with timestampsin RN, because of delay e. Transitions 
at or after H(a[l]) + n · E do not do so either, according to Theorem 3.2.18. 
Hence, the number of transitions that fire in time range RN is finite, too. 
Consequently, the number of produced tokens with a time stamp in interval 
[H(a[l]) + (n- l)E, H(a[l]) + n · e) is finite. 
0 

Any DDS can be implemented as an ExSpect system by giving produced to
kens a eertaio delay that may depend on the consumed and produced values. 
Without proof, we mention that such an ExSpect system realizes the original 
DDS with the function that omits the time component of the tokens. 

We remark that tokens in DDSs and ExSpect systems may suffer from individ
ual starvation, i.e. they may never be consumed. We distinguish two kinds of 
starvation: 
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• A token in an input place of a transition t is never consumed because 
t never gets enough tokens in its input places to fire; 

• Though t gets enough tokens in each input place, always other tokens are 
consumed. 

An ExSpect system that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2.19 does not 
suffer from starvation of the second kind. It is the responsibility of the system 
designer to avoid starvation of the first kind. 

The models we have discussed until now have a static topology, no new com
ponents can be created during the course of the system and the interaction 
structure is fixed. In the next section, we introduce a model with a dynamic 
topology. 

3.3 Dynamic structure 

In the previous section, we have introduced the DDS and ExSpect models. 
These models have a static interaction structure, for the number of components 
( the number of places and transitions) and their interaction structure ( the arcs) 
are fixed and cannot change during the course of the system. Not everything is 
statie, because there are so-called tokens flowing through the system and the 
number of tokens as wellastheir values may vary. These statically structured 
models have enabled us to specify and imptement a broad range of discrete 
dynamic systems and there seems to be no real need for a model with a dynamic 
interaction structure, i.e. a model where the number of components and their 
interaction structure can change during the system 's evolution. 
In this section, first we present a formál Actor model, basedon [1]. Actors have 
a dynamic interaction structure. The semantics of our Actor model is in terms 
of uniabelled transition systems. Therefore, with the aid of the comparison 
techniques of Section 2.3, it is possible to compare Actor systems to systems 
described in other models that have been semantically represented at the level 
of uniabelled transition systems, like the DDS en ExSpect models. For an 
arbitrary Actor system, we construct in Bubseetion 3.3.2 three DDSs and we 
use this technique to prove that they hebave like the original Actor system. 
The first one only realizes the given Actor system, but it can reach every state 
the original Actor system can reacb. In fact, the first one does not have any 
parallelism, while the original Actor system does. The second one is equivalent 
to the original Actor system in the sense of Definition 2.3.7 and the third one 
is a modification of the second one such that each transition bas finitely many 
output arcs. 
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These exercises prove that it is possible to simulate a dynamically structured 
system like an Actor system by a statically structured DDS. Furthermore, they 
have given us some ideas of how to incorporate more dynamics in the DDS and 
ExSpect models, which has resulted in the Dynamic Time Net (DTN) model 
of Subsection 3.3.3. 

3.3.1 Actor model 

An Actor system consistsof computing agents, so-called actors, that commu
nicate with each other via messages. An actor has a unique name and each 
actor has alocalstate (a local memory) where it may store information, such 
as the names of other actors. Actors can send messages to known actors only. 
Upon receiving a message, an actor basically does three things. lt: 

• Updatesits local state; 

• Creates new actors; 

• Generates messages for known actors. 

The known actors are called acquaintances. The set of acquaintances of an 
actor may grow, because an actor can create new actors and remember their 
names. Furthermore, an actor may get informed about the existence of other 
actors via the messages. On the other hand, an actor may simply forget actors 
which results in a smaller set of acquaintances. 
Thus, an Actor system has a changing interaction structure and the number 
of actors may change, too, as new actors can he created during the course of 
the system. (Actors do not die, they are never removed from the system.) 
There is parallelism in an Actor system, since different actors can operate 
simultaneously. 

The preceding paragraph gave only a very global sketch of what an Actor 
system is. For more details, we refer to Agha [1, 3]. In this subsection, we 
present a formal actor model based on the work of Agha, but in contrast to 
Agha we assume that there is only one actor machine of each actor present at 
any moment. Agha has already introduced a formal model, in terms ofrecursive 
domain equations [1,3]. This metbod has some disadvantages, for instanee it is 
not immediately clear whether such an equation has solutions, and if so, which 
ones. Often a complex fixpoint theory is needed to find a minimal solution 
(see, e.g., [20, 84, 86, 90]). Therefore, we have chosen a different approach. 
In order to give a non-recursive definition for actors, we introduce so-called local 
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states, i.e. for every actor some internal memory. We have thus introduced over
specification, for a designer might not want to bother about local actor states 
as we force him to do. We do not regard this as a disadvantage, on the contrary 
we feel that our model is understood and used more easily. 
We shall not discuss and prove many properties of Actor systems, for that is 
beyond the scope of this monograph. It is not our aim to present a theory 
of Actors, we just want to have a formal model so that we know what Actor 
systems are and so that we can formally compare them with DDSs. 

Agha has introduced a metbod to generate different narnes for new commu
nications and new actors. In his method, eacb new name is an extension of 
an existing communication name with some element. All initial configurations 
must he such that no name of an actor or communication is a prefix of another 
name. He proved that this property remains invariant when the Actor system 
evolves. As a consequence, no new name can equal an existing name. 
This metbod has a nice feature: All new narnes can he computed locally. To 
justify its usage, we show that all name-giving mechanisms are isomorphic to 
this one, before we formalise the Actor model. 

Indices 

Agha's name-generating mechanism, in which new narnes are computed locally 
using existing names, can formally he described as a function f on strings of 
natoral numbers, that assigns to each such string a set of new strings which 
are all one number longer. Formally, in Agha's technique we have a function 
f E lNo * f+ JP(INó) with 

VuE dom(!): 3S Ç lNo: f(u) ~{u· s I sE S}. (3.1) 

The most general form of a name-giving mechanism consists of a countable 
set I of indices (names) and a function g E I --+ JP(I) tbat assigns to each 
index a set of new indices, sucb that: 

Vi,jEI: i::j;j =? g(i)ng(j)=0 

Vi EI: 3io E I\U rng(g): 3n E lNo: iE gn(io) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

According to Eq. 3.2, all images under gare disjoint. Eq. 3.3 implies that each 
index can he reached from an initial index in finitely many steps. 
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Theorem 3.3.1 Indices 
Each name-giving mechanism (I, g} that satisfies Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 is isomorphic 
toa name-generating mechanism (X,!}, where IE JN0* f+ P(lV0*) satisfies 
Eq. 3.1 and X = dom(!). 

Pro of 
Let a name-generating mechanism (I,g} be given that meets Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3. 
Then, let < besome total ordering of I; let I0 =I \Urng(g) {all initial indices); 
let g' E (I\10 ) -+I such that for all i,j E I, g'(j) =i iff j E g(i) (please note 
that g' is defined unambiguously); and letrEI-+ lV0 satisfy 

r = ..\ i E I : if i E Io then #{j E Io I j < i} 

else #{jE g(g'(i)) I j <i} fl 

Function r assigns toeach iE I alocal number. 
We define a function h E I -+ /No*: 

h = ..\ iE I: if i E I 0 then r(i) else h(g'(i)) · r(i) fl 

Function h bas been defined recursively and due to Eq. 3.3, the recursion is 
finite. Function h is injective (see Note 3.3.2 below), hence its inverse h-1 

exists. Now we define X and I. 

X = rng(h), 

I = ..\x EX: {x· n I n E /No A n < #g(h-1(x))}. 

Hence, I satisfies Eq. 3.1. Please note: For x EX, l(x) can be infinitely large, 
in which case #l(x) = w. 
We prove that (I, g} is isomorphic to (X, I} with respect to function h. Func
tion h is a bijeetion from I to X. What remains. to prove is that for all i E I, 
h(g(i)) = l(h(i)). . 

0 

h(g(i)) = {h(j) I jE g(i)} 

= {h(g'(j)) · r(j) I jE g(i)} 

. = {h(i) · n I n E /No A n < #g(i)} 

= {h(i) · n I n E /No A n < #g(h-1(h(i)))} 

= l(h(i)). 
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Note 3.3.2 Function h is injective 
Let i,j EI and suppose h(i) = h(j). We prove i= j. Since #h(i) = #h(j) we 
have i,j E Jo or i,j E 1\Io· If i,j E Jo then r(i) = r(j) and from the definition 
of rit follows that i= j. If i,j E 1\10 , then h(g'(i)) = h(g'(j)) and r(i) = r(j). 
Consequently, #h(g'(i)) = #h(g'(j)) = #h(i)- 1 and with induction to the 
length of h(i) it follows that g'(i) = g'(j). Hence, i,j E g(g'(i)) and they have 
the same local number, so i= j. 
0 

Forma! Actor model 

We present a formal Actor model and we illustrate it with some examples. 
We prove that Actor systems have serializability of events, just lilre DDSs and 
ExSpect systems. 

We construct an Actor system from three sets and a complex function over 
these sets. The sets specify, respectively, 

• tags, i.e. communication names and actor names, 

• message values, 

• local actor states. 

The set of message values and the set of local actor states do not deal with 
acquaintances. A communication will consist of a message value and a possibly 
empty list of acquaintance names. An actor maintains a local state and a list 
of acquaintances. 

Definition 3.3.3 Actor system . 
An Actor system is a quadruple {J, M, A, B}, where:7 

• I is a finite set. 

I* is the set of all possible tags. Since a tag belongs to a communication 
or an actor, we put A= I* and T =I* and we use A for actor names 
and T for communication names. 

• M is a set of message values. 

M = M x A*, thesetof all nameless communications.8 

7Contrary to a DDS and an ExSpect system, an Actor system does not have a set of 
initia! states. We have postponed the introduetion of initia) states, because Actor systems 
have a rather complex state spa.ce (see Definition 3.3.4). 

8 To be able to distinguish between different a.cquaintance names, we use a h8t (.4*) of 
a.cquaintances, instead of a aet (6'(.4)). 
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• A is a set of local actor states. 

A = A x A •, local actor states with acquaintances . 

• B E A x T x M .... (T -1+ A x M) x (A -1+ A) x A. 
B is the behaviour function. It assigns to an actor state (A), a com
munication name (T) and a communication (M): A set of named com
munications to actors (T -f+ A x M), some new actors (A -f+ A) and a 
replacement behaviour (A). 

For B, the following constraints should hold: (all free variables universally 
quantified) 

If B((a,v},t,(m,w}) = (f,g,(aa,vv}}, then: 

0 

• dom(!) n dom(g) = 0 
New actors and new communications should he named differently. 

• dom(!) and dom(g) are finite 

An actor should not produce an infinite amount of new communications 
or actors. 

• t' E dom(/) u dom(g) =? 3i E I : t' = t ·i 

New narnes are an extension of the received communication name. 

• (a', (m',w'}} E rng(f) =? a' E el(v) U el(w) U dom(g) A 

el(w') Ç el(v) u el{w) u dom(g) 

Messages can he sent to known actors only and such a message may not 
contain unknown actor names. Please note: 
v = Acquaintances of the actor itself; 
w = Acquaintances of the received communication; 
dom(g) = Newly created actor names. 

• (a',v'} E rng(g) =? el(v') Ç el(v) U el(w) U dom(g) 

The acquaintances of newly created actors must he known. 

• el(vv) Ç el(v) U el(w) U dom(g) 

All new acquaintances of the actor itself must he known, too. 
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In this definition, we have used partial functions over a set of names to denote 
sets of named elements. For example, if f E 7 f+ M, then f corresponds toa 
set of named communications. 
A configumtion or state of an Actor system consists of a finite set of actor 
names, and for each actor name: 

• A local actor state with acquaintances (Ä); 

• A finite set of named communications (7 f+ M}. 

A contiguration can thus be described as an element of A f+ Ä x (7 f+ M}. 
We call the set of all possible configurations of an Actor system the state space. 

Deftnition 3.3.4 State space of an Actor system 
The state space S of an Actor system is: 

S = { s E A f+ Ä x (7 f+ M) 

I V((a,v},/} E rng(s): 

}, 

el(v} Ç dom(s) 1\ V(m,w} E rng(f): el(w) Ç dom(s) 1\ 

Va E dom(s): dom(s2(a)) n dom(s) = 0 1\ 9 

Va, a' E dom(s): a 'I a' => dom(s2(a)) n dom(s2(a)) = 0 
'Vn,n' E Unames(s): (n ~ n' => n = n') 1\ 

U names(s) is finite 

where names(s) = {dom(s)} U U<>Edom(s){dom(s2(a))}. 
D 

Here, names(s) is the union of all sets of narnes in contiguration s. 
According to the first constraint on S, all acquaintances should be part of 
the configuration. The second and third constraint assert that all narnes are 
different and because of the fourth constraint, no name is a prefix of another 
one. Finally, the last restrietion states that the number of communications and 
actors is always finite. 
In a given configuration, each actor which bas a communication may consume 

9 According to the notations, s2(et) is the second component of s(et). We use an ambiguous 
notation here, since subscripts are used to denote fresh variables as well as the n'h component 
of a Cartesian product. This, however, should not give rise to confusion. 
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it, produce new communications and actors and replace its behaviour. We call 
an assignment of communications to actors an event. 

Deflnition 3.3.5 Event function 
The event function E of an Actor system with state space S satisties:10 

0 

E = À sE S: {e E A -1+ T I dom(e) ::1:0 A dom(e) ~ dom(s) A 

Va E dom(e) : e(a) E dom(s2(a))} . 

Fora contiguration s, theevent function gives all possible events. Note that 
for any eventeE E(s), dom(e) is tinite, because dom(s) is tinite. 
Event e E E( s) unambiguously determines another contiguration Q( s, e ), name
ly the resulting contiguration when all communications are processed. Before 
we detine Q(s,e), we introduce two auxiliary functions. 

Deflnition 3.3.6 Functions [3 and p 
LetsE S, e E E(s) and a E dom(e). 

• [J(s,e,a) = B(st(a),e(a),s2(a)(e(a))) 

• p(s,e) = À a e A: { (t,m) I 3a' e dom(e): (t, (a,m}) e [31(s,e,a')} 

Here, [J(s,e,a) is the behaviour of actor a when it processes communication 
e{a) in contiguration s and p(s, e) gives for every actor name a E A thesetof 
new communications with tags sent to a when event e occnrs in contiguration s. 
0 

In contiguration Q(s,e), each actor a E A bas received a set p(s,e){a) of new 
named communications. Moreover, Q(s,e) differs from sin the following two 
respects: 

• Each a e dom(e) gets a new actor state with acquaintances, namely 
[33 (s,e, a). Furthermore, communication e{a) has disappeared. 

10The symbol 'E' is also used to denote the event set of a DDS - this should not give rise 
to confusion. 
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• For each a E dom(e) we have a set dom(.fi2(s,e,a)) of new actors. Each 
new actor a' E dom(.fi2(s,e,a)) gets .fi2(s,e,a)(a') as state with acqua.in
tances. 

These considera.tions give rise to the next definition. 

Deftnition 3.3. 7 1hmsition function, transition relation 
The transition function Q of an Actor system sa.tisfies: 

Q ES x rng(E) f+ S such that dom(Q) = {(s,e) I sE SA e E E(s)} 

a.nd for s E S, e E E( s) : 

Q(s,e) = À a E dom(e): (.Ba(s,e,a), 

s2(a}\{(e(a),s2(a)(e(a)))} U p(s,e)(a}) 

U À a E dom(s)\dom(e): (st(a), s2(a) U p,(s,e){a)) 

U U {À a' E dom(.fi2(s,e,a)): (.82(s,e,a)(a'), p,(s,e)(a')) 

I a E dom(e)} 

The transition rela.tion T Ç S x S of an Actor system satisfies: 

T = {{s,Q(s,e)} I sE S A e E E(s)}. 

0 

We do not forma.lly prove the correctness of our transition function, i.e., that 
Q(s,e) ES. Instead we remark that for every new configuration, all acquain
tances are part of it since an actor sends messages to known actors only and 
these messages have no unknown actor nam es. Moreover, no name is a prefix 
of a.nother name because we adopted the name-generating mechanism of Agha. 
Fina.lly, the number of communications and actors is finite, as an actor ca.n 
only produce a finite a.mount of new communications and actors. 
Below, we present a semantics of an actor system with a set of initia.l configura
tions. lt is a non-interlea.ving step sema.ntics, because more than one actor ca.n 
he engaged in an event (see Definition 3.3.5: For events e E E, dom(e) need 
not be a. singleton). We have chosen for a semantics in terms of unla.belled 
transition systems. We have a.lready argued that a semantics in terms of tran
sition systems is very genera.l, beca.use many formalisms have been semantically 
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represented in this way (see Subsection 2.2.2) and all those fonnalisms can be 
formally compared with the comparison theory of the previous chapter. We 
use this technique in Subsection 3.3.2 to compare Actors to DDSs. 

Definition 3.3.8 Bemantics of an Actor system 
Let an Actor system be given with statespaceS and transition relation T, and 
let L Ç S be a collection of initial configurations (states in which the Actor 
system may start). 
The semantica of the Actor system with its initial states is the uniabelled 
transition system (S, L, T). 
0 

For our purposes, a semantica in terms of uniabelled transition systems suftices, 
for we are only interested in state changes, not in the names of actors or 
messages tbat are involved in these state changes. An extension to labelled 
transition systems can easily be made, e.g. by labelling each transition with 
the event that bas caused it. 
We proceed witb tbree examples of Actor systems. 

Example 3.3.9 Changing behaviour 
Consider the following informal description of a behaviour. For n E IVo: 

lin = 'Accept a natural number m, return to sender m * n and beoome 
lin+l·' 

We construct an Actor system (I, M, A, B} in which actors with such a be
haviour appear. 

I = {0,1,2} 

M =IVo 

A = IVo U {user} 

There are two kinds of local actor states in A. Each n E IVo corresponds to a 
behaviour lin and local actor state user is for users. We do not specify B for 
user. Actors with local state user are so-called extemal actors. 
We assume that an actor with behaviour lin bas no acquaintances and that ev
ery communication sent to it bas exactly one acquaintance, namely the sender. 
These considerations lead to the following specification of the behaviour func
tion B. 
For n E A\{user}; t,a EI* and mEM: 
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B((n,e}, t, (m,a)) = 

( {(t · 0, (a, (n * m, e}} )}, 

0, 
(n + 1,e} 

} . 
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We can pla.y a. transition game for this Actor system. Our contigura.tions consist 
of pa.rtial functions and we do not have a. metbod to picture tbem yet. Instea.d, 
we simply describe contigura.tions by enumera.ting all pa.rtia.l functions involved. 
Suppose we have an initia.l contiguration so with a. user u wbo ha.s an unspecitied 
beha.viour user, and an actorb which ha.s beha.viour 63 , and a.ssume tba.t b bas 
just received two communica.tions from u: A seven and an eigbt. 

so = { (b, ((3, e}, {(0, (7, u}), (1, {8, u})})), 

(u, ((user,u·b), 0))} 

Plea.se notice tha.t u bas two a.cqua.inta.nces, namely b and itself. 
Dependent on the selected communica.tion, there are two possibilities for tbe 
next contiguration s1: 

s1 = {(b, ((4,e), {(1,(8,u))})), 

(u, ((user,u·b), {(0·0,(21,e))}))} 

or s1 = {(b, ((4, e}, { (0, (7, u))})), 

(u, ((user,u · b), { (1· 0, (24,e}} })) } . 

If only b consumes a communication, then there are also two possibilities for 
the next contiguration s2: 

s2 = { (b, ((5, e), 0) ), 

(u, ((user, u· b}, { (0 · 0, (21, e)), (1 · 0, (32, e))}})} 

or s2 = { (b, ((5,e}, 0}), 

(u, ((user,u·b}, {(0·0,(28,e)}, (1·0,{24,e})}})}. 

In the end, u ha.s received either a. 21 and a. 32, or a. 28 a.nd a 24. Nondeter
minism ha.s come up. 
D 
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The following example has been taken from [1]: 

Example 3.3.10 Recursive factorial 
We construct an Actor system (I, M, A, B) with three kinds of actors: UtJers, 
factorial actors and customers. Users send communications to factorial actors. 
Again, users are external actars whose behaviour we shall not formalise. If the 
request is to compute the factorial of 0, then the factorial actor immediately 
replies with answer 1, otherwise it creates a customer and tells the customer 
whom to send the answer to. The task of a customer is only to invoke the 
factorial actor and to forward a received answer. We refer to [1] fora more 
detailed explanation. 
We do not think that this way of computing a factorial number is more efficient 
than the usual approach. We think that the benefit of this distributed approach 
is that the factorial actor can always start with new computations, even while 
other computations are in progress. A single factorial actor can thus he engaged 
in an unlimited number of computations. 

I = {0,1} 

M = /No {Only numbers need to he sent.) 

A = {user,fac} U JN1 

Factorial actars have one acquaintance, namely their own name. (This can he 
enforced by choosing an appropriate set of initial configurations.) Communica- · 
tions arriving at a factorial actor have merely the sender as acquaintance. The 
hehaviour function of the factorial actor is definèd as follows. 
For m,t,a EI* and n E M: 

B((fac,m}, t, (n,a)) = 

if n=O 

then ( {(t · 0, {a, (1, e)})}, 

0, 
(fac,m) 

) 

else ( {(t · 0, (m, (n -l,t ·1}))}, 

{(t ·1, (n,a))}, 

(fac,m) 

) 

fi.. 
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A customer bas one acquaintance, too, namely the actor which a response must 
he sent to. Communications destined for customers have no acquaintances. 
For n E lNt, k E M and a, t E I*: 

B((n,a), t, (k,e)) = 
( {(t · 0, {a, (n * k,e)))}, 

0, 
(n,a) 

) . 

Please note: The replacement behaviour of a customer is irrelevant, for a cus
tomer receives no communications anymore after the first one. 
Let us play the transition game again. Assume we have an initial contigu
ration so with an user u and a factorial actor m, where u bas just sent a 3 
tom. 

so = {(m, ((fac,m},{(t,(3,u})}}), 

(u, ({user,u·m), 0))} 

The system then evolves to tinal contiguration 87. 

s7 = {(m, ((fac,m},0}), 

(t. 0. 0 ·1, {(1,t. 0 ·1), 0)), 

(t·0·1, ((2,t·1),0)), 

(t · 1, ((3, u), 0} ), 

(u, ((user,u·m), {(t·0·0·0·0·0·0·0,(6,t))}))}. 

Contiguration 87 bas three redundant actors: t · 1, t · 0 · 1 and t · 0 · 0 · 1. These 
actors could as well he deleted from the system. 
D 

In object~oriented systems, objects are not allowed to let their behaviour de
pend on the object identities. Objects may not inspeet object identities, nor 
calculate with them or change them. 
In our Actor model, we do not have such restrictions. Actors may take deci
sions that depend on names of messages or actors. This is illustrated in the 
next example. 
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Example 3.3.11 Acquaintance selection 
Messages of an Actor system consist of a value m and a list of acquaintances v. 
In this exa.mple, actors with local state sel forward such a received message 
(m, v) to the last actor in v. 
This can bedescribed by an Actor system (/, M, A, B) with the following prop
erties: 

0 E I and sel E A 

and fortE I*, mEM and t1 E (/"')*, 

B((sel, e), t, (m, v)) = 
ifv=e 

then ( 0, 0, (sel, e) ) 

else ( {(t · 0, {v[#v], (m, v))) }, 

0, 
(sel, e) 

) 

fi. 

We assume that an actor with Jocal state sel bas no acquaintances by itself. 
0 

It is possible to change the detinitions of the transition tunetion and transition 
relation of an Actor system in such a way that actors are enforced not to let 
their behaviour depend on tbe namesof messages and actors, like in an object 
oriented setting. Example 3.3.11 would not be possible in such an Actor model. 

Serializability of events 

An event in which several actors process communications can be split up into 
a number of events, all occurring consecutively. Tbe resulting contiguration is 
the same in botb cases. We call this property serializability of events. We have 
seen this before in the DDS and ExSpect models (see Theorem 3.2.7). In order 
to prove tbis property for Actor systems, we tirst introduce severallemmas. 

Events that may occur in a given contiguration might also occur if new actors 
and new communications are added. In both cases, tbe behaviour of an actor 
that is part of sucb an event is equal. This is expressedinLemma 3.3.12. 
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Lemma 3.3.12 
For all s, s' E S: For alleE E(s): 
If dom(s) Ç dom(s') and Va E dom(e): s1(a) = si(a) A 82(a) Ç s~(a), then: 

• e E E(s'); 

• Va E dom(e): {J(s,e,a) = {J(81,e,a); 

• Va E A: p,(8, e)(a) = p,(s', e)(a). 

Proof 
The first point directly follows from Definition 3.3.5. 
The second property can be derived directly from the definition of {J and the 
last assertion is an immediate consequence of the second one. 
0 

The next lemma is a direct consequence of the definition of {J. We omit the 
proof. 

Lemma 3.3.13 

V8 ES: Ve,e' E E(8): Va E dom(ene'): {J(s,e,a) = {J(8,e',a). 

0 

(Please notice: dom(e n e') :/: dom(e) h dom{e').) 
Assume we split up an event e of a contiguration 8 into two events e' and e". 
The set of new communicatioris that results when e is processed in 8, equals 
the union of the resulting sets of communications if e' and e" were processed 
ins. 

Lemma 3.3.14 
Vs ES: VeE E(s): V Dt.D2 Ç dom(e): 
If Dt U D2 = dom(e), Dt n D2 = 0 and D1, D2 :/: 0, then: 

• er D1 E E(s) and el' D2 E E(s); 

• VaeA: p,(s,e)(a) = p,(s,etDt)(a) u p,(s,erD2)(a). 
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Proof 
e E E(s) means dom(e) Ç dom(s) and for all a E dom(e), e(a) E dom(s2(a)). 
Since dom(e t Dl) :F 0 and dom(e t Dl) Ç dom(e), we have et D1 E E(s). 
Analogously, et D2 E E(s). Using the definition of J.t and Lemma 3.3.13 we 
derive: 

= 

= 

= 

= 

D 

p.(s,e)(a) 

{(t,m) I 3a' e dom(e): (t, (a,m)) e .Bt(s,e,a')} 

{(t,m) I 3a' e Dt: (t,(a,m)} e .Bt(s,e,a')} u 
{(t,m) 1 3a' e D2: (t,(a,m)) e .Bt(s,e,a')} 

{(t, m) I 3ct' E Dt : (t, (ct, m)) E .Bt (s, et Dt. ct')} u 
{(t, m) I 3ct' E D2 : (t, (ct, m)) E .Bt (s, et D2, a')} 

p.(s, et Dl)(a) U p.(s, et D2}(a). 

If actor a creates a new actor a' in event e then a is the only one in e that can 
send communications to a'. This property is a special case of the next lemma, 
that is, if D is a singleton. 

Lemma 3.3.15 

Vs ES: VeE E(s): VD Ç dom(e): VetE D: Va' E dom(.82(s,e,ct)): 
p.(s, e)(a') = JL(s, et D)(a'). 

Pro of 
Let s E S, e E E(s), D Ç dom(e), a E D and a' E dom(.82(s,e,a)), then 
D :F 0. If D = dom(e) then the assertion holds. Assume D C dom(e). By 
Lemma 3.3.14, JL(s,e)(a') = JL(s,e t D)(a') U JL(s,e t(dom(e)\D))(a'). Put 
D' = dom(e)\D. lt suffices to show that JL(s,et D')(a') = 0. 
~t(s,etD')(a') = {(t,m} I 3a" E D': (t,{a',m}) E ,81(s,etD',a")}. Let 
(t, {a',m}) E ,81(s,e r D',a") forsome a" E D', to get a contradiction. The 
fourth constraint on B (see Definition 3.3.3) requires that a' is either an ac
quaintance, i.e. a' E dom(s), or a newly created actor, i.e. 3i EI: a'= e(a").i. 
We have a'(/. dom(s) because a' E dom(.82(s,e,a)), and a' E dom(.82(s,e,a)) 
implies 3i' E I : a' = e(a).i'. Consequently, a' = e(a").i = e{a).i'. Hence, 
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e(a") = e(a) and all narnes in contiguration s are different, soa" = a. Con
tradiction. 
0 

Now we are able to prove the serializability property. 

Theorem 3.3.16 Serializability of events 
Let s E S, e E E(s), D1 and D2 Ç dom(e) and suppose dom(e) = D1 U D2 , 

Dt n D2 = 0, Dt :/: 0 and D2 :/: 0. 
Then ef Dt E E(s), ef D2 E E(Q(a,et Dt)) and 

Q(s,e) = Q(Q(s,etDt),etD2). 

Pro of 
By Lemma3.3.14, etD1 E E(s) and etD2 E E(s). Puts'= Q(s,etDt), then 
by the definition of Q and Lemma 3.3.13, 

= 

= 

s' 

À a E Dt: {/3a(s,efDt.a), 

s2{a)\{(d Dt(a), s2(a}(et Dt(a)))} u J.t(s,et Dl)(a)) 

U À a E dom(s)\Dt: (st(a), s2(a) U J.t(s,etDt){a)) 

U U {À a' E dom(P2(s, e f Dt, a)): (P2(s, et Dt,a)(a'), Jt(s, et Dt)(a')) 

I a E Dt} 

À a E Dt: {.B3(s,e,a), s2(a)\{(e(a),s2(a)(e(a)))} U J.t(s,etDJ)(a)} 

U À a E dom(s)\Dt: {s1(a), s2(a) U J.t(s,etDI)(a)) 

U U {À a' E dom(.82(s,e,a)}: {.82(s,e,a}(a'), J.t(s,etDt)(a')) 

I a E Dt}. 

D2 Ç dom(s)\D11 hence Va E D2: s1(a) = s~(a) and s2(a) Ç s~(a}. Since 
dom(s} Ç dom(s') and e f D2 E E(s), the conditions of Lemma 3.3.12 are 
satisfied. Consequently, eî D2 E E(s'). Then, 

Q(s', et D2) 

= .f: def. Q :} 
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À a E D2: (,Bs(s',et D2,a), 

s~(a)\{(e t D2(a), s~(a)(e t D2(a)))} u p.(s' ,et D2)(a)) 

u À a E dom(s')\D2: {si(a), s~(a) u ~t(s',et D2)(a)} 

U U {À a' E dom(P:,(s',etD2,a)): (P:,(s',etD2,a)(a'), ~t(s',etD2)(a')} 

I a E D2} 

= cj: Substitution, Lemma 3.3.12, Lemma 3.3.13 :jo 

À a E D2 : {,Bs(s, e, a), 

s2(a) U p(s,et Dt)(a)\{(e{a),s~(a)(e{a)))} U p.(8,et D2)(a)) 

U À a E Dt: 

(,Bs(s,e,a), 

s2(a)\{(e(a), s2(a)(e(a)))} u p(s, et Dt ){a) u ~t(s,e t D2)(a)) 

U À a E dom(s)\(Dt U D2) : 

(st(a), s2(a) U p.(s,etDt)(a) U p.(s,etD2)(a)) 

U U {À a' E dom(P:,(s,e,a)): (P:,(s,e,a)(a'), 

p(s, et Dt )(a') u p(s, et D2)(a')) 

I a E Dt} 

U U {À a' E dom(P:,(s,e,a)): (P:,(s,e,a)(a'), ~t(s,et D2)(a')) I a E D2} 

= 1: Fora E D2 we have s~(a)(e(a)) = s2(a)(e(a)), Lemma 3.3.14, 
Lemma 3.3.15 :jo 

À a E Dt U D2: {,Ba(s,e,a), s2(a)\{(e(a),s2(a)(e(a)))} U ~t(s,e)(a)) 

U À a E dom(s)\(Dt U D2): {st(a), s2(a) U ~t(s,e)(a)) 

U U {À a' E dom(P:,(s,e,a)): {P:,(s,e,a)(a'), ~t(s,e)(a')) 

I a E Dt UD2} 

= cj: dom(e) = Dt U D2, def. Q :j> 

Q(s,e). 

0 

As an Actor system evolves, some of the present actors might get superflu
ous. The last contiguration ofExample 3.3.10 includes three customers that 
will never receive a communication anymore. Another example regarding re
dundant actorsis concerned with forwarders [1], i.e. actors that only forward 
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received communications to other ones. An interesting topic of further research 
would be to give suflident conditions for deleting an actor from the system. 
Such an Actor system might ultimately reach an empty configuration, i.e. a 
contiguration without actors. 

Below, we prove that any Actor system can be implemented as an equivalent 
DDS ( equivalence in terros of Definition 2.3. 7). 

3.3.2 Actors implemented as DDSs 

One of the major questions bebind this chapter is: Do we really need systems 
with a dynamic interaction structure? Are they of any benefit? Does a dynamic 
interaction structure facilitate the modelling process? Is there anything which 
can be modelled as a dynamically structured system, but not as a statically 
structured system? 
To answer such questions, it seems obvious to take two roodels which are good 
representatives of both classes of systems and try to imptement the dynamically 
structured one into the statically structured one. For the former, we have 
chosen the Actor model, because this dynamically structured model is widely 
known, since it bas been extensively described in literature [1, 3, 4, 32, 45, 51, 
52, 83, and many others]. For the latter, we have taken the DDS model and we 
have already argued at the beginning of Section 3.2 why the DDS model is a 
good representative of the models with a statical interaction structure. 

This subsection contains two implementations of an arbitrary Actor system as 
DDS. The first one is really very simple, it consistsof one transition and two 
places and that is all. There is no parallelism, since there is just one transition. 
As a consequence, this first implementation only realizes the original Actor sys
tem. But this one might be useful in Órder to very quickly obtain a prototype 
of the Actor system. The other implementation is equivalent to the original 
Actor system in the sense of Definition 2.3.7, thus maintaining all parallelism. 
However, it bas infinitely many transitions and places and the transitions have 
infinitely many output arcs. 
Sami and Vidal-Naquet implemented Actorsin Colonred nets [83]. Their ap
proach can be positioned in between our two implementations, for they have 
a place for each Actor behaviour and a single place for communications. Our 
first implementation bas only two places and our second implementation bas 
an infinite number of communication and behaviour places. 
The DDS model does not forbid infinite sets of transitions, places and arcs. 
However, our tooi ExSpect doesnotsupport these features yet. In the future, 
ExSpect might support DDSs and ExSpect systems with infinitely many places, 
transitions and output arcs, provided that the initial markings are finite. The 
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implementation might use a kind of new instruction as in Pascal: Create things 
only when they are needed, i.e. as soon as a token is going to be put in a place 
that does not yet exist, dynamically allocate some memory for that place. The 
amount of memory needed may grow unboundedly, but is finite at any time, 
since transitions (even those with infinitely many output arcs) produce a finite 
amount of tokens when they fire, and only finitely many transitions are involved 
in an event. In two steps, we modify the second implementation such that all 
transitions have finitely many output arcs. The resulting DDS, which birealizes 
the original Actor system, still bas infinitely many transitions and places, but 
it is a step towards a parallelism preserving implementation in ExSpect of an 
arbitrary Actor system. 

First implementation 

Let an Actor system X = (J, M, A, B} be given with a set L of initial con
figurations and the uniabelled transition system (S, L, T) as semantica. We 
construct a DDS D' = (P', TT', I', 0', V} with semantics (S', L', T')11 that 
realizes the Actor system with an injective lunetion g E S' - S according to 
Definition 2.3.2. To avoid ambiguities, we shall prime every symbol relerring 
toD'. 
The injectivity of g and the fact tbat g is a function rather tban a relation, 
guarantees that g does not identify different states. Function g is a one-to
one mapping between D and D'. Moreover, D' bas the same set of reaebabie 
statesas X under the image of g: g(S') = S. Without these properties, tbe 
construction of D' would be trivial: According to Corollary 2.3.13, an empty 
DDS without initial states realizes any other system. 

DDS D' consistsof one transition and two places, see Figure 3.7. Place com 
contains communications and place act is a store which contains a table of actor 
narnes with oorrasponding behaviours (local states). Transition x repeatedly 
takes one communication out of com. This communication is destined for 
some actor a of the table in act. Then x processas the communication: New 
communications are put in com, the behaviour of a is updated and possibly 
new actors are added to the table. 

DDS D' is constructed from Actor system X as follows: 

P' = {(com, T x (A x M)), (act, A-f+ À)}, 

Jl = 0' = {(x, {com,act})} 

11 'Ib avoid arnbiguities, we denote the transitionsof D' by TT' and its transition relation 
byT'. 
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act 

Figure 3.7: First implementation. 

and for t E T, a E A, m E M and f E A f+ A' 

TT'(x)({(com, (t,(a,m})), (act,/)}) = 
if a E dom{!) 

then [(com,c} I c E Bt{f(a),t,m)] ~ 

{(act, f[a: B3{f(a), t, m)] U B2{f(a), t, m)}} 

else 0 
ft 

(Please note that a (partial) function can be considered as a set oftuples.) 
DDS D' implicitly defines a state space S' and a transition relation T'. D' bas 
been defined completely apart from its initial states. 
Not each state s E S' is allowed. Communications in com have a communi
cation name and the name of the destination actor. Every such actor name 
should of course be present in the table of act. The same should hold for the 
narnes of acquaintances of actors and communications. FUrthermore, no actor 
or communication name may be a prefix of another name, in particular no 
name may be present more than once: Next, the number of present actors and 
communications should be finite. Finally, act should store exactly one partial 
function. We shall choose the initial states L' of D' such that all these con
straints are met. From the definition of ACtor system X it follows that all these 
properties remain invariant when the DDS evolves. 
The set AS' Ç S' of allowed states of D' satisfies: 

AS' = { b ~ {(act, f}} 

I b E JB({com} x (T x (A x M))) 1\ f E Af+ A 
1\ 'v'(com, (t, (a, {m, v}})) Eb: a E dom{!) 1\ el(v) Ç dom(!) 

1\ V(a,v} E mg{f): el(v) Ç dom(!) 

1\ b and dom(!) are finite 
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} 

1\ Va,a' E dom(/): V(com,(t,w)), (com,(t',w')) Eb: 

a :f. a' 1\ t :f. t' => 
-.(a ~a' V t ~ t' V a~ t V t ~a) 

101 

Wedefine a mapping gE AS'- S (Sis the statespace of the Actor system): 

g = ..\ b 1t1 {(act,/)} E AS': 

..\a E dom(/): (/(a), {(t, m) I (com, (t, (a, m))) Eb}) . 

Without proof, we remark that g is a total and bijective function. 
Finally, we give thesetof initial states L' of D': 

Hence, L' Ç AS' and g(L') = L. 
D' cannot escape from the set of allowed states: 

Lemma 3.3.17 

Vs E AS' : Vs' E S' : {s, s') ET' => s' E AS'. 

Proof 
This can be derived from the construction of D' and the constraints on B ( see 
Definition 3.3.3). 
0 

The constructed DDS D' rea.lizes Actor system X with g, which is an injective 
function, and both systems have the same set of reaebabie states under the 
image of g. 

Theorem 3.3.18 

• (S', L', T') rea.lizes (S, L, T) with g 

• g(S') = s 
• The transitive closures of g(T') and T are equa.l 
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Proof 
For the first item, we use Lemma 2.3.12. What remains to be proven is: 

Vs,s' E AS': {s,s') ET' => g(s) = g(s') V {g(s),g(s')) ET (3.4) 

For the second and third items, we use the fa.ct that an Actor system has 
serializability of events (Theorem 3.3.16): All rea.chable stales can be obtained 
if we restriet ourselves to Actor events with just one actor. Since g(L') = L 
and because D' does not escape from the set of allowed statea (Lemma 3.3.17), 
it sufHees to prove: 

Vs, s' E AS' : (s, s') ET' <::> 

3e E E o g(s): g(s') = Q(g(s),e) A ldom(e)l = 1 (3.5) 

( E and Q are the event function and the transition function of X, respectively.) 
Note that Eq. 3.5 implies Eq. 3.4. We prove Eq. 3.5. 
Let s,s' = bl:tl{(act,j}}, b'l:tl{(act,J')} E AS1

• 

=> : Assume {s, s') E T', then a communication {com, {t, {a, m))) E b exists 
such that b' = b\{(com, {t, (a, m)))} 1t1 {com} x 8t(/(a), t, m) and 
f' = /[a : 8a(/(a), t, m)] U 82(/(a), t, m). Moreover, {(a, t)} E E o g(s) 
and p(g(s),{(a,t)},a) = B(f(a),t,m) and J'(g(s),{(a,t)}) =.\a' E A: 
{{t',m') 1 (t',{a',m')) e Bt(/(a),t,m)}. By def. Q, 

= 

= 

Q(g(s), {(a, t)}) 

{(a, (8a(f(a),t,m), {(t',m') 1 {com,{t',{a,m'))) e b}\{(t,m)} u 

{(t',m') 1 (t',(a,m'}) e 8t(f(a),t,m)}))} 

U À a' E dom(f)\{a}: 

{f(a'), {(t',m') I (com,(t',(a',m'))) eb} u 

{(t',m') 1 (t',(a:',m')) e 81(f(a:),t,m)}) 

u À a' E dom(82(f(a),t,m}): 

(82(/(a),t,m)(a:'), {(t',m') 1 (t',{a:',m'}) e 8t(f(a:),t,m)}) 

À a' E dom(/') : 

(/'(a:'), {(t'' m') I (com, (t', (a'' m'))} E b \ {{com, (t, (a, m)}}} 

~±~{com} x 8 1(/(a:),t,m)}) 
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= 

g(b' l:tl {(act,/')}) 

= 
g(s') . 

<=: Assume 3e E Eog(s): g(s') = Q(g(s),e) 1\ ldom(e)l = 1. 

0 

Then, by the definition of E, 3{(a, t)} E E o g(s) : a E dom(/) a.nd 
3m E M: (com,(t,{o:,m}}) Eb. Put q = {(com,{t,{o:,m)}}, (act,f)}, 
then q Ç s a.nd {(x,q)} E F'(s). The definition oftra.nsition x is such that 
NS'(s,{(x,q)}) = s', hence (s,s'} ET'. 

Consequently, all actions of D' are correct and D' ca.n reach every possible state 
the Actor system might evolve to. So this prototype is not too bad, despite 
of the loss of parallelism. We remark that adding one or more tra.nsitions in 
parallel with x is useless, because only one transition at a time ca.n use store 
act. 
We proceed with a better implementation of the Actor model in the DDS 
model. This implementation maintains all parallelism. 

Second implementation 

Again, let a.n arbitrary Actor system X = (/, M, A, B} be given with a set 
of initial configurations L and the uniabelled transition system (S, L, T) as 
semantica. Based on X, we construct a DDS D' = {P', TT', I', 0', L'} with 
sema.ntics (S', L', T') that maintains all parallelism: D' is equivalent to X in 
the sense of Definition 2.3. 7. We shall prime every symbol referring to D'. 
D' is a chain that consists of a infinite number of tra.nsitions a.nd places, see 
Figure 3.8. Each transition a corresponds to an actor with name o:. It bas two 
input places. One of them, c<., is used to collect communications for a a.nd 
the other one, ba, is a kind of pseudo-store for the behaviour of a. Place ba 
contains at most one token. If ba is empty, then actor a is not (yet) present 
in the Actor system, otherwise a really exists. The actor population will al
ways remain finite when the system starts with a finite one, because an actor 
produces only finitely many new actors and only a finite number of actors are 
involved in a.n event. 
Each transition has an output are to every place in the system, so a transition 
is able to send communications to all transitions the system and it ca.n initiate 
another transition a' by putting a token in bcx'. Of course, ba' must then be 
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empty. That is guaranteed by construction. 
We proceed with a formal specification of D'. After that, we prove the equiv
alence of X and D'. 

Outputto 
every place 

} in the system 
(including 
boe and Ca) 

A single transition 

DDS D' 

Figure 3.8: Second implementation. 

D' = (P', TT',I',O',L'}, where: 

dom(TT') = A = r j .dom(P') = UerEA {cer,ber} j 

P' = UerEA {(eer, T X M), (ber, A)} j 

I' = UerEA {(a, {cer,ber})} j 

0' = UerEA {(a, dom(P'))} 

and for a E A, t E T, m E M and a E A: 

TT' (a)( {(eer, (t, m}}, (ber, a}}) = 
{(cerer. (tt, mm}} I (tt, (aa, mm}) E Bl (a, t, m)} ttJ 

{(berer. aa} I (aa, aa) E B2(a, t, m)} ttJ 

{ (ber, B3(a, t, m)}} 

• • • 
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Dom( TT') is countable, because I is finite. D' implicitly defines a state 
space S', an event lunetion F' and a transition relation T'. Before we de
fine a set of initial states of D', we give a lunetion g E S - S' which maps 
every contiguration of X to a state of D'. 

g = ÀsES: {(ba,st(a)) laedom(s)}ltl 

{(ca,(t,m)) I a E dom(s) A (t,m) E s2(a)}. 

The set of initial statea L' will then he: 

L' = g(L). 

D' consists of infinitely (but countably) many similar transitions. Figure 3.8 
shows a schematic reproduction. A thick Hne represents an infinite number of 
output arcs. 

Lemma 3.3.19 

g is injective . 

Pro of 
This can easily he seen by interpreting g: For each actor a in the configuration, 
g mapsits behaviour to pseudo-store ba and its communications to place Ca· 

For all actor na.mes a' that are not part of the configuration, ba• and Ca• are 
empty. Hence, no two different configurations of X are mapped to the sa.me 
state of D'. 
0 

Events of the Actor system can he transformed to events of the DDS and vice 
versa. 

Lemma 3.3.20 
ForsE S, let hE E(s)- F' o g(s) he defined as 

h = À e E E(s): À a E dom(e): 

{(ba, St (a)}, (ca, (e(a), s2(a)(e(a) )) ) } . 

Then h is bijective. 
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Proof 
Let s E S. Clearly, h is injective. We prove: h o E( s) = F' o g( s }. 

0 

ho E(s) = h( {e E .Af. T I dom(e) # 0 A dom(e) Ç dom(s) A 

dom(e) is finite A 

Va E dom(e): e(a) E dom(s2 (a))}) 

= {e' E .Af. S' I dom(e') # 0 A dom(e') Ç dom(s) A 

dom(e') is finite A 

Va E dom(e'): e'(a) Ç g(s) A 

e'(a) E dom(TT'(a))} 

= 1: Different transitions do not share an input place :jr. 

{e' E .A -1+ S' I dom(e') # 0 A mmg{e') Ç g(s) A 

dom(e') is finite 1\ 

Va E dom(e'): e'(a) E dom(TT'(a))} 

= F' o g(s). 

Now we are able to prove the equivalence of the systems. 

Theorem 3.3.21 X and D' are equivalent 

(S, L, T} and {S', L', rt} are equivalent w.r.t. g. 

Proof 
According to Lemma 2.3.15, we only need to prove: 

V{t, t') E T' : tE rng(g) => t' E rng(g); 

Vs,s'ES: (s,s'}ET {::> (g(s),g(s'))ET'. 

We start with Eq. 3.7. Let s,s' ES. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 
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(s,s'} ET 

<:? { def. T :jo 

3e E E(s): s' = Q(s,e) 

{:} 1: def. Q :l-

3e E E( s) : s' = 
la E dom(e): (Ps(s,e,o), 

s2(o)\{(e(o),s2(o)(e(o}))} U tt(s,e)(o)} 

U la E àom(s)\àom(e): (s1(o),s2(o) U tt(s,e)(o)) 

U U {l o' E dom(.82(s,e,a)): (J32(s,e,o)(o'},J.t(s,e)(a')) 

I a E dom(e)} 

<:? { def. g, gis injective (Lemma 3.3.19} :jo 

3e E E(s): g(s') = 
{(ca, (t, m)} I a E A A (t, m) E J.t(s, e)(a)} 

ltJ {(ba,Ps(s,e,a)} I a E àom(e)} 

ltJ {(ca,{t,m)) I aedom(e) A (t,m)Es2(a)} 

\ {{ca, (e(a),s2(a)(e(a)))) I a E dom(e)} 

ltJ {(ba,sl(a)) I a E dom(s)\dom(e)} 

ltJ {{ca,(t,m}) I a E dom(s)\dom(e) A (t,m) E s2(a)} 

ltJ {{ba•,J32(s,e,a)(o')) I a E dom(e) A a' E dom(.82(s,e,a})} 

<:? { rea.rra.nge :jo 

3e E E(s): g(s') = 

{(ba,st(a)) I a E dom(s)} 

ltJ {(c .. ,(t,m)) I a e dom(s) A {t,m) E s2(a)} 

\ {(ba,sl(a)) I a E dom(e)} 

\ {(ca,(e(a),s2(a)(e(a)))) I a E dom(e)} 

ltJ {(ca, (t, m)) I Ct E A A (t, m) E J.t(s, e)(a)} 

ltJ {(ba•,J32(s,e,a)(a')) I a E dom(e) A a' E dom(.82(s,e,a))} 

ltJ {(ba,J33(s,e,a)) I a E dom(e)} 

<:? { defs. g, h, J.t a.nd IJ :jo 
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3e E E(s): g(s') = 
g(s) 

\ l!J {h(e)(a) I a E dom(e)} 

~ {(ca, (t, m}} 

laEAA 
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3a' E dom{e) : (t, {a, m}) E B1 (st (a'), e{a'), s2(a')(e(a')))} 

ltJ {(ba•,a) I 3a E dom(e): (a',ä) E B2(s1(a),e(a), s2(a)(e(a)))} 

ltJ {(bà,Bs{sl{a),e{a),s2{a)(e{a)))) I a E dom{e)} 

~ 1: de{. h, de{. TT' ;t> 

3e E E(s): g(s') = g(s)\mmg(h(e)) ltJ ltlaedom(h(e)) TT'(a){h(e)(a)) 

{::} 1: Lemma 3.3.20, e' = h(e) ;t> 

3e' E F' o g(s): g(s') = g(s)\ mmg(e') ltJ l!Jaedom(e') TT'(a)(e'(a)) 

# { def. T' ;t> 

{g(s),g(s')} ET'. 

Next, we turn to Eq. 3.6. 
Let {t, t'} ET', then 3e' E F'(t): t' = t\mmg(e') ~ ltlaedom(e') TT'(a)(e'(a)). 
Suppose t E mg(g). The injectivity of g and the bijectivity of h allow us to 
define s' = Q(g-1(t),h-1(e')). Hence, s' ES and because of the totality of g, 
s' E dom(g). Similarly to the above it follows that g(s') = t', so t' E mg{g). 
0 

For each Actor system, we have constructed a DDS that is equivalent to it. 
The DDS bas a transition a for each possible actor name a E A. Not each 
transition will he used. For example, soppose a communication with name 
t E T resides somewhere in a communication place of D'. Since A= T, D' bas 
a transition with name t, which will never be used anymore (i.e. ct and bt will 
remain empty), due to the uniqueness of names. 
D' consists of infinitely many places and transitions and the transitions have 
infinitely many output arcs. These things are are not supported by our tooi 
ExSpect yet. Below, we describe a metbod to solve the problem of infinitely 
many output arcs. The problem of infinitely many transitions and places might 
be solved, too, by modifying ExSpect in such a way that memory for places 
is allocated dynamically and only non-empty places get memory allocated. If 
D' starts with a finite actor population, then the amount of memory needed is 
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finiteat a.ny time (though it may grow unboundedly large). 

From inflnitely to flnitely many output arcs 

The DDS model allows to specify transitions with infinitely ma.ny (but count
ably ma.ny} output a.rcs. In this subsection, we decompose such a DDS into 
a.nother one where each transition bas only finitely ma.ny output a.rcs. The 
latter will still have infinitely ma.ny tra.nsitions a.nd pla.ces. 
All places that are originally present appear uncha.nged in the constructed DDS. 
We prove that the constructed DDS birealizes the original one with a lunetion 
that leaves all tokens in places originally present untouched. 
This subsection differs from the previous two in the sense that we are not tra.ns
forming Actor systems into DDSs, we are only consirlering DDSs themselves. 

Let a DDS be given with infinitely many transitions, such tbat all tra.nsitions 
can communicate with each other. Each transition bas infinitely many output 
arcs. To avoid too much detail, we assume that each transition bas one input 
are. This case can easily be generalised for transitions witb more input arcs, 
as in Figure 3.8. Furthermore, we assume tbat transitions do not share input 
places. 
System D of Figure 3.9 is such a DDS. We decompose it into a.nother DDS 
where each transition bas only finitely many output arcs. We use a two-steps 
construction. First, we construct anotber system which bas one additional 
transition a.nd place, while each original transition bas only one output are 
left. The added transition, however, still bas infinitely ma.ny output arcs. Step 
two is to overcome tbis problem. We prove tbat the DDS thus constructed, 
which bas tbe same places as the original DDS and some more besides, birealizes 
the original DDS witb a function that leaves tokens in places originally present 
uncbanged. 

First Step 

Let a DDS D be given witb infinitely many transitions, such that each transition 
bas a single input place, not sbared witb otber transitions, and an output are 
to all places in tbe system. We transform D to a DDS D' where all transitions, 
except for one, have a finite number of output arcs. In tbe second step (see 
below), tbis lastoneis also replaced. 

D' bas a new place collect wbere all transitions originally present put their 
tokens: This is tbeir one and only output place. A new transition distributor 
subsequently tra.nsports the tokens to their destination. Distributor still bas 
infinitely many output places. See Figure 3.9. 
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• • • • • • 

··System D 
System D' 

Figure 3.9: First step. 

We give a forma! specification of the original system D and basedon that, we 
construct the new system D'. We prime every symbol referring to D' and we 
prove that D' birealizes D with a function that does not alter tokens in the 
places originally present. 

The Original System 

D = {P, TT,I,O,L) with places PL = {Po.Pt .... } and transitions TL = 
{to, h, ... }, and with 

1 = UseJVo { (t,, {pi})} , ( each transition bas a single input 
place with multiplicity one) 

0 = U.eJVo {(ti, PL)}. (output to every place) 

D implicitly defines a token set Q, a state space S, an event function F and a 
transition relation T . 

. The N ew System 

Without lossof generality, we assume that collect ff. PL and distributor ff. TL. 
D' = (P',T',I',O',L') with places PL' = PLU{collect} and transitions TL'= 
TL U { distributor}; 
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P 1 = P U {(collect,Q)}; 

Jl = I U { ( distributor, { collect})} ; 

0 1 = {(distributor,PL)} u À te TL: {collect}; 

V= L (hence, collect is always empty at start) 

and for i e JN0 and v e P{pi): 

TT1(distributor)({(collect, {pï.v}}}) = {{pi,v}}, 

TT'(ti)({(pi,v)}) = [(collect,q) I q e TT(ti)({{p;,v)})]. 
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D' implicitly defines a token set Q', a state space S', an event function F' and 
a transition relation T'. 

Systems D and D' have a similar behaviour. InSection 2.3, we have introduced 
the concept of birealization which allows us to prove that two systems behave 
similarly. As we know from Lemma 2.3.6, two systems always birealize each 
other with a relation that identifies all states, but it does not make sense to 
relate all states which each other. Diff'erences among states are completely 
ignored in that way. 
All places of system D appear in system D', the state space of D' is an extension 
of the state space of D. Therefore, a relation between the state spaces of D 
and D' should meet the following requirements:12 

• Different states of D should not be identified by it; 

• Tokeos of D' that reside in a place originally present, that is, a place 
of D, should not be altered by it. 

Here is sucb a relation, it is actually a function from S' to S. 

f = À se S': (srQ) w [q e Q I (collect,q} es]. 

It is clear that function f satisfies the just-mentioned requirements. 

t:lJn tbe next cbapter, wbere we present a general decomposition tbeory for DDSs, we have 
captured these requirements in predicate correct (Definition 4.3.1). 
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Theorem 3.3.22 

D' birealizes D with f. 

Proof 
Put V' = {s E S' I EqeQ s((collect,q}) #: w}, i.e. V' consistsof the states 
of D' with finitely many tokens in place collect. Obviously, L' Ç V'. lt can 
easily be verified that fis total and surjective on V' - S, f(L') =Land for 
all s,s' ES': /(sl:!:ls') = f(s) 1:!:1 /(s') and if s' Ç s then /(s\s') = /(s)\/(s'). 
Using Lemma 2.3.12, we have to prove: 

Vs E V': Vs' ES': (s,s'} ET' :::? s' E V' (3.8) 

Vs,s'eV': (s,s')eT':::? /(s)=/(s') V (f(s),/(s'))ET (3.9) 

V(u,u'} ET: Vso E /-1(u) n V': 3st. ... ,Sn E /-1(u): 

3sn+l E /-1(u'): Vi E {0, ... ,n}: (si,Si+t) ET' (3.10) 

Eq. 3.8 follows from Lemma 3.2.5. 

Eq. 3.9: 
Let s,s' E V' and assume {s,s'} ET', then 3e E F'(s) : s' = s\mrng(e) 1:!:1 

l!ltedom(e) TT'(t)(e(t)). Note: FortE dom(e)\ { distributor }, f(e(t)) = e(t) and 
f(TT'(t)(e(t))) = TT(t)(e(t)). Also, f(TT'(distributor)(e(distributor))) = 
f(e(distributor)) if distributor E dom(e). 
We distinguish two cases. If dom(e) n TL= 0 then dom(e) = {distributor}, 
hence /(s) = f(s'). Case dom(e) n TL#: 0, put e' = eî TL. Then dom(e') #: 0 
and /(s') = f(s)\f(mrng(e)) ltJ l!ltedom(e) /(TT'(t)(e(t))) = f(s)\mrng(e') ltJ 

l!ltEdom(e') TT(t)(e'(t)}, i.e. (f(s),/(s')} ET. 

Eq. 3.10: 
Let {u, u') ET and let so E /-1 (u) n V'. Put b = so î(Q'\Q), then #b-::/= w. 
Put n =#band let Qt. ... ,qn E Q such that b = I!JiE{l, ... ,n} {(collect,qi)}. For 
iE {1, ... ,n},let Si be (sotQ) ltJ [qi 11 ~ j ~i] !::!:I [(collect,qj} I i< j ~ n]. 
Then /(si) = u and because of def. TT'( distributor), {si-t. si} E T'. Fur
thermore, Sn = u. Since {u,u') E T, 3e E F(u) : u' = u\mrng(e) ltJ 
l!ltEdom(e) TT(t)(e(t)). Notice that e E F'(s). Put Sn+l = u\mrng(e) ltJ 

l!ltEdom(e) TT'(t)(e(t)), then (sn,Sn+t} ET' and /(sn+I) =u'. 
0 

This result allows us to replace every system D by a system D'. We remark 
that this transformation can easily be generalised for transitions with two input 
places. Applied to Figure 3.8, this yields a system where only two transitions 
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have infinitely many output places, viz. a distributor for communications and 
a distributor for behaviours. The next step concerns these two. 

Remark 3.3.23 Comparison with the next chapter 
In the next chapter, we introduce the concept of module in the DDS model 
and we derive a predicate P2 to determine whether two modules can be inter
changed. Without proof we mention that if we consider systems D and D' as 
modules with shared places {Po,PJ., ... }, then P2 applies. Proving P2 would 
require more effort than the above proof, because P2 is based on a worst-case 
environment, that is, an environment that can interact in every possible way 
with the shared places. In this case, however, the environment does nothing at 
all. The only transitions that interact with the shared places are transitions of 
the modules. 
0 

Second Step 

The previous step modities the DDS of Figure 3.8 in such a way that there are 
only two transitions left with infinitely many output arcs, namely a distributor 
for communications and a distributor for behaviours. This step addresses the 
problem of replacing a single transition with infinitely many output arcs by 
an infinite chain of transitions, where each transition bas a finite number of 
output arcs. Application of both steps to the original DDS of Figure 3.8 yields 
a system with two infinite ebains of transitions. 
We could actually do without the first step, by simply replacing all the tran
sitions of the DDS of Figure 3.8. However, that would lead to an enormons 
burst of new transitions and places. Every transition originally present would 
then be replaced by an infinite amount of other transitions, while the original 
system already consists of infinitely many transitions. 

We workout this step in a similar way as the former. We start with a sys
tem D that bas a transition t0 with infinitely many output arcs. System D is 
converted to a similarly behaving system D' which bas a chain of transitions 
t0 , t 1,, ... insteadof transition to. Each transition of the chain accepts various 
communications and picks out those destined for a partienlar output place. 
Other communications are simply forwarded. See Figure 3.10. We prove that 
D' birealizes D with a lunetion that leaves tokens in places originally present 
where they are. 

The Transition With Infinitely Many Output Arcs 

Let Y be an arbitrary type. 
D = (P, TT,I,O,L} with toETLand PL 2 {ho} U {Po.Pt. ... }, and 
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to 

well-known pan 

System D 

• • • 

well-known part 

System D' 

Figure 3.10: Secoud step. 

I 2 {(to, {ho})}; (t0 ha.S one input are) 

0 2 {(to, {Po, PI. ···})} 

and for n E IVo a.nd y E Y: 

TT(to)({(ho,(n,y)}}) = {(pn,y}}. 

DDS D embodies some unknown part. 

The Chain 

Without lossof generality, we a.ssume for all i E lV1: hi f/. PL a.nd ti f/. TL. 
D' :;= (P', TT',I',O',L') with pla.ces PL' =PLu {h1, h2, ... } and transitions 
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TL'= TL U {t1,t2, ... }; 

I' = I U Uietvd(ti, {hi})}; 

0' = Of(TL\{to}) U UieJVo {(ti, {hi+bPi})} 

L' = L (Hence, places ht. h2, ... are initially empty) 

and for iE lNo, n E JNi and y E Y: 

TT'(ti)({(ht,(n,y}}}) = 
if i= n then {(pi,y}} 

else {(hHt. (n, y)}} ft . 
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All othertransitions remain unchanged. FortE TL\{to} and b E dom(TT(t)): 

TT'(t)(b) = TT(t)(b). 

Like in the previous step, we prove that D' birealizes D with a function 
f E S' -+ S. Function f is a relation between the states of D' and the states 
of D and f does not relate different states of D to the same state of D', be
cause fis a function. Moreover, f leaves all tokens in places originally present 
untouched: 

f = J.. s E S' : (g(q) I q E s] , 

where g E Q' -+ Q maps tokens of D' to tokens of D: 

For all q E Q, g(q) = q 

and for all i E lNt. n E JNi and y E Y, g( (hi, (n, y}}) = (p,., y} . 

Function g maps tokens in { h11 h2, ... } to their destination. 

Theorem 3.3.24 

D' birealizes D with f . 
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Proof 
Please note: Q c Q'. Put V'= {sE S' I s t(Q' \ Q) is finite}, i.e. V' consists 
of the states in S' with finitely ma.ny tokens on the way to their destination. 
Obviously, L' Ç V', f is total a.nd surjective, f(L') = L a.nd for all s, s' E S' : 
f(s ltl s') = f(s) ltl f(s') a.nd if s' Ç s then f(s\s') = f(s)\J(s'). We use 
Lemma 2.3.12 again to prove the birealization property. We have to prove the 
same three items as in the previous step, but in a different context, i.e. we have 
to prove Eqs. 3.8, 3.9 a.nd 3.10. 

Eq. 3.8 follows from Lemma 3.2.5. 

Eq. 3.9: 
Let (s,s'} E T', then 3e E F'(s) : s' = s\mmg(e) ltl ~te.tom(e) TT'(t)(e(t)). 
Dom( e) ca.n consist of three kinds of tra.nsitions: 

• Tra.nsitions in {tt, t2, ... } ; 

• to; 

• Tra.nsitions of the 'unknown part'. 

Fort E {t1,t2, ... }, j(e(t)) = f(TT'(t)(e(t)). If to E dom(e), then forsome 
n E lNo a.nd y E Y, e(to) = {(ho, (n, y))}. In this case, f(e(to)) = e(to) 
and j(TT'(t0 )(e(to))) = {(c,.,y)} = TT{to)(e(to)). FortE 'unknown part', 
/(e(t)) = e(t) a.nd J( TT'(t)(e(t))) = TT(t)(e(t)). 
Put X= dom(e)\{tt.t2, ... }. 
If X= 0 then j(mmg(e)) = J(~te.tom(e) TT'(t)(e(t))), hence j(s) = f(s'). lf 
X=/; 0 then j(s') = f(s)\(l:!:lteX e(t))tt!l:!;ltex TT(t)(e(t)), i.e. {f(s),j(s')) ET. 

Eq. 3.10: 
Let (u, u') ET and so E j-1(u) n V', then 3e E F(u) : u' = u\mmg(e) ltl 
l:!:ltedom(e) TT(t)(e(t)) a.nd so bas finitely ma.ny tokens in ht. h2, ... , which 
ca.n be forwarded totheir destination in n = L(h;,(m,y))E•ot(Q'\Q)(m- i+ 1) 
one-transition events. Thus we have a sequence s1, ... sn E j-1(u) such that 
{si-l,Si) ET' for all iE {1, ... n} a.nd snt(Q'\Q) = 0, i.e. Sn= u. Con
sequently, e E F'{sn)· If to E dom(e) then e(to) = {(ho, (m,y})} forsome 
mE lNo and y E Y a.nd J(TT'(to)(e(to))) = {{pm,y}} = TT(to)(e(to)). For 
t E dom(e)\{t0 }, i.e. tE 'unknown part', we already have J(TT'(t)(e(t))) = 
TT(t)(e(t)). We define Sn+l = Sn \mmg(e) ltll:!;ltEd01n(e) TT'(t)(e(t)), then 
(sn, Sn+l} ET' a.nd f(sn+l) = J(sn)\/{mrng(e))ltll:!Jtedom(e) /(TT'{t){e{t))) = 
u\mrng(e) tt!l:!;ltEdom(e) TT(t)(e(t)) =u'. 
0 
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The above result allows us to replace every transition with infinitely many 
output arcs by a chain of transitions, where each transition bas only finitely 
many output arcs. 

Remark 3.3.25 Comparison with the next chapter 
System D consistsof a module with a single transition t0 , a set of shared places 
{ho} u {Po, PI, ... } and an unknown environment. System D' is the result of 
replacing this module with a more detailed one. The next chapter presents 
a general theory for such module replacements, for the case that nothing is 
known about the environment. Like in the previous step, predicate P2 applies, 
because function fES'- Sis correct (see Definition 4.3.1). 
This second step and the example of Bubseetion 4.3.3 are much alike, because 
in both examples tokens are forwarded totheir destination. However, bere we 
have an infinite number of shared places. 
0 

Let us call DDS D' of Figure 3.8 D orig and the DDS that is obtained if both 
steps just described are applied to it, Druult· Then Dre.ult bas two ebains 
of transitions, one for communications and one for behaviours, and all tran
sitions of Dre.ult have finitely many output arcs. Due to the transitivity of 
birealization, Dresult birealizes Dorig with a function that leaves all tokens in 
places originally present (i.e., all places of Dong) unchanged. Moreover, no two 
different statesof Dorig are identified by that function, just because we have 
birealization with a function rather than with a relation. (If we had bireal
ization with a relation, it might have been the case that two different states 
of Dorig would be related to the samestate of Dresult· That would be undesir
able. A comparison relation should not identify different states of the original 
system without reason.) Due to Theorem 3.3.21, Dresult even birealizes the 
original Actor system on which Dorig is based, that is, Dresult birealizes any 
Actor system with a function that does not identify different states of that 
Actor system. Therefore, we consider Dresult as a valid implementation in the 
DDS model of any Actor system. 

3.3.3 Dynamic Time Net model 

Our experiences to describe Actorsas DDSs have stimulated us to develop a 
new high-level Petri net model with more dynamics than the usual generation 
and consumption of tokens. We have called this model the Dynamic Time 
Net (DTN) model. The DTN model is an extension of the ExSpect model of 
Subsection 3.2.2 with classes of transitions and places. 
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Figure 3.11a: The connections between the constituents of a DTN, and the 
conesponding ExSpect systems - part a. 
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In Figure 3.8, we have an infinite sequence of transitions a0 , at, ... and two 
infinite sequences of places. These infi.nite sequences can be regarded as classes 
of similar transitions and places. More concrete, a place class pc is an infinite 
sequence of places pc0 , pc1, . .. and a transition class te is an infinite sequence 
of transitions tco, tc1, .... A transition with an output are to a place class can 
send tokens to all places in that class. This is &lso valid for transitions of a 
transition class. A single transition cannot have an input are from a place class, 
for a transition may not have infinitely many input arcs. On the other hand, 
a transition class te must have at least one input place class pc, which means 
that each transition tct. has an input are to place pci (i E 1'/0 ). See Figures 
3.11a and 3.11b for all possible transition (class)- place (class) connections. 
A place of a class is considered alive or really present iff it has at least one 
token. A transition of a class is alive or really present iff one of its input places 
that belongs to a place class is not empty. If the DTN always starts with 
a fini te number of &live places and transitions, then the. popwation of really 
present places and transitions will remain finite. 

corresponds 
to 

corresponds 
to itself 

• • • 

A transition 
may nothave 

infi.nitely many 
input arcs 

~ corresponds 
~ toitself 

Figure 3.1lb: The connections between the constituentsof a DTN, and the 
oorrasponding ExSpect systems - part b. 
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The formal definition of the DTN model is pretty complex, not to mention its 
semantics. We shall not work out on this, instead we refer the interested reader 
to [104). The reason is that we have not found an example of a system that 
could be modelled more easily as DTN than as DOS or ExSpect system. 
Toenforce the idea of what a DTN might look like, we give a ( rather informal) 
example. · 

Example 3.3.26 Unboundedly many servers 
Suppose we have a queue where customers arrive to be served. We want to 
design a system where the number of servers depends on the number of waiting 
customers, to be more concrete, we want the system to maintain the following 
invariant: ('#'stands for 'the number of') 

#servers = ( #waiters div 5) + 1 

This can he compared with a super market, where a cash-desk is opened if 
many costomers are waiting to pay their goods and a cash-desk is closed if 
it gets less crowded. The difference with a regular super market is that the 
number of open cash-desks is in principle unbounded. It is this property that 
asks for a dynamica! approach. 
We sketch two approaches. The first one is in terms of the DTN model, where 
servers are modelled as a transition class. The other approach is in terms of the 
ExSpect model, yet without the use of infinitely many transitions and places. 

AsDTN 
Consider Figure 3.12. We have a transition enter that creates customers and 
puts them in place queue and if necessary, that is, if the number of waiting cos
tomers in the queue would exceed or get as large as 5#servers, it calls another 
server into existence by putting a token in an empty place aliven (n E !No}. 
Server server n puts finished customers in place finish and doses itself down if 
the number of waiting customers would drop below 5#servers - 5. Transition 
enter and all servers have access to a store number, which contains the number 
of waiting customers and a list of the servers that are present. 

As Finite ExSpect System 
A finite ExSpect system does not have an unbounded number of transitions, 
so we have to model the unboundedness in a different way. In the previous 
subsection, where we have implemented Actors as DDSs, we have solved this 
problem by means of a data structure ( table act of Figure 3. 7) and by using the 
inherent dynamic aspect of Petri nets, i.e. the token creation and consumption. 
We use yet another approach bere. The unbounded number of servers can be 
modelled as a single server with a varying service time. We let the service time 
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delay 

Figure 3.12: As DTN. Figure 3.13: As ExSpect system. 

of each customer depend on the number of waiting customers. If the number 
of waiters increases, the server will decrease its service time (work faster) and 
if the waiting queue tends to get empty, the server gets lazier. More concretely, 
if the servers of the above DTN system have a service time according to a 
distribution Dsef"'Jers (e.g. an exponentially distributed service time) and if the 
server of this ExSpect system bas just finished with a customer, then the next 
customer gets a Dsef"'Jera/((#waiters div 5) + 1) distributed service time. See 
Figure 3.13. 
0 

In this example, the DTN is obviously more complex than the corresponding 
ExSpect system, for the DTN consists of infinitely many transitions and places, 
that involve a lot of overhead. 

3.4 Concluding remarks 

We have introduced two high-level Petri net models, the DDS and ExSpect 
models. The DDS model resembles Jensen 's Colonred nets [54, 55, 56] closely 
and the ExSpect model is an extension of the DDS model witb time aspects. 
Tbe ExSpect model provides our tooi ExSpect with a formal semantics. The 
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Whether our impression is valid in general remains to be seen. We have imple-
mented many practical cases in ExSpect and the need for a dynamic topology 
bas not come up yet. We even have not found an example tbat can bedescribed 
more easily in a dynamically structured model tban in a statically structured 
model. Until now, we were able to describe the dynamicaspects of systems in 
a satisfactory way by means of the dynamics of the token mechanism of Petri 
nets, data structures (Iike tables) and ad hoc tricks as in Example 3.3.26. 

In the next chapter, we present a composition/decomposition theory for DDSs. 



Chapter 4 

Composition and 
decomposition in the DDS 
model 

4.1 Introduetion 

A system designer is not able to specify a large, complex system all at once. 
He usually works out bis design step by step. In system engineering, tbere are 
two well-known design strategies: 

• Composition, a bottam-up approach. 
Tbe designer has already a set of well-defined subsystems (ar modules) at 
bis disposal, wbich farm tbe components of tbe system to he constructed. 
Some of them are selected and joined, and the result is extended with 
new components until the system is complete. 

• Decomposition, which goes top-down. 
The designer starts witb a global description of the whole system. He 
repeatedly selectsapart of tbe description and works that out in more 
detail, until tbe intended level of detail bas been reached. 

In both cases, repeatedly a part of the system (a module) is replaced by an
other one. Decomposition is the case where the latter is more detailed than 
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the farmer, while composition gives more caberenee toa module that consists 
of separate parts. Such a module replacement should not affect the system 
at hand, that is, both modules should hebave similarly and the environment 
should not be able to detect any difference between them. If the environment 
can detect a difference between both modules, then areplacement obviously 
leads to a different system. Otherwise, it might still be possible that both 
modules do not hebave in a simHar way. For example, if the new module bas 
a lower degree of parallelism, then the replacement probably results in a less 
efficient system. 
This chapter addresses the question: Under wbat conditions can a module of 
a DDS safely be replaced with another one? Current research in the field of 
high-level Petri nets bas mainly been devoted to special cases. For example, 
Chehaibar [23] bas explored Reentrant Nets, a kind of modules in Coloured Petri 
Nets that transport tokens from certain so-called interface places toother in
terface places, where all interface places must have the same domain ( the same 
type). In order to be reentrant, a subnet must satisfy various structural and be
havioural conditions. We do not have such restrictions, we consider the general 
case where a module can be any subnet. 

This chapter is structured as follows. First, we describe how to split and 
join DDSs. This a purely syntactical aspect. The syntactical operations are 
compositional [13], i.e., their application to different DDSs yields a DDS. Then 
we introduce the concept module in the DDS model. A module is a part of 
a DDS with a communication layer, via which it communicates with the rest 
of the world. We also give a formal semantics for modules. Then we come 
to the main problem of this chapter: Under what conditions is it permissible 
to replace modules? We answer this question in Section 4.3 for the case that 
modules can interact unrestrictedly with their environment (i.e., it is unknown 
whether the communication is according to a specifi.c protocol) and we use 
the theory of Section 2.3 to formally campare different DDSs. The answer is 
~predicate that contains quantifications over all possible environments. We 
reformulate that to a more comprehensible form without such quantifications. 
We give a small application and we end this chapter with some concluding 
remarks. 

4.2 Modules 

A module can be seen as a part of a system with an interface to the rest of 
the world. In order to define modules within the DDS model, we must be able 
to select a part of a DDS, i.e., DDSs must somehow be split. If the module is 
to be replaced with another one, then two DDSs must be joined together. In 
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this section, we describe a technique for splitting and joining DDSs and after 
that, we introduce modules and their semantics. We start with the splitting of 
DDSs. 

4.2.1 Disconnection 

In literature, Petri nets are usually split either through the transitions or 
through the places, e.g., see (25, 50]. We shall first go into the splitting of 
transitions in the DDS model. 

DDSD DDSA DDSB 

Figure 4.1: A transition being split. 

Figure 4.1 shows a transition that is split in two parts. The transition has 
actually been duplicated insome way. Several questions have to be answered 
here, for example: 

• Is it possible to give a definition of the split transitions ( the transitions 
in DDS A and B)'! 

• If so, how should they be defined'! 

Transitions are mathematica! functions over their input places. We have no idea 
of how to split these functions. Besides, we have another argument against the 
splitting of transitions: In Figure 4.1, the transition of DDS D can fire only 
if both input places have a token. On the contrary, in A and B a transition 
can already fire if only one of these places contains a token. The splitting of 
transitions apparently results in a totally different semantics. Therefore, we 
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abandon the idea of splitting transitions. We proceed with the other case: 
Splitting of places. 

Figure 4.2: DDS D. 

Figure 4.2 shows some DDS D. Before we describe how to split certain places, 
we remark that the set of places to be split should not be chosen arbitrarily. 
For example, places connected to just one transition need not be split. This 
consideration results in an exclusion of place P4 (among others). Moreover, if 
we decide to split place Pl, we implicitly assign transitions t1 and t2 to different 
DDSs. Since we do not want to change the definition of transitions, we have 
to split place pa, too. As a consequence, P2 or p5 must also be split. 

Transitions should not be altered, so it is useful to determine for each transition, 
to which part (A orB) it is going to belong. If all transitionsof a DDS D are 
partitioned into two classes TLA and TLB, then a complete and unambiguous 
d.îsconnection of D is obtained, because the places are implicitly partitioned, 
in the following four classes: 

• Places connected only to transitionsof TLAi 

• Places connected only to transitionsof TLB; 

• Shared places; 

• Places connected to no transition whatsoever. 

In many practical cases, the last class is empty, i.e., usually all places of D 
are connected to a transition. In Figure 4.3, we have made such a division. 
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DDSD 

DDSA 

DDSB 

Figure 4.3: Disconnection. 
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Transitionsof TLA and TLB are marked with an 'A' and a 'B', respectively. 
Shared places are denoted with 'SP'.1 The resulting DDSs A and Bare ob
tained by duplica.tion of the shared places. 
Below, we formalise the disconnection technique. We distinguish symbols re
lated to different DDSs by means of subscripts. 

Definition 4.2.1 Restrietion operator 1)' 
Let D = (Pv, TTv,Iv,Ov,Lv) be aDDS with places PLv, transitions TLv, 
token set Qv, statespace Sv and transition relation Tv, and let TLx Ç TLv 
be a set of transition labels. We define a set of place labels: 

PLx = {p E PLv I 3t E TLx : p E Iv(t) ltJ Ov(t)} . 

The restrietion of D to TL x, denoted as D 1)' TL x, is the DDS X defined as 

where Q x is the token set of X, which is implicitly defined according to Defi
nition 3.2.1. 
0 

In Figure 4.3, A= D1)' TLA and B = D1)' TLB. Thesetof shared places SP 
equals PLA n PLB. 

A DDS D equals the restrietion to its own transitions if and only if D bas no 
so-called detaehed places (places not connected to any transition), i.e., iff the 
fourth place class is empty. 

Lemma 4.2.2 
Let D be a DDS. 

Proof 
Follows immediately from the construction of PLx in Definition 4.2.1. 
0 

In the Petri net literature, such isolated nodes are usually forbidden. See also 
Remark 4.3.13. 

1Shared places might be compared with interface places in (23] and entry/erit places in 
tbe Box Algebra [17), though we pose no restrictions on connections and (initia!) states, nor 
do we distinguish initia! and final sha.red places. 
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4.2.2 Conneetion 

This time we have two DDSs A and B, which are the constituentsof a larger 
DDS D, to be constructed. We intend to attach them. A picture of this idea 
would be like Figure 4.3 with the large arrows in the middle reversed. However, 
not each pair of DDSs fits together. 

Definition 4.2.3 fit 
Let A and B be DDSs. They fit together, notation A fit B, iff 

• TLA n TLB = 0 

• PAtSP = PBtSP 

• LA fQsp = LB fQsp 

1: transitions do not overlap :} 

1: the types of shared places coincide :} 

1: the initial states do overlap :} 

where SP= PLAn PLB and Qsp = QA n QB. 
0 

In this definition, the set of shared places of A and B is denoted by SP, and 
Qsp is the corresponding token set. Please note that the first requirement 
( TLA n TLB = 0) can always be met by means of a transition renaming. The 
second requirement asserts that a shared place must have the same type in 
both DDSs and according to the last requirement, every initial state in each 
DDS must have a counterpart in the other one. If we would omit the last 
requirement, then several initial states might disappear when A and B are 
joined together (see the definition below). That would lead to the unpleasant 
situation that a given DDS could no longer be initiated in certain initial states 
if it would be connected to another DDS. 

Definition 4.2.4 Conneetion operator$ 
Let A and B be DDSs that fit together. The conneetion of A and B, denoted 
by AEBB, is the DDS 

(PA u PB, TA u TB, IA u IB, OA u OB, 

{sE s~B I srQA E LA 1\ srQB E LB}), 

where S~ is the implicitly defined statespace of AEBB. 
0 
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Thus, initial states of A and B are combined to a new one iff they match at 
the shared places. Because of the last requirement in Definition 4.2.3, no initial 
state of A or B gets lost in AeB: LAt:FJB tQA =LA a.nd LAt:FJB tQs = Ls. 
Without proof we mention that fit is a symmetrie relation a.nd $ is a com
mutative operator. Furthermore, if A, B a.nd C are DDSs that pairwise fit 
together, then AeB a.nd C need not fit together, because examples ca.n be 
constructed such that LAt:FJB tQ :f. Lo iQ, where Q = (QA u Q8 ) n Qo. Both 
LAi:FJBtQ Ç LdQ and LAt:FJBtQ 2 LotQ do not hold in general. However, DDS 
composition is associative for the special case that DDSs are stacked on top of 
each other. 

DDSA 
DDSB 
DDSC 

Lemma 4.2.5 Associativity of DDSs that are stacked on top of each other 
Let A, Band C be DDSs such that A fit B, B fit C and 
QAnQo =TA nTo =0. 

Then AeB fit C, A fit BeC and (AEBB)eC = A$(B$C). 

Pro of 
For A eB fit C, weneed to prove that TLAtJJB n TLc = 0 and PAt:FJB tQ = 
Pc tQ, where Q = (QA u QB) n Qc (these items are easily verified) and that 
LAtJJB tQ = Lo tQ. We prove the Jatter. 
Ç: Let l E LAi:FJB, then ltQA E LA and ltQB ELs. Since B fit C, 3c E Lc: 

lt(QsnQc) = ct(QBnQc). Then, ltQ = 1: QAnQo = 0:j>lf(QsnQo) = 
d(Qs n Qo) = 1: QA n Qo = 0 :i- ctQ. 

2: Let c E Lo, then 3b E LB: cf(QB n Qo) = bt(QB n Qo) and 3a E LA: 
at(QA n QB) = bi(QA n QB). Put l =a 1:!:1 bt(Qs\QA), then l E LAtJJB 
and IrQ = (a l:!:l (bt(QB\QA))) t((QA u Qs) n Qo) = 1: QA n Qo = 0 :j> 
br(Qs n Qc) = ct(QB n Qc) = dQ. 

Similarly, A fit B$C, and it is easily seen that (AEBB)EBC = Ae(B$C). 
0 

Pieper [77] considers a case where interfaces are stacked on top of each other 
and he proves that interface composition is associative. His proof, however, is 
much more complex tha.n the proof above. 

Suppose we split a given DDS X into two parts A and B and we join A and B 
together, which results in a DDS Y. Then Y does not necessarily equal X. All 
places of X that are not connected to any transition, do not appear in Y, and 
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if X does not have such detached places, then X and Y can only dift'er in their 
initial states. To he more precise, each initial state of X occurs in Y, but Y 
may have more initial states. The next lemma expresses when X and Y are 
equal. 

Lemma 4.2.6 
Let X he a DDS and TL Ç TLx. Put A= X1f TL and B = X1f(TLx\TL). 
Th en: 

• A fit B; 

• X = AESB ift' X bas no detached places and 

Vs E Sx: Vl,l' E Lx: 

(sîQA = ltQA 1\ sîQB = l'tQB) => sE Lx. 

Proof 2 

Let X be a DDS, TL Ç TLx and put A= X1f TL and B = X1f(TLx\TL). 
Then TLAn TLB = TLn(TLx\TL} = 0, PAtSP = PxtSP = PBtSP and 
LA tQsp = {lîQA I l E Lx }tQsp = {lrQsp I l E Lx} = LB tQsp, hence 
A fit B. 
Put Y = AeB. By construction, Py, TTy,ly,Oy = Px, TTx,Ix,Ox if 
and only if X bas no detached places. In that case, Sy = Sx, Ty ·!::!: Tx and 
Ly ={sE Sx I 3l,l' E Lx: srQA = ltQA "sÎQB = l'rQB}· Hence, 
Lx Ç Ly. Moreover, Ly Ç Lx if and only ifVs E Sx: Vl,l' E Lx: (stQA = 
UQA 1\ stQB = l'îQB) => sE Lx. 
0 

To illustrate this lemma, we present an example of a DDS X where the number 
of initial states really increases when X is split and immediately afterwards 
joined. 

Example 4.2. 7 More initial states 
Let X be aDDS with places PLx {Pt.P2.Ps}, transitions TLx = {a,b} and 

Px = { (pt.1Vo), (P2, 1Vo), (Ps, 1Vo) }, 

I x = {(a, {pt} ), (b, {P2} )}, 

Ox = {(a, {P2} ), (b, {p3})} 

2To avoid a.mbiguities, we denote the transitions of A and B with TT A and TTB, re
spectively, and the transition rela.tions with TA and Ts, as usu al. 
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and let it have three initial states: 

Lx = {{{1>t,l),ÛJ2,2),{pa,3)}, 

{ (p1,3), ÛJ2, 2), (pa,l) }, 

{ ÛJ2, 4), (pa, 5)} }. 

Put A= X "ft {a}, B =X "ft {b} and Y = A$B, see Figure 4.4. Then 

LA= { {{1>t,l),ÛJ2,2)}, {(1J1,3),(P2,2)}, {ÛJ2,4)}}, 

LB = { {ÛJ2,2},{pg,3)}, {ÛJ2,2),(pg,l)}, {ÛJ2,4},(pg,5)}} and 

DDSX 

DDSA DDSB 

DDSY 

Figure 4.4: Split and join. 
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Ly = { {ÛJI,l),Û'2,2),ÛJ3,3}}, 

{ ÛJI, 1), Û'2· 2}, ÛJ3, 1)}, 

{(pl. 3), Û'2. 2), ÛJ3, 3} }, 

{(Pl. I 3}, Û'2. 2), ÛJ3, I)}, 

{W2,4),ÛJ3,5}}}. 

Hence, Y has two more initial states than X. 
D 
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A DDS is inherently parallel, because a state transition may involve several 
firings. The next lemma indicates that a state transition in the conneetion of 
two DDSs corresponds to a state transition in either one of them, or both. 

Lemma 4.2.8 
Let A and B be DDSs, such that A fit B. Then: 

Vs,s' E S.AifJB: (s,s') E T.AifJB <=> 

Pro of 

3a, a' E SA : 3b, b' E SB : s = a ltJ b 1\ s' = a' ltJ b' 1\ 

( ((a, a') ETA 1\ (b,b') E TB) V 

((a,a') ETA 1\ b = b') V 

(a= a' 1\ (b,b'} E TB)). 

=>: According to the definition of T.AifJB, (s, s') E T AifJB <=> 3e E F AlfJB(s) : s' = 
s\mrng(e) ltJ l:!-Jtedom(e) TT AlfJB(t)(e(t)). We split e into ea = et TLA and 
eb= ei TLB and s into 

a = st(QA\Qsp) 1±1 (mrng(ea)îQsp) 1±1 x and 

b = s î(Q B \Qsp) 1±1 (mrng( eb) tQsp) 1±1 ((s\mrng(e)) îQsp\x), 

where x may be any bag satisfying x Ç (s\mrng(e))îQsp. 
Hence, e = ea U eb and s = a 1±1 b. Put 

a' = a\mrng(ea) ltJ 1:!-Jtedom(ea) TT A(t)(ea(t)) and 

b' = b\mrng(eb) 1±1 l:!-Jtedom(eb) TTB(t)(eb(t)) . 
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Then s' = a' l:!:J b'. Since dom(e) ::fi 0, there are three possibilities for 
dom(ea) a.nd dom(eb): 

• dom(ea) ::fi 0 1\ dom( eb) ::fi 0, hence (a, a'} ETA 1\ {b,b') E TB 

• dom(ea) ::fi 0 1\ dom( eb)= 0, then (a, a'} ETA 1\ b = b' 

• dom( ea) = 0 1\ dom( eb) ::fi 0, which implies a = a' 1\ {b, b') E TB . 

<=: ( ((a,a') ETA 1\ {b,b') E TB) V 

0 

({a, a') ETA 1\ b = b') V 

(a= a' 1\ (b,b') E TB}) 

( 3ea E FA(a): a'= a\mrng(ea) l:tJ 1:!-Jtedom(eo) TT A(t)(ea(t)) 

1\ 3eb E FB(b}: b' = b\mrng(eb) l:tJ 1:!-Jtedom(el>) TTB(t)(eb(p)) 

) V (a l:tJ b, a' l:tJ b'} E T $IJ V (a l:tJ b, a' l:tJ b') E T $IJ 

::::} {: dom(ea) n dom( eb)= 0:} 

(a l:tJ b,a'l:tl b') E T$8 

(s,s') E T$1J 

Remark 4.2.9 
By choosing x= 0 in the =>-part of the above proof, we obtain an a ESA for 
which af Q SP is fini te. 
0 

Now that we have described how to split and join DDSs, we are able to introduce 
modules, which are parts of a DDS with an interface to the environment. 

4.2.3 Modules 

This section concentrates on the semantica! aspects of the disconnection and 
conneetion technique. The previous two subsections give only a syntax, they 
describe merely a way of splitting and joining DDSs. Below, we introduce 
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modules in the DDS model and we do not only give a definition of what they 
are, we also present a format semantics of modules. 
First, we present some useful, additional notations. These notations are only 
used below and tbraughout Section 4.3. 

ForD a DDS, 8,8
1 E SD, and n E !No: 

8 i) .. 8
1 = 3so, ... , Sn E SD : so = 8 A Sn = 81 A 

Vi E {1, ... ,n}: {si-t,Si) E Tv, 

and if fis a function over Sv (i.e., dom(!)= Sv): 

s =fts' = 3m E !No: 3so, ... ,sm E /-1 of(s): 

so = 8 A Sm= s' A Vi E {1, ... ,m}: {si-t.si) E Tv. 

Intuitively, 8 + s' means that D can go from state s to state s' in n steps 

and 8 =ft s' means that it is possible to go from state s to s' within the same 

class. (Note: States 8 and s' are in the same class iff /(8) = f(s').) 

We abbreviate 8 -ïft"- s' A s' .....z;.. s" with s ~.. s' .....z;.. s", similarly for =ft . 

Without proof we mention several properties: 
(For the concepts ftt and (B, see Subsection 4.2.2; m, n E !No, D and D' are 
DDSs, s, s', t, t' E Sv, u, u' E SD' and fis a function over Sv) 

• If 8 v" 8
1 then 3b Ç 8 : 3b' E Sv : b, b' are finite As' = {s\b) ltJ b' . 

• (3s"E.IJ(Q): S -ïft"-s11 .....z;..s') {:} 8 ~81 • 

• If s i).. 8
1 then s ltJ t + s' ltJ t . 

• If D ft.t D', 8 -ïft"- 8 1 and u _;;, .. u/, then s ltJ u m~;n)., s' ltJ u' . 

• The set ofreachable states S v equals 

and if 8 E Sv and s ~" s' then s1 E Sv . 

• If s =ft 81 then f(s) = /(81
) • 
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• =ft is reftexive and transitive . 

• If 8 =ft 81 then 8 1:!:1 t =ft s' 1:!:1 t . 

• If 8 =ft s' then 3n E lNo : s + 8
1 

• 

We proceed with the definitions of module and environment in the DOS model. 

Deftnition 4.2.10 Module 
A module is a pair (M, SP), where Mis a DOS and SP Ç PLM. 

SP is the set of shared place8, i.e. the set of places by which the module interacts 
with an environment. 
0 

Deftnition 4.2.11 Environment 
Let (M, SP) be a module. A DOS X is an environment of {M, SP) iff X fit M 
and PLx n PLM = SP. 
The set of all environments of {M, SP) is denoted by env(M, SP). 
0 

We express the semantica of discrete systems by means of transition systems. 
As we have argued in Cbapter 2, transition systems are well-suited to repreaent 
discrete systems and we have developed a comparison theory for transition 
systems. In tbe previous chapter, we have formally compared Actor systems 
and DDSs in this way. However, all systems we have compared so far are 
closed. They have no interface to an outside world and their behaviour does 
not depend on actions of an environment. A new aspect of modules is that 
they are open subsystems and that their behaviour may very well depend on 
the environment's behaviour. Consider, for instance, Figure 4.5, wbere we 
have a module that consists of a transition with an input and an output place. 
Assume that both places are always empty at start. If this module is put in 
isolation, it cannot do anything. If, on the other hand, the module is to interact 
with an environment that produces tokens for the input place, then the module 
can start working after a while. In general: The more the environment does, 
the more the module can do. ' 

Hence, the behaviour of a module depends on its environment. There is, how
ever, an upper bound of how a module can be affected. In the worst case, an 
environment can produce an arbitrary finite amount of tokens for, resp. con
sume an arbitrary finite amount of tokens from, the shared places, in every 
event. This leads to the following set n of reaebabie states: 
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Figure 4.5: A module. 

Definition 4.2.12 'R 
For any module (M, SP), the set 'R(M, SP) Ç SM is the smallest set 'R., such 
that: 

• LM ç 'R., 

• Vs E 'R: Vb e JB(Qsp) : bis finite => s ltJ b e 'R 

• Vs E 'R: Vb Ç sfQsp: bis finite => s\b e 'R 

• Vs E 'R: Vs' E SM: (s,s') E TM => s' E 'R 

If (M, SP) is clear from the context, then we usuaUy write 'R., instead of 
'R(M, SP). 
0 

Now we define a ciosure for modules. The dosure of a module (M, SP) is a 
DDS M with the same topology and functionality as M, but with a larger set 
of initial states. This set comprises everything an arbitrary environment could 
do. We shall prove that the set of reachable states of M equals 'R. 

Definition 4.2.13 Glosure 
Let {M,SP} = ((PM, TTM,lM,OM,LM),SP) he a module. lts ciosureMis 
the DDS (PM, TTM, lM, OM, 0J}, with 

0 

LM = {s\b'l sESM,b'ÇsrQsp,b'isfinite A 

31 E LM: 3be IB(Qsp): 3n E No: 

b is finite A lttJ b ~ .,. s } 
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Tbus, the set Lu consists of states that can he obtained by taking an initial 
state of M, adding a fini te number of tokens to the shared plaees, letting M 
run for a while and by finally deleting a finite amount of tokens from the shared 
plaees. 
The following lemma indicates that the set of reaebabie states of M equals 'R.. 

Lemma 4.2.14 

Proof 
Lu Ç SM: Each initial state is a reaebabie state. 

SM Ç 'R.: Lets' E SM, then 31' E Lu: 3n' E lNo: l' ~· s'. 
Then 38 E SM : 3b' Ç 8

1 fQsp : 31 E LM : 3b E B(Qsp) : 
3n E lNo : b,b' are finite A 11±1 b V s A 1' = s\b'. Then, by 
repeated application of the definition of 'R.: l,ll±J b, 8, l', s' e 'R.. 

R. Ç LM: Let 8 E 'R. and use induction. 

D 

If s e LM then s e Lu (choose b = b1 = 0 and n = 0), otherwise 
there are three possibilities: 

1. 381 E 'R.: 3b E B(Qsp) : bis finite A s = s' 1±1 b. 
By ind uction: s' E L M , i.e. 3s" E SM : 3b" Ç 8 11 f Q SP : 

31 E LM: 3b' E B(Qsp): 3n E !No: b',b1
' arefiniteA 

l~tJ b' V 8
11 A s' = 8

11\b". Then also ll±J (b!tJ b') V s" 1t1 b. 
Since 8 = (8

11 l±lb)\b'', we have by the definition of~. 8 E L M' 

2. 3s1 e 'R.: 3b Ç s' fQsp : bis finite A s = 8
1\b. 

By induction: 8
1 e ~. hence s' = s"\b" forsome s" e SM 

and finite b" Ç s" fQsp. 
Then 8 = s"\(bltlb"). Like above, apply the definition of~· 

3. 381 E 'R.: s1 + 8. 

By induction: s' e ~. i.e. 3s" E SM : 3b' Ç 8
11 fQsp : 

31 E LM : 3b E B(Qsp) : 3n E !No : b, b' are finite A 
ll±Jb ~~ 8

11 A 81 = 8
11\b1

• Then aJso ll±l(bl±lb') V s"l±Jb1 = 
s1 + s, i.e. 11±1 (b 1±1 b1

) ~ s. Thus, by the definition 
of LM, sE Lu· 

If X is an environment of module (M, SP}, then eaeh reaebabie state of X$M 
restricted to Q M is a reaebabie state' of the module's closure. 
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Lemma 4.2.15 
Let X be an environment of module (M, SP). Then: 

Proof 
Let mE Sx$M tQM, then 31 E Lx$M : 3n E /No : 38 E Sx$M : l xéu" 
8 A 8 t Q M = m. We serialise the tra.ce l xêu" s into an at least as long 
traee l = so x~" ... xibl" Sn' = s (n' ~ n; Vi E {1, ... ,n'}: Bi-t tQx = 
sitQxVsi-ltQM = sitQM)· By the definition of Lx$Af, sotQM = ltQM E LM 
and for eaeh iE {1, ... ,n'}, either (si-1 tQM,8ifQM) E TM or (in case that 
8i-l iQM = 8itQM) Bi= (si-l \b) lt.lb' forsome finite b, b' E B(Qsp), b Ç 8i-l· 
Thus, by Definition 4.2.12, 8 E 'R. and by Lemma 4.2.14, 8 E SM. 
0 

Corollary 4.2.16 
Let X be an environment of module {M, SP). Then: 

Proof 
If X is a.n environment of (M, SP), then M is a.n environment of (X, SP). 
Apply the previous lemma.. 
0 

As we have seen, the bebaviour of a module (M, SP) depends on the environ
ment. If the environment does nothing at all, tben the set of reaebabie states 
of the module is simply SM. In the worst case, tha.t is, if the environment 
can arbitrarily interact via. the shared places at any time, this set of reaebabie 
sta.tes equals 'R. or SM. We call sneb a. worst-case environment a maximal envi
ronment. Thus, an environment is maximal if we have equality in tbe previous 
lemma.. 

Deftnition 4.2.17 Maximal environment 
Let X he an environment of module {M, SP). X is maximal iff 

Sx$MiQM =SM. 

0 

An environment that is always a.ble to produce a.n arbitra.ry single token for, 
resp. consume an arbitrary single token from the shared pla.ces, is maximal. 
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Lemma 4.2.18 
Let X be an environment of module (M,SP), such tbat: 

Vs E Sx: Vq E Qsp : 3s' E Sx: 

{s, s') e Tx A s' tQsp = .sfQsp w {q} 

Vse5x: VqestQsp: 3s'eSx: 

(s,s') e Tx A s'fQsp =siQsp\{q} 

Tben X is a maximal environment of (M, SP). 

Proof 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

To be proven: Sxeu rqM =SJ[. By Lemma 4.2.15, Sx(!)MfQM ç S-g. What 
is left to prove is the 2 -part. 
Let m e 9-r! = 1: Lemma 4.2.14 ;t Lr;, i.e. 3m' e SM : 3b' Ç m'fQsp : 
3l E LM : 36 e B(Qsp): 3n E JN0 : b,b' arefiniteA 11!:1 b + m' Am= 
m'\b'. 
Since X fit M, 31' E Lxeu : I' tQM = l and l' tQx E Lx Ç Sx· By 
Eq. 4.1 we have 3x E Sx: l' tQx +x witb xtQsp = (l' tQx )tQsp W b = 
HQsp !!:lb. Tben I' Att• x!!:!(l't(QM\Qsp)) = xt(Qx\Qsp)\tll!!:!b X:X,• 
xt(Qx\Qsp)l!:!m' e Sxeu· ByCorollary4.2.16,(xt(Qx\Qsp)l!:lm')tQx e Sx· 
i.e. xt(Qx\Qsp) 1!:1 b'l!:l m fQsp e Sx. Witb Eq. 4.2 we derive 3x' e Sy: 
xf(Qx\Qsp)Wb'l!:!mfQsp ..JJf. x' such tbat x'fQsp = (xt(Qx\Qsp)Wb'l!:l 

mtQsp)tQsp\b' = mfQsp, hence l' #!~;tf"' • x't(Qx\Qsp)l!:!m e Sxeu. 
and (x'f(Qx\Qsp)ttlm)tQM =m. 
0 

In order to show that maximal environments do exist, we construct one. It has 
some additional properties (see Lemma 4.2;21 below). 

Example 4.2.19 A mazimal environment 
Let {M, SP) be an arbitrary module. Choose a fresb place label a such that 
a ;. PLM and choose a fresh transition label /3. Let -, prod and cons be injective 
functions with domC) = dom(prod) = dom( cons) = SP and furthermore: 

• mg(-) n (PLM u {a}) = 0 

• mg(prod), mg( cons ); {/3} and TLM are mntually disjoint. 

Note that such functions can be constructed. In the sequel, we write p instead 
of -(p), p e SP. Put Q'i'P = {{p, v) I p e SP A v E PM(p)}. We define a 
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DOS X= {Px, TTx,Ix,Ox,Lx), which is a maximal environment of module 
{M,SP): 

PLx = SP u {ji I p ESP} u {a}, TLx = {/1} u rng(prod) u mg(cons), 

Px = PM r SP u UpeSP{ {ji, PM(p))} u {(a, {.}u Qsp)} 

I x = {(P, 0)} U UpeSP{(prod(p), {P}), {cons(p), {p})} 

Ox = {{,B,{a})} U Upesp{{prod(p),{ji,p,a}), (cons(p),{a})} 

Lx = {ltQsp ~Q:sp jl E LM}, 

TTx(.8)(0) = {(a,•)} and for p ESP and v E PM(p), 

TTx(prod(p))({(ji,v)}) = {{ji,v), (p,v), (a, •)} and 

TTx(cons(p))({(p,v)}) = {{a,(p,v))}. 

See Figure 4.6. 
0 

r--------, 
Module (M,SP) 

L--------J 

Figure 4.6: A maximal environment. 
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Lemma 4.2.20 
DDS X of the above example is iudeed a maximal environment of module 
{M,SP}. 

Proof 
It can easily be checked that X is an environment of {M, SP). Put Oa = 
{{a,v) I V e Px(a)}. Note: For eacb state 8 e Sy, 8 tQa is fi.nite, because 
8 tQa is empty at start. Furthermore, 8 t {.PI p e SP} = QS'P, since prod
transitions put eacb consumed token back. We prove Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2. 
Eq. 4.1: Let 8 e Sx and q e Qsp, i.e. q = {p,v) for some p e SP and 

v e PM(p). Tben {P, v) e 8 and by tbe construction of transition 
prod(p}, {8, 81

} e Tx where 8
1 = (s\ {{p, v}}) ltJ { {P, v), {p, v), {a, •)}, 

and 8'tQsp = 8tQsp ltl {q}. 
Eq. 4.2: Let 8 e Sx and q e 8 tQ8p, i.e. q = {p,v} forsome p e SP and 

v e PM(p). By the construction of transition cons{p), (s,8') e Tx, 
where 8

1 = (8\{q}) ltJ {{a, q}} and 8
1 tQsi> = 8 tQsp\{q}. 

0 

Hence, maximal environments do exist. It is even possible to construct a single 
maximal environment for a fi.nite collection of modules, which have the same 
set of shared places. Suppose modules {Mt.,SP) be given (ie {1, ... ,n} for 
some n E INt), then a similar approach as in Example 4.2.19 can be applied. 
Choose a such that af/. PLM, for all ie {1, ... ,n} and choose functions -, 
prod and cons such that mgC) n (PLM, U {a})= 0 and such that rng(prod), 
rng(cons) and TLM, are mutually disjoint. 

The constructed maximal environment X ofExample 4.2.19 bas several special 
properties, that weneed in the sequel. First, each state transition in X causes 
the contents of the internal places3 of X to change. Next, if X consumes a 
token from the shared places, then the state change in the internal places of X 
uniquely determines which token bas been consumed. Finally, from any two 
reaebabie states of X, it is possible to do a fini te number of steps, such that in 
the end, the configuration of tokens at the shared places is the same as at start 
and the resulting states have an equal configuration of tokens at the internal 
places of X. 

Lemma 4.2.21 
The constructed maximal environment X of Example 4.2.19 satisfies the fol
lowing properties: 

3 An internat place is a non-shared place. 
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"18,81 E Sx: {8,81
) E Tx => 8f(Qx\Qsp) ::/: 81 f(Qx\Qsp) (4.3) 

'V8,8 1,t,t' E Sx: Yq E 8fQsp: 

({8,81
) E Tx A {t,t') E Tx A 81 fQsp = 8fQsp\{q} A 

8f(Qx\Qsp) = tt(Qx\Qsp) A 

81 f(Qx\Qsp) = t'f(Qx\Qsp) 

)=>qEt 

"18,81 E Sx: 3x E Qx\Qsp: 3n,n' E No: 

8 ~ 8fQsp l±Jx A 81 +- 81 fQsp l±Jx 

Pro of 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Eq. 4.3: Let 8, 81 E Sx such that (8, 81
) E Tx. Let n be the number of tran

sitions involved in this state transition, then n ~ 1 and #81 tQ,. = 
#8tQ,. +n. Since Q,. Ç Qx\Qsp, 8f(Qx\Qsp) ::/: 81 f(Qx\Qsp). 

Eq. 4.4: Let 8,81,t,t' E Sx, let q E 8fQsp and assume what is between brack
ets in Eq. 4.4. Then q = (p, v) for some p E SP and v E Px(p). 
Since 81 tQsp = 8 tQsp\{q}, transition cons(p) bas fired in the state 
transition from 8 to 8

1
• Then it must have added token q to place a. 

Transition cons(p) is the only one that can do so, henèe 81
( (a, q)) = 

8({a,q)) + 1. Since (a,q) E Qx\Qsp, also t'((a,q)) = t((a,q)) + 1, 
which means that a token with value q bas been produced for place a 
in the state transition from t to t'. The only transition that can do so 
is cons(p), however, cons(p) bas to consume a token q from place pin 
order to produce (a, q). Hence, q E t. 

Eq. 4.5: Let 8,81 E Sx, then 8 t(Qx\Qsp) and 81 t(Qx\Qsp) can only dif
fer at place a, which contains finitely many tokens. Now for each 
p E SP, transitions prod(p) and cons(p) can fire finitely many times 
such that 3t,t' E Sx : 3m,m' E No : 8 T t A 81 T t' and 
tt(Qx\{(a,•)}) = t't(Qx\{(a,•)}), i.e. the only difference betweent 
and t' is the number of •-tokens in place a. Next, let transition /3 fire 
finitely many times. 

D 

We have seen in the above, that the behaviour of a module (M, SP) depends on 
its environment. There is a kind of lower bound and a kind of upper bound on 
the module's behaviour. If the environment does nothing at all, then it behaves 
like M, however, if the environment is maximal, the module behaves like M. 
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(Notice that M and M differ only in their initial states, see Definition 4.2.13 
above.) This consideration bas led to the following definition of a semantics 
for modules: 

Deflnition 4.2.22 Semantics of a module 
Thesemantics of a module (M,SP) is the pair (M,M}. 
0 

Please notice that M and M are DDSs, and their semantics is in terros of 
uniabelled transition systems (see Definition 3.2.4). 

We have introduced modules and we have given thema formal semantics. More
over, we have derived somebasic properties for modules and environments. 
The next section is the core of this chapter. It gives sufHeient and necessary 
conditions for the reptacement of modules in the DOS model. 

4.3 Replacement of modules 

A major activity in system and software engineering is the replacement of 
modules. A designer usually starts with a global, abstract specification and 
repeatedly selects a part of the system and works it out in more detail, until 
the intended level of detail ( usually an existiug programming language) bas 
been reached. Actually, a uurober of times a module is replaced by a more de
tailed one.4 The idea is that both modules should be such that the behaviour 
ofthe overall system does not change. Figure 4.7 depiets such a decomposition 

4 The other way, a. bottorn up approach, is aJso feasible. In this case, a design is extended 
with more a.nd more modules, until the system is complete. The system inherits the properties 
of its constituent&. 

x x 
tra.nsform 

into 

System Y System Y' 

Figure 4. 7: Replacement of modules. 
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step. Here, we have a system Y which consists of a module (A, SP}5 and an 
environment X. Now we reptace (A, SP} by a module {B, SP), which results 
in a system Y' and the question that we try to answer in this section is: What 
conditions must we impose upon modules (A, SP) and {B, SP) such that Y 
and Y' bahave similarly? In order to answer this question, we must rompare 
behaviours of DDSs. We use the theory of Section 2.3 for this. 
There are two remarks to be made. First, the conditions should not be too 
strong. We want suflident and necessary conditions. Next, we solve this prob-
lem for one special communication protocol between modules and environment, 
namely the protocol which allows the exchange of all data at any time, the pro
tocol that imposes no restrictions on the communication behaviour of module 
and environment. This is the worst case. In many practical cases, usually a 
communication protocol applies in which module and environment do nothave 
such a freedom of communication. An interesting topic of further research 
would be to weaken the conditions we derive in this section for certain concrete 
communication protocols. We take a first step towards this direction in Chap
ter 5, where we present two general protocol decision algorithms, that cover a 
large class of Petri nets and a large class of protocols. 
In Section 2.3, we have introduced three different formalisations of the phrase 
'Y behaves like Y": Either Y realizes Y', or Y birealizes Y', or Y is equivalent 
to Y'. For all three cases we derive suftleient and necessary conditions that de
pend only on modules (A, SP) and {B, SP), but we consider merely realization 
and birealization with functions instead of relations. The main reasons for this 
are that (bi)realization with functions is simpler than with relations, and that 
we expect that the module reptacement theory developed below can be easily 
generalised to relations, at least in the case of birealization and equivalence, 
because birealization with functions generalises to birealization with relations 
(Theorem 2.3.10). However, this remains to be investigated. Concerning real
ization, we already know that we do not cover all cases of realization with a 
relation, see the remarks on Theorem 2.3.11. The generalisation from functions 
to relations is also a topic of further research. 
This section consistsof three parts. First, we simply answer the question by 
presenting three predicates. These predicates contain quantifications over all 
possible environments and as such they are difficult to handle. In the second 
part, they are rewritten to a more manageable form and we end this section 
with a small application. 

5The sbared places are not drawn. 
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4.3.1 SufHeientand necessary conditions 

Consider Figure 4.7. The central problem of this section is: What conditions 
must we impose upon modules (A, SP) and (B, SP} such that Y and Y' hebave 
identically? 
To be more precise, we are interested in predicates P1, P2 and P3 depending 
only on (A, SP) and (B, SP), such that: 

P1(A,B,SP) = 
VX E env(A, SP) n env(B, SP} : X eA realizes X eB (4.6) 

P2(A,B,SP) = 

VX E env(A,SP) n env(B,SP): XeA birealizes X eB (4.7) 

Pa(A, B, SP) = 
VX E env(A, SP) n env(B, SP) : 

XeA is equivalent with X eB, (4.8) 

and Y = XE.11A and Y' =X eB. 

These equations give sufficient and necessary conditions for the reptacement of 
modules. Sufficient, because they take into account all possible environments 
of (A, SP} and (B, SP}. Necessary, because we want the modules to hebave 
similarly in every environment. 
There is a remark to be made at this point, which concerns the mapping be
tween statesin the (bi)realization relation. Eqs. 4.6 and 4.7 can be satisfied in 
a trivial way by identifying all states of A and B and all states of Y and Y', 
since two systems with state spaces S and S' always birealize each other with 
relation S x S', aecording to Lemma 2.3.6. In this way, we would make no 
dUferenee between any pair of states. However, such an identification of all 
states is highly undesirable. All systems are considered to be equal in this way 
and that is certainly not the case in the real world. So we put some natural 
restrictions on the mappings between modules (A, SP) and (B, SP} on the one 
hand, and systems Y = XeA and Y' = X$B on the other hand. 
Firstly, as we have already mentioned, we are consiclering only functions be
tween systems instead of relations. This restrietion prevents that all states of 
both systems get related to each other, because a function relates a domain 
value to just one range value. 
Secondly, the functions should not be restricted to reaebabie states only. Real
ization, birealization and equivalence are based upon a function f E Su - Sv 
that maps reaebabie states of a certain system U to a system V. In order to 
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calculate with states, we need a larger function domain, one that oomprises all 
states of U and not only the reaebabie ones. 
Thirdly, we pose restrictions on the way states are mapped. Consider system 
XEFIA, then it is natural to require that tokens in X simply remain where they 
are, especially, they should not he mapped to the internal part of (B, SP). 
(The internal part6 of a module encloses all its places except the shared ones.) 
Moreover, tokens in A's internalpart should he mapped toB and not to tbe 
internal part of X. But it is allowed that sucb tokens are mapped to tbe sbared 
places (that is, to tbeir destination), like in Theorems 3.3.22 and 3.3.24. Sim
Har considerations apply to modules (A, SP) and (B, SP) in isolation: Tokens 
in A's internal part may he mapped to all places of B, including the shared 
places, and tokens in A's shared places sbould simply remain tbere and should 
not he mapped to B's internal part. 
We have depicted these ideas in Figure 4.8. In this figure, tbe following two 
substitutions for DDSs D and D' and token sets Q1 and Q2 apply: 

D D' 
y Y' 
A B 

Here is Y = XEFIA, Y' = XEFIB and Qsp is the token set ofthe sbared places. 

f: 1 1/1 f(s) = sfQ1 ltJ /(sf(QD\Qd) fQ2 

Qv• Q1 \Qsp I Qsp I Q2\Qsp 

Q2 

Figure 4.8: A correct function. 

Tbe last restrietion on the mapping of states concerns initial states. InitiaHy, 
there should not he tokens 'on the way to their destination'. In otber words, 

6 In an earlier version, we used the term 'private part' to denote the non-shared part of a 
module. Jos Baeten pointed out that this nomendature was a little bit unfortunate. 
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at start no tokens should be mapped from the internal part of (A, SP} to the 
shared pla.ces, i.e., the slanted arrow in Figure 4.8 should not be used with 
initial states. 

Predicate correct captures the above-mentioned restrictions on state mappings. 
A vizualization of this predicate is given in Figure 4.8. 

Detlnition 4.3.1 Predicate correct 
Let I be a function, let D be a DDS and let Q1 and Q2 be tokensets. 

0 

correct(/, D, Qt, Q2) = 

dom(!)= So A 

Vs E So: l(s) = sfQ1 l:tJ l(sf(Qo\Qt))tQ2 A 

VI E Lo: l(l) fQt = ltQ1 . 

This aim of this sectionis to indicate under what conditions modulescan be 
safely repla.ced by other ones. We have already mentioned that we are looking 
for three predicates (P1 for realization, P2 for birealization and P3 for equiva
lence) that satisfy Eqs. 4.6 through 4.8. Equations 4.6 to 4.8 are incomplete, 
because realization and birealization are defined on a relation between the 
states of two systems and these relations are missing. 
We are now able to express exa.ctly what predica.tes we are looking for. Let 
(A, SP) and (B, SP) be modules with the sameset of ahared pla.ces, then pred
icates Pt (A, B, SP), P2(A, B, SP) and Pa(A, B, SP) satisfy: 

Pt(A,B,SP) = 
VX E env(A, SP) n env(B, SP): 31 E SxQlA-+ Sxf!tB: 

correct(f,X$A,Qx,QB) 1\ X$A realizes X$B with I (4.9) 

P2(A, B, SP) = 
VX E env(A, SP) n env(B, SP): 31 E SxQlA-+ Sxf!tB: 

correct(f,X$A,Qx,QB) A X$A birealizes X$B with I (4.10) 

P3(A,B,SP) = 
VX E env(A, SP) n env(B, SP): 31 E SxeA-+ Sx(f)B: 

correct(f,X$A,Qx,QB) A 

X$A and X$B are equivalent w.r.t. function I (4.11) 
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Basically, that is the answer to the module replacement problem. Equations 4.9 
through 4.11 describe exactly what conditions a module must satisfy in order 
to be safely replaced with another one. A problem witb tbe above equations 
is that they are difficult to apply, because they contain quantifications over all 
environments of the modules at hand. Below, we sball reformulate Eqs. 4.9 
througb 4.11 in such a way that tbey do no longer contain such quantifications. 
The resulting formulas are more easily interpreted. Moreover, we shall prove 
that it is suffi.cient to consider just one special environmènt, viz. the maximal 
environment of Example 4.2.19, instead of all possible environments. 

4.3.2 Reformulation 

Tbe modulereplacement conditions, Eqs. 4.9 tbrougb 4.11, are diffi.cult to apply 
in practical cases, because they contain quantifications over all environments 
of two modules and it is not intuitively clear what tbey mean. Tbe aim of tbis 
subsection is to reformulate them iu a more understandable form, without the 
quantifications. Next to that, we show that not all possible environments of 
modules (A, SP) and (B, SP) need to he considered, as is the case in Eqs. 4.9 
through 4.11: It suffi.ces to take tbe maximal environment of Example 4.2.19. 

We start by developing some theory on correct functions (functions that satisfy 
predicate correct, see Definition 4.3.1) and a.fter that we present the rewritten 
reptacement conditions and prove their correctness. 

In the lemmas below, f is a function, Dis a DDS and Q1 and Q2 are token 
sets. 

Lemma 4.3.2 
If correct(f,D,Qt.Q2) then 

Vb E B(Qt) : Vs E SD: f(bld s) =bid f(s). 

Proof 
f(bttJs) = (bttJs)fQt ltJ f((bttJs)f(QD\Qt))fQ2 

= b ltJ sfQ1 lt1 /(st(QD\Ql))tQ2 

= b ltJ f(s). 

0 

Remark: The correctness of a function does not mean that tbe function is 
monotonons w.r.t. bag union. To be more specific, correct(f,D,Qt.Q2) does 
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not imply tba.t Vs, t e StJ : l(si:!:J t) = l(s) I:!:J l(t), as we do not require tha.t 
1(0) = 0. 
There ma.y be cases where 1(0) :/; 0, e.g., if the ma.pped system bas a. database 
and the original system not, tben the image of 0 oonta.ins a. pla.ce with one 
token. 

Tbe following lemmas a.pply to two modules (A, SP} and {B, SP} with the sa.me 
set of shared pla.ces a.nd a.n environment X tha.t fits to both modules (X ftt A 
a.nd X ftt B). Furthermore, Y = X $A a.nd Y' = X $B. Cf. Figure 4. 7. 

It is possible to convert a. function g E SA -+ Ss to a. function I e Sy -+ Sy• 
a.nd vice versa: 

Deftnition 4.3.3 :F and g 
Wedefine :FE (SA-+ Ss)-+ (Sy-+ Sy• ): 

:F = À ge SA -+Ss : 

(À sE Sy: sf(Qy\QA) I:!:J g(sfQA)), 

a.nd Ç E (Sy -+ Sy•)-+ (SA-+ Ss) is defined as: 

g = À I E Sy - Sy· : 

(ÀaESA: l(a)fQs). 

(Please note: SA Ç Sy.) 
0 

:F a.nd Ç are correctness preserving: If g E SA -+ Ss is correct, tha.n so is :F(g), 
a.nd vice versa.. 

Lemma 4.3.4 :F and Ç preserve correctness 
If gE SA-+ Ss sucb tha.t correct(g,A,Qsp,Qs), then 

• correct(:F(g), Y, Qx,Qs) 

• ç 0 :F(g) = g ' 

a.nd if f É Sy -+ Sy• such that correct(!, Y, Q x, Q B ), tb en 

• correct(Ç(f),A,Qsp,Qs) 

• :FoÇ(f) = f. 
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Proof 
First, let gE SA -SB and assume correct(g,A,Qsp,QB)· Put f = F(g) = 
..\sE Sy: s î(Qy\QA) 1t1 g(sÎQA). So dom(/)= Sy. LetsE Sy, then 

f(s) = si(Qy\QA) ltl g(siQA) 

= si(Qx\Qsp) ltl stQsp ltl g(si(QA\Qsp))ÏQB 

= sîQx 1t1 (0 1t1 g(sî(QA\Qsp)))ÎQB 

= siQx ltl (sî(Qy\Qx)t(Qy\QA) ltl g(st(Qy\Qx)tQA))tQB 

= sfQx ltl f(st(Qy\Qx))iQB. 

Let l E Ly. According to Definition 4.2.1: ltQA E LA, hence g(ltQA)tQsp = 
HQsp. 

f(l)tQx = lf(Qy\QA)iQx 1t1 g(lîQA)iQx 

= H(Qx\QA) 1t1 g(lfQA)îQsp 

= lf(Qx\Qsp) ltlltQsp 

= ltQx. 

Consequently, correct(J,Y,Qx,QB)· 
Let a ESA, then Ç(J)(a) = f(a)ÏQB = aî(Qy\QA)ÎQB ltl g(atQA)ÎQB = 
01t1 g(a) = g(a). 

Next, let f E Sy - Sy, and suppose correct(/, Y, Q x, Q B ). Put g = Ç(J) = 
..\a ESA: f(a)tQB. So dom(g) =SA. Let a ESA, then 

g(a} = f(a)iQB = aîQxiQB ltl f(at(Qy\Qx}}îQB 

= afQsp ltl f(at(QA\Qsp))ÎQB 

= aîQsp 1t1 g(aï(QA\Qsp))iQB. 

Let k E LA, then 3x E Lx: ktQsp = xiQsp, because A fit X. 
Put l = (x\xîQsp) ltl k, then according to Definition 4.2.4: l E Ly. 

g(k)îQsp = f(k)îQsp = kiQxiQsp 1t1 J(kf(Qy\Qx))îQsp 

= ltQx îQsp 1t1 f(H(Qy\Qx))îQsp = f(l)iQsp 

= f(l)îQx îQsp = lfQx îQsp = HQsp = kîQsp. 

Hence, correct(g,A,Qsp,QB). 
For s E Sy we have 
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0 

F(g)(s) = si(Qy\QA) l:tJ g(stQA) = st(Qy\QA) 1:!:1 l(siQA)tQB 

= sf(Qx\Qsp) l:tJ sÎQA fQx ÎQB l:tJ l(sÎQA f(Qy\Qx)) ÎQB 

= st(Qx\Qsp) 1:!:1 siQsp lt.! l(st(Qy\Qx))tQB 

= sfQx lt.! l(st(Qy\Qx))fQB 

= l(s) . 

Remark 4.3.5 
lf I E Sy - Sy, and g E SA -+ SB such that COJTeCt(/, Y, Q x, Q B }, 
correct(g,A,Qsp,QB), I= F(g) and g = Çi(f), then 

Vs E Sy: l(s)tQB = g(stQA). 

Proof: l(s)ÎQB = (sf(Qy\QA)I:tlg(stQA)}ÎQB = st(Qx\Qsp)ÎQBI:tlg(siQA) = 
g(stQA)· 
We shall use this property several times in the lemmas and proofs below. 
0 

If system A can go in zero or more steps from state a to state a', while remaining 

in the same class w.r.t. function g (i.e., a +a'}, then system XEDA can go 

from a toa' within the same class, with respect to function F(g). 

Lemma 4.3.6 
Let gE SA- SB such that correct(g,A,Qsp,QB)· Then 

V I s . 9. I :F(a) 1 
a, a E A . a 7 a => a ~a . 

Pro of 
Note that Va ESA: (F(g))(a) = af(Qy\QA) lt.! g(atQA) = g(a) and apply the 

9. :Fla) 
definitions of 7 and ~ . 
0 

We have a similar lemma for the case that X is a maximal environment of 
modules {A, SP} and {B, SP} that satisfies Eq. 4.3, and s ~ s', where s and s' 
are reaebabie states of X EDA. 
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Lemma 4.3.7 
Let (A, SP) and (B, SP} be modules, let X be a maximal environment of 
{A, SP) and {B, SP} that satisfies Eq. 4.3 and put Y = X$A and Y' = X$B. 
Let f E Sy -+ Sy, and assume correct(!, Y, Q x, Q B ). Then 

Proof 
Put g = Ç(f), let s, s' E Sy and suppose s + s'. By the definition of +, 
3n E lNo: 3so, ... ,s .. E Sy: so =sAs,.= s' A Vi E {1, ... ,n}: f(si-t) = 
f(si) A {si-1 1 Bi) E Ty. We use induction. If n = 0 then s = s', hence 

sfQA = s'îQA. Next, suppose n > 0, then sfQA ?sn-lÎQA by induction. 

We prove g(sn-1 fQA) = g(s'îQA) and {sn-1 tQA, s'tQA) ETA, which implies 

with the induction hypothesis: S f Q A + 81 Î Q A. 

g(sn-1 fQA) = { Remark 4.3.5 ;t> /(sn-1) fQs = f(s') fQs = 1: similarly ;t> 
g(s'îQA}· 
By Lemma 4.2.8, (sn-t.s'} E Ty <:> 3x,x' E Sx : 3a,a' E SA : Sn-1 = 
x 1±1 a A s' =x' 1±1 a' A 3i,j E {0, 1}: i+ j ~ 1 A x+ x' I\ a+ a'. By 
Corollary 4.2.16, Sn-lîQx = xltlafQsp E Sx, so xltlafQsp,x'ltlaîQsp E Sx
Suppose that i= 1. Then {xltlafQsp,x'l±laîQsp) E Tx and by Eq. 4.3, 
xî(Qx\Qsp) =F x' t(Qx\Qsp). Because correct(!, Y,Qx, Qs), 
/(sn-1) î(Qx\Qsp) = (sn-l îQx 1±1 f(sn-1 f(Qy\Qx)) fQs) î(Qx\Qsp) = 
sn-tî(Qx\Qsp) = xî(Qx\Qsp} and /(s')t(Qx\Qsp) = x'î(Qx\Qsp). How
ever, /(sn-d = f(s'), so xt(Qx\Qsp) = x'î(Qx\Qsp). Contradiction. 
So i= 0, hence x= x' A (a,a') ETA and also {xîQsp ltla,x'fQsp ltla') = 
(sn-1 îQA,s'îQA} ETA. 
0 

Now we have come to the first main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 4.3.8 Realization 
Let A and B be the closures of modules (A, SP} and (B, SP), respectively. 
Predicate P1 of Eq. 4.9 satisfies: 

P1 <=> 3gESA-+Ss: correct(g,A,Qsp,Qs) A 

A realizes B with g A A realizes B with g (4.12) 

Proof 
Let E E env(A, SP) n env(B, SP) be a maximal environment of (A, SP) and 
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(B, SP} that satisfies Eqs. 4.1 through 4.5. According to Lemmas 4.2.20 
and 4.2.21, such an environment exists. 
Let P{ be the right-hand part of Eq. 4.12 and put Pi' = (3/ e SEJM -+ S&IJB : 
correc.t(f,E$A,QE,QB) /\ E$A realizes E$B with /). 
Clearly, P1 => P{'. We shall prove: P{' => P{ and Pi => P1. 

We start with Pi => P1. 
Suppose P{ is valid for function g. Let X he an environment of (A, SP} and 
(B, SP} and put Y = X $A and Y' = X $B. Put J = .1'(g) (see Defini
tion 4.3.3), then by Lemma 4.3.4, c.o~t(f, Y, Q x, Q B ). We have to prove 
that Y realizes Y' with /, that is (see Definition 2.3.2): 

a. f(Ly) ç Ly• 

b. J(Sy) ç Sy· 

c. V(s, s'} e Ty : (/(s ), /(s')} e Ty· 

a. Let l E Ly. To be proven: j(l)tQx E Lx and J(l}tQs ELs. 
J(l) tQx = ltQx E Lx because correct(f,Y,Qx,Qs) and f(l) tQs = 
1: Remark 4.3.5:} g(ltQA) ELs since HQA E LA and g(LA) Ç Ls. 

b. Let tE f(Sy), then 3m E !No : 3so, ... ,Sm E Sy : so E Ly /\ f(sm) = 
t /\ Vi E {1, ... ,m}: (si-I.Si) E Ty. 
We use induction. If m = 0 then t = f(so) E f(Ly) Ç Ly• Ç Sy•. 
Next, assume m > 0. Induction hypothesis: f(sm-d E Sy•. 
We have {sm-t.Sm} E Ty, which implies by Lemma 4.2.8, 3x,x' E Sx : 
3a,a' ESA: Sm-1 = xi±Ja /\Sm= x'I±Ja' /\ 3i,j E {0, 1}: i+j;::: 1/\ x+ 
x' I\ a + a1

• From Sm-1 E Sy and Lemma 4.2.15 we conclude that 
sm-I tQA ES-x, i.e. xtQsp I±Ja ESA. Since a+ a' also xtQsp I±Ja + 
xtQsp I±J a'. A realizes B with g gives us 3k E {0, 1}, k :$ j: g(xtQsp I±J 
a) + g(xtQsp I±J a'), so g(xfQsp I±J a) ; .... g(xtQsp I±J a'), too. 
f(sm-d = f(x I±J a)= xt(Qx\Qsp) I±J g(xfQsp I±J a) + xt(Qx\Qsp) I±J 

g(xtQspi±Ja') = 1:Lemma4.3.2:}xl±lg(a') {x+ x':} + x'l±lg(a') = 
{ Lemma4.3.2:} f(x'I±Ja') = f(sm) = t. Hence, /(sm-1) ;r.• .. t. Tagether 
with the induction hypothesis, this yields t E Sy•. 

c. Let (s,s') e Ty, then s,s' E Sy and f(s),J(s') e Sy•. We have to prove: 
f(s) = f(s') or (J(s),J(s')} E Ty•. If s = s' then f(s) = J(s'). Assume 
s =ft s1

, then {s,s') E Ty. By Lemma 4.2.8, 3x,x1 E Sx: 3a,a' ESA: s = 
x ltJ a I\ s' = x' ltJ a' I\ 3i, j E { 0, 1} : i + j ;::: 1 I\ x + x' I\ a + a'. 
According to Remark 4.2.9, we may assume without loss of generality that 
xtQsp is finite. According to Lemma4.2.15, sfQA = xtQspl±la E Sxand by 
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Lemma 4.2.14 and Definition 4.2.12, a E SA, which implies a' E ~- From 
a+ a' and A realizes B with g wededuce 3k E {0, 1}, k ~ j: g(a) + 
g(a'), which gives with Lemma 4.2.8: x 1:!:.1 g(a) mx~t> .. x' 1:!:.1 g(a'), i.e. 

l(s) m~,i,k)., l(s'). Because 0 ~ max(i,k) ~ 1 we have l(s) = l(s') or 
(f(s),l(s')} E Ty•. 

We continue with P{' ~ P{. 
Assume P{' is valid for function I and put Y = E$A and Y' = E$B, i.e. Y re
alizes Y' with I /1. correct(/, Y, Q E, Q B ). Put g = (}{!) (see Definition 4.3.3), 
then by Lemma 4.3.4, correct(g, A, Qsp, QB)· We shall prove that A realizes B 
with g and that A realizes B with g, i.e.: 

a. g(LA) Ç LB d. g(~) Ç LB 

b. g(SA) ç SB e. g(SA) Ç SB 

c. 'v'{a,a') E tA: (g(a),g(a')) E tB f. 'v'{a,a') E tA: (g(a),g(a')} E tB 

We shall first prove: 

'v'a,a' ESA: {a, a') ETA ~ g(a) = g(a') V (g(a),g(a')) E TB (4.13) 

This result is very useful to prove the other items. 
Eq. 4.13: Let a,a' E SA and assume {a,a') E TA. By Definition 4.2.17, 

3s E Sy : a= s tQA. Put x= s t(Qy\QA) and s' =x l:tJ a', then 
s =x l:tJ a, l(s) =x l:tJ g(a), l(s') =x l:tJ g(a') and {s, s') E Ty. Since 
Y realizes Y' with I, we have l(s) = l(s') or (f(s),l(s')} E Ty•, 
hence g(a) = g(a') or {x l:tJ g(a),x l:tJ g(a')} E Ty•. 
We continue with the case {xl:t.lg(a), xl:t.lg(a')) E Ty•. By Lemma 4.2.8, 
3b Ç g(a) tQsp : 3b' Ç g(a') tQsp : 3i,j E {0, 1}, i+ j ~ 1 : 
x 1:!:.1 b +x l:tJ b' /1. g(a)\b + g(a')\b'. 
Suppose i= 1. Then {x l:tJ b, x l:tJ b') E TE and hence, (x 1:!:.1 g(a) tQsp, 
xl:t.lb'l:t.lg(a)tQsp\b) E TE. Y realizes Y' gives l(s) = xl:t.lg(a) E Sy• 
and Corollary 4.2.16 then gives xl:t.lg(a)tQsp E SE. With Eq. 4.3 we 
get (x l:t.l g(a)tQsp) t(QE\Qsp) "#(x l:tJ b' l:tJ g(a)tQsp\b)t(QE\Qsp), 
i.e. x"# x. Contradiction. 
Hence, i = 0, b = b' and {g(a)\b, g(a')\b) E TB. 
Then also {g(a),g(a')} E TB. 

Now we return to a- f. 
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a. Let k E LA, then 3x E LE : k fQsp = x tQsp, since E ftt A. Put I= 
(x\xtQsp) ltl k, then IE Ly by the definition of$ Because Y realizes Y' 
with J, we have f(l) E Ly' which implies f(l)tQs ELs. And f(l)tQs = 
{ Remark 4.3.5 ~ g(l fQA) = g(k). 

b. Let b E g(SA), then 3n E IVo : 3ao, ... ,an E SA : ao E LA A g(an.) = 
bA V'i E {1, ... ,n}: (tJi-l.ai) ETA. 
If n = 0 then b = g(ao) E g(LA) Ç { see a:} Ls Ç Ss. 
If n > 0, then by induction, g(an.-d E Ss. We have (an-ttan) E TA, 
SA Ç SA and Eq. 4.13 yields g(an-t) = g(an.) V (g(an.-t),g(an.)) E Ts. 
Hence, g(an.) = b E Ss. 

c. Let (a, a'} ETA. From Eq. 4.13 wededuce g(a) = g(!l') V (g(a),g(a')) ETs 
and b gives g(a},g(a') E Ss. Hence, (g(a),g(a')) ETs. 

d. Let a E ~. then a E SA and by Definition 4.2.17, 3s E Sy : a= s tQA. 
Then f(s) E Sy• because Y realizes Y' with f and hence, f(s)fQs E SB. We 
have f(s) fQs = { Remark 4.3.5 ~ g(s tQA) = g(a) and by Lemma 4.2.14, 
g(a) E LB. 

e. Combine Lemma 4.2.14 and d. 

f. Let (a, a') ETA. Eq. 4.13 gives g(a) = g(a') V (g(a), g(a')) ETs and e gives 
g(a),g(a') E SB. Hence, {g(a),g(a')) E TB. 

D 

The next theorem concerns birealization. Predicate P2 is reformulated as 
A birealizes B, A birealizes Bandan additional equation. We return to this 
extra equation later in this subsection. 

Theorem 4.3.9 Birealization 
Let A and B be the closures of modules (A, SP) and {B, SP), respectively. 
Predicate P2 of Eqs. 4.10 satisfies: 

P2 <=> 3g ESA-+ Ss: correct(g,A,Qsp,Qs) A 

A birealizes B with g A A birealizes B with g A 

Va ESA: Vb Ç g(a) fQsp : bis finite ::;. 
I ' I g. I 3a E SA: b Ç a fQsp A a ? a . (4.14) 
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The last part states: If g maps a finite amount of tolrens to the shared places, 
then those tokens are already there or they ca.n be tra.nsported there within 
the same class. This condition is satisfied if the sla.nted arrow of Figure 4.8 is 
not used. 

Proof 
Let E E env(A, SP) n env(B, SP) he a maximal environment of (A, SP) and 
(B, SP) that satisfies Eqs. 4.1 through 4.5. According to Lenunas 4.2.20 
a.nd 4.2.21, such a.n environment exists. 
Let P~ be the right-hand part of Eq. 4.14 and put f'2' = (31 E s_.-+ S&BB : 
correct(f,EGJA,QE,Qs) A EeA birealizes EeB with 1). 
Clearly, P2 => P~'· We shall prove: P2' => P2 a.nd P~ => P2. 

We start with P2 => P2. 
Suppose P2 is valid for function g. Let X be a.n environment of (A, SP) and 
(B,SP) a.nd put Y = XeA and Y' = XeB. Put I= :F(g) (see Defini
tion 4.3.3), then by Lemma 4.3.4, correct{/, Y,Qx,Qs). We have to prove 
that Y birealizes Y' with I. From the proof of the previous theorem we know 
that Y realizes Y' with I. What remains to prove is: 

a. Ly• Ç I(Ly) 

b. Sy• ç I(Sy) 

c. V(t, t') E Ty· : Vso E l-1(t) n Sy : 3n E No: 3st, ... ,Sn E l-1(t): 

3sn+l E 1-1(t'): Vi E {0, ... ,n}: {sitSi+t) E Ty 

a. Let l' E Ly•, then l' îQx E Lx and l' îQs E Ls. Since g(LA) = Ls, a 
k E LA exists such that g(k} = l'îQs. Put l = l'î(Qx\Qsp) ltJ k. We show 
that l(l) = l' and l E Ly, that is, HQx E Lx and HQA E LA. 
l(l) = lt(Qy\QA)l±lg(ltQA) = l'î(Qx\Qsp)ltlg(k) = l'î(Qx\Qsp)ltJl'îQs = 
l'; 
ltQx = l't(Qx\Qsp)WkîQsp = 1: correct(g, A,Qsp, QB) ~ l't(Qx\Qsp )l±l 
g(k)fQsp = l't(Qx\Qsp) ltJ l'tQs tQsp = l' îQx E Lx; 
HQA = ke LA. 

b. Let t E Sy,, then 3n E No : 31' E Ly• : l' ;, ~ t. To be proven: 
3s E Sy : f(s) = t. We use induction. 
For n = 0, see a. Assume n > 0, then 3t1 E Sy• : l' --;n4- t' + t. In
duction hypothesis: 3s' E Sy: l(s') = t', i.e. s'f(Qx\Qsp) = t't(Qx\Qsp) 
and g(s' ÎQA) = t' fQs. By Lemma 4.2.8, 3x',x E Sx : 3b',b E SB : t' = 
x'ltJb1 At= xltJbA 3i,j E {0,1}: i+j ~ 1 A x'+ x A b' + b. ByRe
mark 4.2.9, we may assume withoutlossof generality: x'fQsp is finite. By 
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Lemma 4.2.15, s' tQA ESA and since g(SA) = S1i, g(s' tQA) E Ss· More
over, g(s'tQA) = t'tQB = x'tQspltJb' + x'tQspltJb. With A birealizes 1i 
with g we derive 3a E 8 A : 3n' E JNo : 81 t Q A ~ • a 1\ g( a) = X1 t Q SP ltJ b. 

Soa ESA. ThelastpartofP~ gives3a' ESA: x'tQsp Ç a'tQspAa ==i> a'. 

Then g(a) = g(a') and 3m E JN0 : a+ a'. Hence, s'tQA nlm" a' and 

s' n'?m• s' t(Qx\Qsp) ltJ a' =x' t(Qx\Qsp) ltJ (x' tQsp ltJ a'\x' tQsp) = 
x'ltJ(a'\x'tQsp) + xltJ(a'\x'tQsp) E Sy. We have f(xltJ(a'\x'tQsp)) = 
x ltJ g(a'\x'tQsp) =x ltJ (a' tQsp\x' tQsp) ltJ g(a' t(QA \Qsp)) = 
x ltJ g(a')\x' tQsp =x ltJ g(a)\x' tQsp =x ltJ b = t. 

c. Let (t, t'} E Ty' and so E /-1(t) n Sy. If t = t' then (s0 , s0 ) E Ty. Assume 

t i: t', then (t, t'} E Ty,. It suffices to prove: 3s, s' E Sy : s0 + s + 
s' 1\ f(s') = t'. 
Lemma 4.2.8 yields 3x,x' E Sx : 3b, b' E SB : t =x ltJ b 1\ t' =x' ltJ b' A 
3i,j E {0, 1}: i+ j 2: 1 1\ x -i+- x' 1\ b + b'. By Remark 4.2.9, we may 
assume that xtQsp is fiuite. Note that sot(Qx\Qsp) = tr(Qx\Qsp) = 
x t(Qx\Qsp) and g(so tQA) = t tQB = xtQsp ltJ b. 
By Lemma 4.2.15, so tQA E SA anci the last part of P~ gives 3a E SA: 

x tQsp Ç a tQsp 1\ so tQA =i> a. Put ao = a\x tQsp, then g(ao) = 
g(a)\xtQsp = g(sotQA)\xtQsp = b. 
We distinguish two cases: 

1. b= b'. 
Assume i = 0, then x = x', hence t = x ltJ b = x' ltJ b' = t'. Contradiction. 
So i = 1 and {x, x') E Tx. Put s = x ltJ ao and s' = x' ltJ ao, then: 

• Lemma 4.3.6 and so tQA =i>a give so +so t(Qx\Qsp) ltJ a = 
xt(Qx\Qsp) ltJ a= x ltJ (a\xtQsp) = s; 

• s+s'; 
• f(s') =x' ltJ g(ao) = x'ltJ b =x' ltJ b' = t'. 

2. bib'. Then j = 1 and {b,b'} E Tn. 
By Lemma 4.2;14 and Definition 4.2.12, ao E S-x and with A bireal
izes B with g we get 3a1 E g-1 (b) : 3a" E g-1(b') : 3k E {0, 1} : 

a0 =i> a' + a11
• The case k = 0 leads to a contradiction: If k = 0 

then g(a') = g(a"), i.e. b = b'. Hence, ao a' + a11
• Then also, 

X t Q SP 1tJ Bo = a +X t Q SP ltJ a' and So t Q A + Û Q SP ltJ a' and with 

Lemma 4.3.6, so + so t(Qx \Qsp) ltJ x tQsp ltJ a'= x ltJ a'. 

Put s = x ltJ a' and s' = x' ltJ a", then: 
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• so +s; 

• x + x' and a' + a" results with Lemma. 4.2.8 in s + s' ; 
• l(s') = x'ltJ g(a") =x' ltJ b' = t'. 

We continue with P2' => P2· 
Assume P2' is va.lid for function I and put Y = EeA and Y' = a;,B, i.e. Y bire
a.lizes Y' with I A coJTeet(/, Y,QE,Qs). Put g = Ç(f) (see Oefluition 4.3.3), 
then by Lemma.4.3.4, coJTeet(g,A,Qsp,Qs). From the proofofthe previous 
theorem we know tha.t P{ is va.lid. What rema.ins to prove is: 

a.. Ls Ç g(LA) 

b. SB ç g(SA) 

c. V(b,b'} ETs: Vao E g-1(b) n SA: 3n E IN'o: 3alt ... ,an E g-1(b): 

3an+l E g-1(b'): Vi E {0, ... ,n}: (a,,ai+t} ETA 

d. La ç g(L::f) 

e. s8 ç g(S::r) 

f. V(b, b') E Ta: Vao E g-1(b) n 5;;r: 3n E IN'o : 3at. ... , an E g-1(6) : 

3an+l E g-1(b'): Vi E {0, ... , n}: {ai,ai+t) E T::r 

g. Va E S::r: Vb Ç g(a) iQsp : bis finite => 

3a' E SA: b Ç a' iQsp A a a' 

a. Let b ELs. We constructakELA with g(k) = b. 
Since E fit B, 3x E LE : x iQsp = b iQsp. Put y = (x\x iQsp) ltJ b, 
then y E Ly• by the definition of EB. Because Y birea.lizes Y' with I, there 
is an l E Ly such that l(l) = y. Put k = l iQA, then k E LA and 
g(k) = l(k)iQs = (lt(QE\Qsp)ltll(k))îQs = (lt(Qy\QA)ltll(ltQA))iQs = 
l(l)iQs = yiQs = b. 

b. Let b E Ss, then 3n E IN'o : 3bo E Ls : bo 7 b. To be proven: 
3a E SA : g(a) = b. We use induction. If n = 0 then bo = b: See a. 
Next, assume n > 0, tben 3b' E Ss : bo n.B1 • b' + b. Induction hy
pothesis: 3a1 E SA : g(a') = b'. Since SA Ç S;;r, we have with Defini
tion 4.2.17: 3s' E Sy : s' iQA =a'. Put x' = s' t(Qy\QA), then l(s') = 
{Lemma 4.3.4 :t> x'ltJ g(a') =x' ltJ b'. Because Y birea.lizes Y' with I, we 
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have /(81
) E Sy•, i.e. x'w b' E Sy•. Moreover, x'l:!'Jb1 + x'l:!'J b gives with 

Y birealizes Y' with f, 3811
, 8 E Sy : 81 ~ 811 + 8 A /( s) = x' l:tJ b. 

By Lemma 4.3.7, 81 ÎQA = a' +8" tQA E SA and by Lemma 4.2.8, 

3x",x E SE : 3a",a E SA : 811 = x" 1±1 a" A 8 = x 1±1 a A 3i,j E {0, 1}, 
i+ j ~ 1 : x"+ x A a"+ a. Since correct(!, Y,QE,Qs), we have 
f(s") î(QE\Qsp) = s" î(QE\Qsp), i.e. x' t(QE\Qsp) = x" î(QE\Qsp). 
Also, /(8) î(QE\Qsp) = 8 t(QE\Qsp), i.e. x' t(QE\Qsp) = xî(QE\Qsp). 
Hence, x" î(QE\Qsp) = xt(QE\Qsp). 
Soppose i= 1, then (x" ,x) E TE, so (x"l±l a" îQsp, x l:tJ a"îQsp) E TE, too. 
By Corollary 4.2.16, 811 îQE = x"l:!'J a" îQsp E SË and with Eq. 4.3 we get 
(x"wa"tQsp)î(QE\Qsp) i: (xwa"îQsp)î(QE\Qsp), i.e. x"t(QE\Qsp) i: 
xt(QE\Qsp). Contradiction. 
Hence, i = 0, x" = x and a" +a. Then also a" 1±1 x" tQsp + 
a 1±1 x tQsp, i.e. s" tQA + s tQA and g(s tQA) = 1: Remark 4.3.5 :1-
f(s) tQs =(x' 1±1 b) tQs = 1: x' tQs = 0 :j> b. 

c. Let (b, b') E T8 and a0 E g-1(b) n SA. If b = b' then we are through. 
Assume b :F b', then {b,b') ETs and with the proof of b we get: 3x E SE: 

3a,a' ESA: ao =txtQspWa + xîQspl:!'Ja' A g(xîQspl±la') = b', which 

implies 3n E lNo : 3at. ... , a .. E g-1(b) : 3an+l E g-1(b') : Vi E {0, ... , n} : 
(ai,ai+t} ETA. Since ao ESA we have (ai,ai+t) ETA for all iE {0, ... ,n}. 

d. Lw= 1: Lemma 4.2.14 :f- Ss= 1: Definition 4.2.17 :j> Sy• tQs = 1: Y bire
alizes Y' with j, hence f(Sy) = Sy• :f- f(Sy) îQs = 1: Remark 4.3.5 :j> 
g(Sy îQA) = 1: Definition 4.2.17 :j> g(SA) = 1: Lemma 4.2.14 :j> g(L:f). 

e. See d. 

f. Similarly to c. (Replace sA. tA, Ss and Ts by ~. tA, SB and tB, 
respectively.) 

g. Let a ESA, b Ç g(a) tQsp and assume: bis finite. We use induction to the 
number of elementsin b\aîQsp. 

If b Ç aîQsp, then we are through since + is reflexive. 

Next, assume 3q E b : q f/. a îQsp and put b' = b\{q}. Induction 

hypothesis: 3a' E SA : b' Ç a' îQsp A a +a'. By Lemmma 4.2.14 

and Definition 4.2.12, a'\b' E SA. Please note: q E g(a'\b') îQsp, since 
g(a'\b') = {q} W (g(a)\b). Definition 4.2.17: 38o E Sy : 8o îQA = a'\b'. 
Then also q E f(so)îQsp, because f(s0 ) = soî(QE\Qsp) l:tJ g(a'\b'). Corol
lary 4.2.16 yields f(so) îQE E SË and with Eq. 4.2 we get 3x E SË : 
(f(s0)îQE,x} E TE A xîQsp = f(so)îQsp\{q} = g(a'\b')îQsp\{q} and 
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0 

Eq. 4.3 gives f(so) t(QE\Qsp) = so t(QE\Qsp) "I x t(QE\Qsp). Put 
t = x t(QE\Qsp) I±J (g(a'\b')\{q}), then (f(so),x I±J f(so) t(Qs\Qsp)) = 
(f(so),t) E Ty•. 
Y birealizes Y' with f implies 3n E !No : 3st, ... , Sn E /-1 (f(so)) : 

3sn+l E /-1(t): Vi E {1, ... ,n}: {si-t,Si) E Ty, i.e. so +sn + Sn+l· 

{The case Sn = sn+l fails, because that would imply f(sn) t(QE\Qsp) = 
f(sn+l)t(QE\Qsp), which implies f(so) t(QE\Qsp) = xt(QE\Qsp), con
tradicting the above.) 

By Lemma 4.3.7, sotQA = a'\b' +sntQA. Then also a' =!f>sntQA I±Jb' 

and a+ Sn tQA I±J b'. We show that q E Sn tQsp, which completes the 
proof. 
By Lemma 4.2.8, 3xn,Xn+l E SE: 3an,an+l ESA: Sn= Xnl±lan A Sn+l = 
Xn+tl±l an+l A 3i,j E {0, 1}, i+ j ~ 1: Xn + Xn+l Aan + an+l· 
Suppose i= 0, then xnt(QE\Qsp) = Xn+tt(QE\Qsp), i.e. sot(QE\Qsp) = 
x t(QE\Qsp ). Contradiction. 
Hence, i= 1 and {xn,Xn+t) E TE and {xnl±lantQsp,Xn+tl±lantQsp) E TE, 
too. According to Corollary 4.2.16: Sn tQE E SE, i.e. Xn I±J an tQsp E SE. 
Notice that {xn I±J an tQsp) t(QE\Qsp) = (f(so) tQE) t(QE\Qsp) and 
(xn+tl±lantQsp)t(QE\Qsp) = xf(QE\Qsp), hence Eq. 4.4 aplies, which 
gives q E (xn 1±J an tQsp) tQsp =Sn tQsp. 

The last theorem concerns equ.ivalence. 

Theorem 4.3.10 Equ.ivalence 
Let A and B be the closures of modules {A, SP) and {B, SP), respectively. 
Predicate Pa of Eq. 4.11 satisfies: 

Pa <=> 3g ESA-+ SB: correct(g,A,Qsp,QB) A 

A is equivalent with B w.r.t. g A 

A is equivalent with B w.r.t. g 

Pro of 

{4.15) 

Let E E env(A, SP) n env(B, SP) be a maximal environment of {A, SP) and 
{B, SP) that satisfies Eqs. 4.1 through 4.5. According to Lemmas 4.2.20 
and 4.2.21, such an environment exists. 
Let P~ he the right-hand part of Eq. 4.15 and put P~' = (3/ E SanA-+ SDNJ : 
correct(f,EtJJA,QE,QB) A EtJJA is equivalent with EtJJB w.r.t. f). 
Clearly, Pa => P~'. We shall prove: P~' => P~ and P~ => Pa. 
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We start with P3 => Pa. 
Suppose Pa is valid for function g. Let X be an environment of (A, SP} and 
(B, SP) and put Y = XeA and Y' = XeB. Put I= :F(g) (see Definition 4.3.3), 
then by Lemma 4.3.4, correct(f,Y,Qx,QB)· To prove Pa, we first show that 
I is injective on 5y and then we prove the last part of Pi· Thus P~ holds, 
and the proof of the previous theorem indicates that P2 is valid. Then, by 
Definition 2.3.7, Pa is valid, too. 

The injectivity of I on 5y: 
Let s,s' E 5y and assume: l(s) = l(s'). We show that sfQA = s'tQA and 
that st(Qy\QA) = s't(Qy\QA)· 
l(s) = l(s') impHes l(s) tQB = l(s') tQB, i.e. { Remark 4.3.5:} g(s fQA) = 
g(s'tQA)· By Definition 4.2.17, stQA,s'tQA E frx and with the injectivity 
of g on 5-x: wegets tQA = s' fQ.4. 
Next, s f(Qy\QA) = (s f(Qy\QA) ijl g(s fQA)) f{Qy\QA) = l(s) f(Qy\QA) = 
l(s')f(Qy\QA) = s'f(Qy\QA)· 

The last part of Pi: To be proven: Va E frx: Vb Ç g(a) fQsp : bis finite => 
3a' E 5-x : b ç a' r Q SP A a =t a'. 

Since ? is reflexive, it is suflident to prove: Va E frx : Vb Ç g(a) fQsp : 
b is finite => b Ç a. 
Let a E 5-x: and b Ç g(a) fQsp such that bis finite. Put b' = g(a)\b, then by 
Lemma 4.2.14 and Definition 4.2.12, b' E 5-u. Put a' = g-1(b') E frx· (Note 
that gis bijective.) Put a" = a'ijlb, then by Lemma4.2.14 and Definition 4.2.12, 
a" E 5-x:, and g(a") = g(a') 1:1:1 b = g(a), hence {gis injective on frx:} a= a". 

We continue with P~' => P~. 
Assume P~' is valid for function I and put Y = EEDA and Y' = EEDB, i.e. 
Y birealizes Y' with I, I is injective on 5y and correct(f,Y,QE,QB)· Put 
g = Ç(f) (see Definition 4.3.3), then by Lemma 4.3.4, correct(g,A,Qsp,QB)· 
By the proof of the previous theorem, we know that P~ is valid. To prove P~, 
it suffices to show that g is injective on 5-x:. 
Here we go. Let a, a' E 5-x: and suppose: g(a) = g(a'). To be proven: a= a'. 
By definition 4.2.17, 3s,s' E 5y: a= stQA 1\ a'= s'fQA. By Corollary4.2.16, 
sfQx,s'fQx E Sxand by Eq. 4.5, 3x E Qx\Qsp: 3n,n' E No: sfQx x• 
sfQsp l:tlx A s'fQx -f..- s'fQsp ijl x. Thus, s -p. sfQA l:tlx = al:tlx E 5y 
and similarly, a'l:tlx E 5y. Note that l(aijlx) = {correct(f,Y,Qx,QB):} 
g(a) l:!:J x = g(a') l:!:J x = l(a' ijl x). With the injectivity of I on 5y we get 
a l:!:J x= a' ijl x. Take the restrietion to Q.4. 
D 
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Remark 4.3.11 
Predicates P11 P2 and Pa (see Eqs. 4.9 through 4.11) have quantifications over 
all possible environments of modules (A, SP) and (B, SP). We have seen in 
the above proofs that P1, P2 and Pa are equivalent with P{', ~~ and P~', 
respectively. Hence, it is sufReient to consider only one environment, viz. the 
maximal environment of Example 4.2.19. 
0 

The above theorems have shown: 

I. P1 (A, B, SP) = A realizes B A A realizes B 

11. P2(A, B, SP) => A birealizes B A A birealizes 1J 

111. P3 (A, B, SP) = A and Bare equivalent A A and 1J are equivalent 

where P2 is really stronger than the assertion 'A birealizes BA A birealizes B.' 
We give an example where A birealizes Band A birealizes B, but P2(A, B, SP) 
does not hold. 

Example 4.3.12 
Let A= (PA, TT A, lA,OA,LA) = ( {(p, {•}), (q, {•}}}, 

{(t, {( {{p, •}}. {(q, •)} )})}, 

{(t, {p}}}, 

{(t, {q})}, 

{0}) 

be a DDS with two places p and q and a transition t that moves tokens from 
p to q. Let B =(PB, TTB,IB,OB,LB) = {{(p, {•})}, 0, 0, 0, {0}) be a DDS 
with a single place p. Both DDSs can be initiated withno tokens at all. 
Let {p} be the set of shared places, then we obtain modules (A, {p}) and 
(B, {p}} as in Figure 4.9. 

Consider the following function, that maps states of A to states of B in such a 
way that all tokens of place q are mapped to place p: 

g = .\ {((p,•},m),((q,•},n}} ESA: {((p,•),m+n)}. 

Note: SA= JB({(p,•},(q,•)}), SB= JB({(p,•}}), LA= LB =SA= SB= {0}, 
g(LA) = LB, correct(g, A, {(p, •}}, QB), 
LA= SA= {{((p, •), m), ((q, •), n}} I m, n E No}, 
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r---------, r-

0 
Empty 

internal 

part 

--, 

L 
________ .J 

L-------.J 

Module (A, {p}) Module (B, {p}) 

Figure 4.9: Two modules. 

LB= SB= {{((p,•),n)} In E 1/Vo}, g(SA) =SB, 
TA = {({((p, •), m + 1), ((q, •), n)}, {((p, •), m), ((q, •), n + 1)}) I m, n E 1/Vo U 
{w}}, TB= 0, ~A= tB= {({0}, {0})}, . . 
TA= {(t, t') ESA x SA I t = t' V (t, t') ETA} and TB= {(t, t) I tE SB}. 
With that information, it can easily he verified that A birealizes B with g and 
that A birealizes B with g. 
The negation of the last part of P~ corresponds to: 

3a ESA: 3b ç g(a) r { (p, •)}: bis finite 1\ 

• g 
Va' E SA: a =:f> a' => -,(b Ç a' r {(p, •)}), 

which is satisfied in this example: Choose a= { (q, •)} and b = g(a) = { (p, •) }, 

then the only a' E SA that satisfies a =?a' is a itself, but certainly b is not a 

subbag of 0 =ar { (p, •) }. 
Thus, P2 (A, B, SP) does not hold. 

Here is an example of an environment X of A and B such that X E9A does not 
birealize XE9B with a correct function: X= (Px, TTx,Ix,Ox,Lx) = 

( {(p,{•}),(r,{•})}, 

{(u, { ( { (p, •) }, { (r, •)})} ), {(u', { ( { (r, •) }, { (p, •)})}) }, 

{(u, {p}), (u', {r})}, 

{(u,{r}), (u',{p})}, 

{{ (r, •)}} ), see Figure 4.10. 
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... -------, 

Module 

--- .J 

Figure 4.10: Environment X. 

Note that X $A bas 3 reaebabie states, viz. {(p, •}}, {(q, •)} and {(r, •)}, and 
X E9B bas 2 reaebabie sta~es, viz. { (P, •}} and { (r, •) }. 
A correct function I E Sxg)A ...,... Sx$8 bas to map {(p,•)} and {(q,•)} to 
themselves, and since ({(p,•)}, {{q,•)}) E Tx$4, l({{q,•}}) must be {(p,e)}. 
However, ({(p,•}}, {(r,•)}) E TxEfiB, but in X$A there is no possibility to go 
from {(q, •)} E 1-1{ { (p, •)}) to the state in 1-1( {(r, •}} ), viz. {(r, •)}. 
Thus, X $A does not birealize X $B with a correct function. 
0 

Hence, P2 (A,B,SP) is really stronger than the assertion 'A birealizes Band 
A birealizes B'. 

Remark 4.3.13 lsolated nodes 
For reasons not clear to us, all Petri net models described in [21] forbid isolated 
nodes, e.g., see [21, page 30]. Thus DDS B of the above example would not be 
properly defined, as it consists merely of a single place. 
We could not find a good reason to forbid isolated nodes, on the contrary, 
forbidding them involves an extra verification effort in the construction of Petri 
nets and causes an extra case analysis in the development of Petri net theory. 
In general, it is easier not to forbid them. Therefore we explicitly do not forbid 
isolated nodes. 
We remark that the above example does not depend on the fact tbat we have 
used an isolated place. A similar example without isolated nodescan be given 
as well. 
0 

We think that the reason of the asymmetry in the birealization case bas to do 
with the definition of the birealization relation. On page 49, we have already 
mentioned that birealization with a function I is really stronger than equality 
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of behaviour under I, which we have illustrated in Figure 2.9. We think that 
birealization bas been defi.ned somewhat toa strong. The last part of P~ might 
disappear if the defi.nition of birealization is weakened. However, weakening 
birealization would make it memory dependent. Currently, to verify whether 
two systems A and B birealize each other with a relation R, for all transitions 
{s,s') E TA only states R(s) U R(s') need to be considered, similarly for all 
transitions {t, t'} E TB. If the birealization relation is weakened, then probably 
also prior states mustbetaken into account. (A state priortoa statesE SA is 
a state on a trace tos, cf. Defi.nition 2.2.1.) That would make the application 
of birealization much more difficult. 

To illustrate predicate P2 , we present two lemmas which indicate that an envi
ronment cannot detect any dUferenee between modules if P2 applies. The fi.rst 
one concerns two modules and the subsequent one is a generalisation to more 
modules. 

Lemma 4.3.14 
Let {A, SP) and {B, SP) be modules and let X be an environment of (A, SP} 
and {B, SP}. Suppose X is connected to either A orB. 
If P2 (A, B, SP), then X can impossibly determine to which of A and Bit bas 
been connected to. 

Pro of 
Suppose X can distinguish between A and B. Then either a reaebabie state 
sE SxteA exists such that st(Qx\Qsp) f/. Sx$Bt(Qx\Qsp) orthereis an 
sE Sx$.8 with st(Qx\Qsp) f/. SxteA t(Qx\Qsp). 
We shall prove that S X teAt ( Q x\ Q SP) = S X$.8 r ( Q x\ Q SP), hence such a reaeb
abie state cannot exist. 
Let g satisfy P2 and put I :F(g). By Theorem 4.3.9, XEBA birealizes X$13 with 
I, so I(SxteA) = Sx$.8· Sx$.8 t(Qx\Qsp) = {tr(Qx\Qsp) I tE I(SxteA)} = 
{f(s)t(Qx\Qsp) Is E Sx$A} = {(s~(Qx$A\(/A)I±Ig(stQA))t(Qx\Qsp) I 
sE Sx$A} = {st(Qx\Qsp) l.tJ 0 I sE Sx$A} = Sx(t!A t(Qx\Qsp). 
0 

The above result can easily be generalised. 
In the next lemma, we give for a module M and an environment X of M, a 
set U of modules with M E U such that X cannot abserve a difference between 
modules of U. 

Lemma 4.3.15 
Let X be an environment of module (D, SP) and let U be the smallest set 
satisfying: 
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• {D,SP) e U; 

• For all DDSs D' with PLo• = SP: 
If X is an environment of (D', SP} and 

(3D" e U: P2(D',D",SP) or P2(D",D',SP)) 
tben {D',SP) EU. 

169 

Tben environment X is not able to detect any difference among modules of U. 

Proof 
As in the previous proof, we have for any two modules {D, SP}, (D', SP) e U, 
Sx@Dt(Qx\Qsp) = Sx$IJ• t(Qx\Qsp). 
D 

Tbis lemma gives rise to a notion of observation equivalence ( cf. 170]). 

Deflnition 4.3.16 Observation equivalence 
Two modules (Dt, SP} and {D2, SP) are ob servation equivalent w. r. t. an envi
ronment X if X cannot distinguish between them, i.e., if Sx@D1 t(Qx\Qsp) = 
Sx@D2 t(Qx\Qsp). 
If this property is valid for all environments of (Dt. SP) and (D2 , SP), then 
they are observation equivalent. 
D 

Lemma 4.3.15 gives fora module (D,SP) with environment X, a set U of 
modules observation equivalent w.r.t. X sucb that (D, SP) EU. However, U is 
not the largest set of modules observation equivalent w.r.t. X that contains 
(D, SP). For example, it may be the case that two modules have the same 
observable behaviour, but the one is more efficient than the other. In this case, 
botb modules do not birealize each other and bence, predicate P2 does not 
hold. lt may even be the case that two modules are totally different and that 
they both have an empty set of shared places. They are observation equivalent, 
because no environment is able to detect a difference. 
Figure 4.11 depiets another example of observation equivalent modules, though 
predicate P2 does not hold for any pair of modules. (Assume that the type of 
all places is { •} and that all transitions produce one output token when they 
fire.) That these modules are observation equivalent can be deduced from the 
fact that it is impossible in tbe DOS model to detect the absence of tokens, 
and we leave it to the reader to verify that there is no correct function between 
the states of any pair of modules such that P2 is satisfied. 
In oor opinion, these modules are not the same and they should not be replaced 
witb each other. The dUferenee between the first one and the other two is that 
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r , r , 

'----- L---- .J 

i , 

L .J 

Figure 4.11: Three observation equivalent modules that do not satisfy P2 • 

the other two can consume tokens from place i 1 even if i 2 is empty and there 
is a difference in parallelism between the second and third one. 
Hence, observation equivalence is not a good criterion for the replacement of 
modules. On the other hand, we think that predicate P2 is a pretty good 
criterion for the reptacement of modules. 

4.3.3 Application 

In this subsection, we apply the module reptacement theory toa small example. 

Consider modules M1 and M2, that communicate with an environment via 
places pand q: Their taskis totransport tokens from p to q and they both use 
an internal place r. 
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Module M1: 

ï ------------., 

L-------------.J 

M1 = (D1, {p,q}), with7 

PD1 = {(p,.lNo}, (q,.lNo}, (r,.lNo}}, LD1 = {0}, 

1D1 = {(u.,{p}}, {u',{r}}}, 0D1 = {(u.,{r}}, (u.',{q}}} 

and for n E .lNo, 

TTD1 (u.)({(p,n)}) = {{r,n)} and TTD1 (u')({{r,n)}) = {{q,n)}. 

ï ------------., 

L------- _____ J 

This time, r is a database in which values of tokens can be stored. 

M2 = {D2,{p,q}), with 

1:: An f E .lNo ~ .lN1 stared in r corresponds to f(v) tokens 
with value v for each v E dom(/). :f> 

1D2 = {(u.,{p,r}}, {u',{r}}}, 0D2 = {{u,{r}}, {u',{q,r}}} 

171 

7To avoid ambiguities, we denote the transition function and the transition relation of 
each DDS D in this example with TTv and Tv, respectively. 
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and for n E !No and f E !No -ft INt, 

TTD2 (u)({(p,n), (r,J)}) = 
if n E dom(!) 

then {(r, f[n: f(n) + 1]}} 

else {(r, f U {{n, 1)}}} 

ft and 

TTD2 (u')({(r,J)}) = 
if dom(!)= 0 
then { (r, f)} 

else if f(n) = 1 

fi. 

then {(q, n), (r, f\ {(n, 1)}}} 

else {(q,n}, (r,j[n: f(n) -1]}} 

fi where n = min( dom(!)) 

Notice that transition u' selects the smallest value of the contents of store r 
and produces a token with tbat value for place q. 

Lemma 4.3.17 
No environment can distinguish between M1 and Mz. 

To illustrate the theory, we shall try to prove this fact in two different ways. 

Attempt 1: Try Lemma 4.3.14. 

First, we must give a correct mapping gE SD1 ~ SD2 or gE SD2 ~ SD1 • This 
g should leave tokens in places p and q unchanged because of the correctness 
requirement (see Definition 4.3.1). Tokens in placer of D1 can he mapped in a 
one-to-one fashion toa database state of store r of D2 • Let Q{p,q} he thesetof 
all possible tokens in places pand q, i.e. Q{p,q} = {(x, v} I x E {p, q} A v E !No}. 
We give gE SD1 ~ SD,: 

g = À sE SD1 : stQ{p,q} 1:!:1 {(r,f)}, where 

f = ÀnE{nElNo I (r,n)Es}: s((r,n}). 

Note that gis injective and that g-1 E SD2 ~ SD1 • 

Next, we sbould prove Pz(Dt,Dz,{p,q}) or Pz(Dz,Dt.{p,q}), which in this 
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caseequals Pa(Dt,D2, {p, q}) or Pa(D2, D1, {p,q}). However, Pa does not hold, 
because 1Jï and 1.'52 are not equivalent! The point is that transition u' of D1 

can select any token from placer totransport to place q, whereas transition u' 
of D2 always selects the smallest value of database r. Formally, put a = 
{(r, 1), {r,3)} and a'= {(r, 1}, (q,3)}, then a, a' E ~ and {a, a') E TD1 but 
(g(a),g(a')) (/. TD2 • 

Attempt 2: Try Lemma 4.3.15. 

We construct a module Ma= (Da, {p,q}) and correct functions g: SD1 -+ SD3 

and g': SD2 -+ SD3 such that P2(D.,Da,{p,q}) for g and P2(D2,Da,{p,q}) 
for g'. This proves our claim, according to Lemma 4.3.15. 

Module Ma: 
,.. -----, 

L---- .J 

Ma= (Da, {p,q}), with 

PD3 = {(p, No), (q, No}}, LD3 = {0}, 

1D3 = {(u, {p})}, 0D3 ={(u, {q}}} 

and for n E No, TTD3 ({(p,n)}) = {(q,n)}. 

Module Ma perfarms the same task as M1 and M2, yet without an internat 
place. 

g = À 8 E SD1: srQ{p,q} 1:!:1 [(q,n) I (r,n) Es] 

g' = À sE SD2 : stQ{p,q} 1:!:1 ltJ(r,f)Es À (q,a) E {q} X dom(!): /(a) 

Remark: Dmn(g') bas not been restricted to states with exactly one token in 
placer. 

Proof of Lemma 4.3.17 
It is easy to see that g and g' are correct functions. To prove an expression 
of the form 'A birealizes B with f,' it sufHees to prove the following items ( cf. 
Lemma 2.3.9): 
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• f(LA) = LB 

• f(SA) =SB 

• 'v'(s,s'} ETA: (f(s),f(s')} E TB 

• 'v'(t, t'} E tB, ti: t' : 'Vso E /-1{t) n SA : 

3s E /-1{t): 3s' E /-1{t'): so +s + s'. 

P2(Dt,Da,{c,d}): 

D1 birealizes Da: 
g(Lvl) = g({0}) = {0} = Lv3 

g(Sv\) = g({0}) = {0} = Sv3 

and Tv1 = Tv3 = {( {0}, {0}}} . 

D1 birealizes Da: 
- g(L75) = g({s E Sv1 lsrQr is finite}) = Sv3 = L753, 

where Qr = { (r, n} I n E llVo} 

- g(S751 ) = 1: Lemma 4.2.14 and the above ;t S753 

-Let (s,s'} ET75
1
.It sufficestoshow: g(s) =g(s') V (g(s),g(s')} eTv3 • 

If s. = s' then we are through, otherwise 3e E Fo1 (s) : s' = s\mmg(e) ltl 
l-!:Jiedom(e) TTo1 (i)(e(i)). If u f/. dom(e) then dom(e) = {u'} and since 
g(e(u')) = g(TTv1 (u')(e(u'))), we have g(s) = g(s'). If u E dom(e) 
then e(u) = {(p,n}} forsomen E llVo and g(TTv1 (u)({(p,n}})) = 
g({(r,n}}) = {(q,n}}. In this case, g(s') = g(s)\{(p,n}}ltl{(q,n}}, hence 
(g(s),g(s')} E To3 • 

- Let (t,t'} E Tv
3

, ti: t'. Then 3n E llVo: (p,n} Et At'= t\{(p,n}} ltl 
1 . 

{(q,n)}. Let so Eg- (t) n Sv
1

, then (p,n} E so, (so,so\{(p,n}} ltl 
{(r,n}}} E Tv1 and g(so\{(p,n}}ltl{(r,n}}) = g(so)\{(p,n}}ltl{(q,n}} = 
t'. 

Last part: 
To be proven: 'v's E S75

1 
: 'v'b Ç g(s) rQ{p,q} : bis finite => 3s' E S75

1 
: 

b Ç s' rQ{p,q} A s * s'. 

Let s E S75
1 

and b Ç g(s) rQ{p,q} such that bis finite. Put b' = s rQr, 
then b' is fini te. Let (r, n 1 }, ... , (r, n#b'} be the elements of b' and for 
iE {0, ... ,#b'}, put si= s\(I:!:J1<j<i{(r,nj}}) ltii:!:J1<j<i{(q,nj}}, then 
so = s, s#b'rQr = 0, s#b' = g(s), ViË {1, ... ,#b'}: (8;.::-l,si} E To1 and 

for all iE {0, ... , #b'}, g(s;) = g(s). Hence, b Ç s#b' and s * s#b'· 
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P2(D2, Da, {c,d}) : 

D2 birealizes Da: 
g'(Ln2) = g'( {0}) = {0} = Ln3 
g'(Sn.2) = g'.({0}) = {0} = Sn3 
a.nd Tn:~ = Tn3 = {({0}, {0})}. 

D2 birealizes Da: 
g'(L-jj ) = g'( { s E Sn2 I 3/ E JlVo -/+ lNt : s tQr = {(r, /}} 1\ dom(!) is 
finite}J = Sn3 = Ljj

3
, where Qr = {(r, f} I f E JlVo -/+ lVt} 

- g'(Sjj
2

) = {Lemma 4.2.14 and tbe above ~ Sï'J
3 

- Let (s,s') E Tï'J
2

• We prove: g'(s) = g'(s') V (g'(s),g'(s')} E Tn3 • 

If s = s' then we are through. For s =/: s', 3e E Fn2 (s) : s' = 
s\mmg(e) 1t11:!;li€dom(e) TTn2 (i)(e(i)). If u' E dom(e) then g'(e(u')) = 
g'(TTn2 (u')(e(u')), so if u~ dom(e) then g'(s) = g'(s'). lf u E dom(e) 
then forsomen E lNo a.nd f E lVo -/+ INt. e(u) = { {p, n), (r, /}} a.nd 
TT (u)(e(u)) _ { {(r,/ U {(n, 1}})}, n ft dom(!) 

D:~ - {(r, J[n: l(n) + 1]} }, n E dom(/). 
Intbis case, g'( TT n2 (u)(e(u))) = g1(e(u))\ { {p, n}} 1t1 {{q, n)}, hence also 
g'(s') = g'(s)\{(p,n)} ltl {{q,n}}, i.e. {g'(s),g'(s')) E Tn3 • 

-Let {t,t'} E Tï'J
3

, t =/: t'. Then 3n E INo: {p,n) Et 1\ t' = t\{{p,n}}l±l 
{(q, n)}. Let s0 E (g')-t (t) n %

2
, then {{p, n), {r, /)} Ç s0 for some 

f E JlVo-/+ INt. Put St= so\{{p,n},{r,l}}l±l TTn2 (u)({{p,n),(r,l)}), 
then (so,st} E Tn2 a.nd g'(st) = t'. · 

Last part: 

0 

To be proven: Vs E Sï'J
2 

: Vb Ç g1(s) tQ{p,q} : bis finite :::} 3s' E Sï'J
2 

: 

b Ç s'tQ{p,q} As =fi;s'. LetsE Sï'J
2 

and b Ç g'(s)tQ{p,q} such that bis 
finite. Now s tQr = {(r, I}} forsome IE INo-/+ INt with dom{!) finite. 
Put n = :E;Edom(f) l(j), put so = s, put lo =I a.nd for iE {1, ... ,n}, 
put Si= Si-1 \{{r,/i-1}} 1±1 TTn2 (u')({(r./i-t}}), where /i is the unique 
I' E INo-/+ INt satisfying sdQr = {(r,f')}. Then Vi E {1, ... ,n}: 

(si-t.Si) E Tv2 A g'(si-1) = g'(si), i.e. s =IJ;sn. Dom(Jn) = 0, hence 

g'(sn) =Sn tQ{p,q} a.nd b Ç Sn tQ{p,q}· 
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4.4 Concluding remarks 

We have presented a metbod to detach and attach DDSs and we have intro
duced modules in the DDS model. We have presented a formal semantics for 
modules and we have given suflident and necessary conditions for the replace
ment of modules in the DDS model. 

Module replacement is one of the most important activities in system and 
software engineering. Systems are usually constructed in several steps, and in 
case of a decomposition, each step camprises the replacement of a module with 
a more detailed one. The idea of such a replacement is that the behaviour of 
the overall system should not change. 
Observation equivalence is an important criterion in this context: lf a module 
is replaced with another one, than the environment should not be able to 
detect any difference. But observation equivalence is not enough. For example, 
it may be the case that a module is replaced by a less efficient one. Such a 
replacement is not observable, because the DDS model does not have an explicit 
concept of time, but it will probably slow down the overall system, which is 
undesired. Therefore, we have based our module replacement conditions on 
a stronger notion than observation equivalence, viz. birealization. We have 
derived three replacement conditions, which are three predicates that have as 
input parameters two modules with the sameset of shared places. The modules 
can be replaced with each other iff they satisfy such a predicate. Predicate P1 

is for realization: lf two modules satisfy P1 and the first one is replaced by the 
other one, then the overall system which the first module belonged to, realizes 
the new overall system. Similarly, P2 is for birealization and P3 for equivalence. 
If two modules satisfy P2, then they are observation equivalent. We recommend 
P2 as criterion for the replacement of modules. 

In this chapter, we have considered only (bi)realization with functions rather 
than with relations. It needs to be explored further whether and how the theory 
can be generalized to relations. Such a generalization involves a reformulation 
of predicate correct (see the footnote on page 43). We expect that this can 
be done for birealization and equivalence, because birealization with functions 
generalizes to birealization with relations (see Theorem 2.3.10). However, real
ization with functions is not as general as realization with relations, so a totally 
different approach might be needed bere. 
Another topic of further research concerns a generalisation to the ExSpect 
model, which is the DDS model with time aspects. 

We have applied P2 to a small example. From this exercise, we have learned 
that it is probably not very easy in many practical cases to determine whether 
P2 applies, or not. The complexity of verifying P2 needs to be explored further 
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and a tooi to verify P2 should he constructed. The tooi can have a rule base 
which contains some easily verifiable rules for several special, concrete cases, 
such that if the rules are satisfied, then P2 is valid. Such special cases might deal 
with statica! constraints, like input-only and output-only places, or dynamica! 
restrictions, such as different kinds of communication protocols. 

The behaviour of a module depends on the environment's behaviour. In general, 
the more input the environment produces, the more the module can do. We 
have based our semantics of modules on a worst case environment, i.e., we 
made no assumptions on the environment's behaviour. The theory in this 
chapter is based on the assumption that the environment may do anything. 
The module reptacement conditions may he weakened if it is known in advance 
that modules and environment maintain some communication protocol. This 
is a topic of further research, but we take a first step towards this direction in 
the next chapter, were we present protocol decision algorithms for a large class 
of protoeals and Petri nets. 
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Chapter 5 

Protoeals 

5.1 Introduetion 

A protocol is a regular occurrence pattern. Protocols usually come up at the 
communication level between different systems (e.g., see [30]). A simple exam
ple is the handshaking communication protocol, where two modules exchange 
data in a consecutive way. In terms of Petri nets, one might think of two 
transitions that always fire one after the other, or two places that alternatively 
contain a token. 

Protocols play an important role in several areas: 

• A correct system operation can depend on the communication behaviour 
of its constituents; 

• Protocols are system properties. Often one wants to verify whether they 
hold; 

• Protocols are important in the field of modular system engineering and 
analysis; 

• Using protocols, the module reptacement conditions of the previous chap
ter can be weakened. 

Current research in the area of protocols concentratas on two aspects: Verifi
cation, to check whether a given system satisfies a given protocol, and design, 
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to imptement a (sub)system that meets a given protocol. An example of the 
latter can be found in the thesis of Hofman, who presents a metbod to derive 
a Petri net from a given communication protocol [47]. 
In this chapter, we shall be concerned with in the first aspect only. We present 
algorithms for the automatic verification of protocols in Petri nets. Automatic 
protocol verification differs from other kinds of protocol verification in the sense 
that the entire verification is performed by a computer, without human inter
action. The process of protocol verification can be very complex and only this 
kind of verification yields a reliable result, because human mistakes are impos
sibie [18,39J. 
There are several interesting areas of application for our protocol verification 
algorithms: 

• In systems engineering, usually a global specification is made first. After 
that, repeatedly, a part of the system (a module) is replaced by a more 
detailed one. Such a replacement is correct iff the two modules have the 
same degree of parallelism and the environment cannot detect a differ
ence between them. 
In the previous chapter, we have derived suflident and necessary condi
tions for the replacement of modules, for the case that the environment 
can interact with the modules in an unrestricted way. That is a kind of 
worst case. These conditions can be weakened if the environment and the 
module maintain some communication protocol. 

• In Petri net literature, many so-called behaviour presenling construc
tion roles have been described. Nets that have a certain property (B
equivalence, liveness, deadlock freeness, divergence freeness, bounded
ness, safeness, covering by place invariants, etc.) are composed in such a 
way, that the resulting net bas the same property [8, 15, 17,85,88, 109]. 
A set of behaviour preserving rules is called complete if all and only nets 
with a certain property can be constructed from an elementary net by 
applying the rules. Esparza and Silva gave completeness results for cer
tain classes of Pree Choice systems [33, 34, 35, 36]. 
For protocols, similar preservation rules can be derived. This allows a 
bot tom-up construction of the system. If the building blocks of a system 
satisfy a certain protocol (which can be checked by our algorithms), and 
the system is built according to the protocol preservation rules, the con
structed system will automatically have the same protocol. 
The derivation of protocol preservation rules is a topic of further research. 

• P /T nets can be analysed with our algorithms. It can be checked whether 
a system satisfies a protocol. There are two different approaches bere: On 
the one hand, systems can be analysed as a whole. We recommend this 
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for small nets only, because our algorithms can be quite ineflicient (see 
Subsection 5.4.7). On the other hand, a complex system might be par
titioned into small components in such a way that the overall system 
satisfies a certain protocol iff the parts obey that protocol. The com
ponents can be analysed with our algorithms. This is often much easier 
than an analysis of the system as a whole (25]. 

Our algorithms are decision algorithms. They determine, for eertaio kinds of 
Petri nets and eertaio protocols, whether the net satisfies the protocol. How
ever, there are limitations: For many kinds of protocols and Petri nets, such 
algorithms do not exist. For example, as soon as the net can perform the usual 
calculations with natural numbers (which is the case in most high-level net 
models) then decision algorithms for almost all protocols do not exist. This is 
the subject of Section 5.3. 
So far, there have been several publications on the automatic verification of 
protoeals in Petri nets. However, the presented algorithms are often very spe
cific, for most of them have been designed for just one protocol and a limited 
class of Petri nets. Examples can be found in [28,39,61,85,89], furthermore, 
in (16, 24, 29], invariants are used for the automatic verification and in (19] a 
reachability analysis. 

In this chapter, we present decision algorithms for two classes of Petri nets and 
protocols. First, we give in Section 5.4 algorithms for the automatic verification 
of regular protoeals in place/transition nets, i.e., all protoeals that can be 
described as a regular language over the transitions of a P /T net. 
In view of the just-mentioned limitation, this is a broad class of Petri nets and 
protocols. Moreover, most communication protocols which are used nowadays 
can be described as a regular language. In this way, we can analyse a much 

·~ wider class of systems and protocols than ·exïsting algorithms for the verification 
of protoeals in Petri nets, i.e., our algorithms have a large domaio of application. 

Next, we present in Section 5.5 a decision algorithm for a special case, viz. 
the pipeline. The idea is that we have a logistic system, which is engaged 
in different jobs at a time. What we do not want is an overtake effect. For 
example, suppose a job A bas been submitted to the system prior to a job B 
and both jobsneed resource X to finish. Due toa very low stock level, just 
one item of X is left in the system. It would be undesirable if this item were 
assigned to job B, such that job A cannot be completed anymore. In fact, no 
job may adversely affect a job submitted before. 
This is not a P /T net protocol. What we have bere is a Petri net with different 
colours, one colour for each job. If tbe number of jobs would have been finite, 
a representation at the level of an ordinary P /T net still would have been 
possible. However, the number of jobs is in principle unbounded. 
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In this pipeline, each job has a unique number (a unique identity). Transitions 
are notallowed to calculate with that number. As we have already mentioned, 
as soon as a Petri net can perform calculations with natural numbers, almost 
anything becomes undecidable. Thus, the verification of this pipeline is near 
the limit of what is still decidable. 

We end this chapter with some concluding remarks, but first we deal with the 
question: What is a protocol in Petri nets? 

5.2 Protocols in Petri nets 

In the literature on Petri nets, a protocol is usually denoted as a set of transition 
sequences, that is, 

ITÇT*W, 

where II denotes an arbitrary protocol and T is the set of transitions of the net 
at hand. The net satisfies the protocol iff its interleaving behaviour, restricted 
to the transitions, is a subset of IT. We call this the standard protocol descrip
tion technique. A similar approach is usually applied in the field of process 
algebras; there, T is a set of action labels and II is defined with an algebraic 
expression [11). 
This standard approach sufHees in many practical cases, but it is not general 
enough. It fails to describe all possible protoeals in all kinds of Petri nets. We 
shall first give a more general definition of protoeals in Petri nets and then we 
shall illustrate some of the deficiencies of the standard approach. 

Definition 5.2.1 Protocol in Petrinets 
Let a (possibly high-level) Petri net be given with transitions T, places P, value 
domain V, tokens P x V, states ( markings) S = B( P x V) and initial markings 
L Ç S. A protocol II is a set of sequences 

0 

II Ç L x (S x B(T) x S x S)*w 

I 
I 
new state 

produced tokens 

transitions that fire 

consumed tokens 

initial state 
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The net satisfies protocol II iff its hehaviour is a subset of II. The hehaviour 
(semantics) of Petri nets cao he defined in different ways; we shall oot work 
that out further. 

The new state cao he omitted in the definition above, hecause each new state 
cao he computed from the previous state hy deleting the consumed tokens and 
adding the produced ones. We have included it just for convenience. 
The leading initial state cao he omitted if there is only one initial state (i.e., if 
Lis a singleton), because there is no initial choice in such a case. The system 
always starts in that partienlar state. In the Petri net literature, nets usually 
have one initial state. 

We illustrate the ahove definition in a few examples, that Ulustrate the short
oominga of the standard protocol description technique. 
In the standard approach: 

• Different valu.es (colou.rs) cannot be distingui8hed. 
This is rather ohvious, as the standard approach does oot take into ac
count the values of consumed and produced tokens, nor the state changes 
caused hy transition firings. 
As an example, consider Figure 5.1 a. Suppose protocol II is to denote 
that transition t consumes token • at last. This caooot he expressed hy 
means of transition narnes only. More information on what t consumes 
is needed. 
In the general approach, II cao he expressed as follows: 
{{(p,o), (p,e), (p,•)} is simply ahhreviated as {o,e,e}, etc.) 

II = { {o,e,e}· {o}·{t}·0·{•,•}· 
{•}·{t}·0·{•}· 
{•}. {t}. 0. 0' 

{o,e,•} · {•} · {t} ·0· {o,e} · 
{o}·{t}·0·{•}· 
{•}·{t}·0·0} 

~ 
p t p 

(a) 
t 

(h) 

q 

Figure 5.1: Shortcomings of the standard approach. 

p 

(c) 
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• lt is impossible to discriminate among different output of nondeterminis
tic transitions. 
For example, consider Figure 5.1 b. Transition t can produce two different 
tokens, viz. o a.nd •· When it fires, it produces one of these. (Coloured 
Petri nets [56] support this kind of nondeterminism in transitions, in the 
form of occurrence colours.) The protocol 11 which states that t will pro
duce a o a.nd not a • ca.nnot be described by the sta.ndard approach. In 
the general approach, this boils down to 

11 = { {(p,•}} · {{p,•)} · {t} · {(q,o}} · {{q,o}}} 

• Parallelism cannot be enforced. 
The sta.ndard approach conaiders sequences of single transitions. In this 
way, parallelism ca.n only be described via arbitrary interleaving. Now 
consider Figure 5.1 c. Suppose protocol 11 has to denote that tra.nsitions 
t1 a.nd t2 have to fire in parallel a.nd not alternatingly. This cannot be 
described in the sta.ndard approach. In the general approach, this looks 
like: 
(A bag with two tokens in place pis denoted as [•,•]) 

For simHar reasons, it is not suflident in general to denote a protocol as a 
sequences of states, i.e., without the transition names. 
Our approach may not even be general enough. For example, in our approach 
it is not possible to distinguish among the consumed input per tra.nsition. For 
the rare occasions that such a distinction is desired, a further specification of 
Definition 5.2.1 is required. Moreover, in case of a true concurrent or partial 
order semantics, probably a different approach is needed. 

Despite of the mentioned deficiencies, the sta.ndard approach is really useful in 
ma.ny cases. lts shortcomings become irrelevant if the values of tokens do not 
matter, if the tra.nsitions are deterministic in the sense that their output is a 
function of the consumed input and if an interteaving semantics applies. 

5.3 Undecidability 

In high-level nets, tokens have values. Sometimes, infinitely large value sets 
are allowed, e.g. natural numbers. 
The use of such infinite taken types bas drawbacks. For example, the nets 
can no langer be represented at the level of place/transition systems. Thus, 
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standard analysis techniques for P /T nets, like the linear algebraic techniques 
to find place and transition invariants [64], can not be applied anymore. 
In this section, we prove that decision algorithms for almost all standard pro
tocols do not exist as soon as the net can compute with natural numbers (or 
withother infinitely large value sets). 

Here are some general characteristics of a standard protocol (a protocol that 
deals with transitions only): 

• The protocol applies to a eertaio kind of Petri nets, e.g. conftict-free 
P fT nets or Colonred Petri nets with infinite colour sets; 

• The protocol does not take into account all transitions of the whole sys
tem. Usua.lly, there is a set T' of transition names dealt with by the 
protocol. The net at hand may have many more transitions [7]; 

• The transitions of set T' are not allowed to fire unrestrictedly. The pro
tocol forbids eertaio orders of firings; 

• There is a net that satisfies the protocol. 

Now we present the main result of this section. 

Theorem 5.3.1 Undecidability 
If a Petri net bas tokens with values in JN0 and transitions that can calen
late (add, subtract, multiply, divide, exponentials} with these tokens, then a 
decision algorithm for any standard protocol satisfying the above-mentioned 
general characteristics does not exist. 

Pro of 
Suppose such an algorithm exists, to obtain a contradiction, and call it A. The 
idea is to use A in order to determine whether an arbitrary Turing machine 
will eventually halt on an arbitrary input string. That problem is known to be 
undecidable [65, 92], thus A cannot exist. 

Let a Turing machine TM and input string w be given. 
We design a Petri net which consists of two parts, with a place p in common. 
The first part is a subnet that satisfies the protocol iff place p remains empty. 
As soon as p gets a token, the protocol will be violated. In the other part, 
the operation of TM onwis simulated. If TM balts (whicb can be detected) 
tben place p gets a token. Thus, TM balts on input w iff the compound net 
does not obey the protocol. The latter can be decided with Algorithm A. In 
this way, we have a decision algoritbm for the Turing machine halting problem. 
Contradiction. 
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We praeeed with a description in more detail of both parts. For the first part, 
we take a net which satisfies the protocol. Such a net exists according to the 
above-mentioned general cbaracteristics. We extend it with an initially empty 
place p and a transition t. Transition t bas an input are to place p and output 
arcs to place p and all other places. See Figure 5.2 for an example. 
Transition t cao fire iff p bas a token, and as soon as p gets a token, t cao 
deluge the original net with tokens, so that all transitions of the original net 
cao fire in any order. Thus, if the other part leaves p empty, then the whole 
net satisfies the protocol. Otherwise, the compound net does not satisfy the 
protocol, as the protocol forbids eertaio orders of firings in the original net. 

A net which satisfies some protocol1 

-- -., 

Turing 
machine 

simulator 

______ ..J 

The constructed net 

Figure 5.2: The first part. 

1The number of tokens in this net does not change, aseach transition has as ma.ny input 
as output arcs. An example of a protocol satisfied by this net is that the rightmost transition 
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The other part consists of a Turing machine simulator. The contiguration 
of Turing machine TM, which consists of an internat state, the contents of a 
tape and the position of a readfwrite head, can be represented by a natural 
number, and a Petri net can be constructed which modities this natura} number 
according to the operation of TM, and which puts a taken in place pas soon 
as TM bas reached its halt state. 
We shall not work that out. This construction of a Turing machine simulator 
is rather obvious and we do not want to deluge the reader with a lot of detail. 

We have sketched how a Petri net can be constructed that satisties a protocol ifl' 
an arbitrary Turing machine TM does not halt on an arbitrary input string w. 
Algorithm A can determine whether the constructed net satisties the protocol, 
i.e., whether TM does not halt on w. That problem is known unsolvable
contradietion. 
0 

This theorem can be generalised to Petri net models with other intinitely large 
value sets. Protocol decision algorithms for all non-trivial protoeals do not 
exist if the net can calculate with values of infinitely large value sets. 

5.4 Regular protocols in P /T nets 

So far, there have been several publications on the automatic veritication of 
protoeals in Petri nets, but most of the described algorithms are very specific. 
They have been designed for just one protocol and a limited class of Petri 
nets. Examples can be found in [28, 39, 61, 85, 89], furthermore, in [16, 24, 29], 
invariants are used for the automatic verification and in [19] a reachability 
analysis. 
In this section, we give algorithms for the automatic veritication of a braad 
class of protocols: All protoeals that can be described as a regular language 
over the transitions of a P /T net. We denote such protoeals by an alphabet and 
a regular expression. Regular expressions consist of transition names, choice 
operators ( + ), concatenations, Kieene stars (*) and parentheses. For example, 
( {a, b, c}, a+ aa + b} is the protocol where transition c does not fire and where 
either transition a fires once or twice, or transition b fires once. It difl'ers from 
protocol ({a,b,c},e+a+aa+b), because the latter allows that a and b do 
not fire at all (e is the empty string). The protocol that prescribes that one or 
more a's or b's fire, can bedescribed as ({a, b}, (a+ b)(a + b)*}. 

never fires three times in succession. This protocol is not violated, because the rightmost 
transition needs 12 tokens in its input place to fire three times in succession and there are 
only 10 tokens available. 
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We present two algorithms. The first one checks whether a given P /T net N is 
trace-safe2 w.r.t. a given regular protocol II, i.e. whether N can not do more 
than II allows. The second one verifies whether N does not stop prematurely 
( weak progress ). For example, a P /T net where transition a can fire infinitely 
oftenis not trace-safe w.r.t. protocol ({a, b}, aa+b}, because the protocol forbids 
the firing of more than two a's. A P /T net with two transitions a and b of 
which only one can fire once, is trace-safe w.r.t. protocol ({a,b},aa+b}, but 
there is no weak progress, because stopping after a single a is not desired. 
Even protoeals of high-level nets can be verified, as long as the high-level net 
can be transformed to a P /T net, i.e., as long as the high-level net has a fini te 
number of places, transitions, arcs, and values (colours). 

Both algorithms are based on the following idea: The protocol, which is given 
by an alphabet and regular expression, is transformed into a deterministic fi
nite autornaton which accepts the language of the regular expression. That 
autornaton is converted to a P /T net N', which we call the test net. A test net 
has always one token. We distinguish three kinds of places in N': Forbidden, 
intermediate and end places. The original net N and the test net N' are com
posed into a P /T net N". A characteristic of N' is that it does not restriet the 
behaviour of N in N". We prove that Nis trace-safe w.r.t. II iff no forbidden 
place of N" can get a token. We also prove that N and II satisfy the weak 
progress criterion iff N" does not stop with a token in an intermediate place. 
The automatic verification of trace-safety camprises a coverability analysis 
on N" and weak progress is checked with reachability analyses on N". 

This section is organised as follows. First, we review the definitions of finite 
automata and P /T nets and we introduce (regular) protocols. Then we discuss 
what is meant by 'a P /T net satisfies a regular protocol' and we come up 
with several correctness criteria. For two of them, viz. trace-safety and weak 
progress, we present algorithms that determine whether an arbitrary P /T net 
and regular protocol satisfy them, and we prove their correctness. We also 
mention an alternative approach. The other correctness criteria are stronger 
and deal with infinite loops. At present, we want torestriet ourselves to classica} 
language theory, which does not support infinite strings. Therefore, the other 
correctness criteria are beyond the scope of this research. But we mention some 
cases for which infinite loops can be handled. We end this section with some 
remarks on the complexity of our algorithms. 

2In non-Petri net Jiterature, trace-safety is usually called safety [6]. We have chosen a 
different name here, because safety has already a certain meaning in Petri net terminology. 
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5.4.1 Basic definitions 

We use the concepts regular expression and deterministic finite automaton. 
These concepts are well-known from language theory (see [65]). 

Deftnition 5.4.1 Regular expression 
The set S of regula.r expressions over an alphabet E is defined as follows: e E S, 
E Ç S, if r1 E S and r2 E S then ( r1 r2) E S and ( r1 + r2) E S, if r E S then 
r* E S, and nothing else is in S. 
To each regula.r expression r, a regular language L( r) Ç s• corresponds: 
L(e) = 0; for all a E E, L(a) = {a}; if r 1 and r 2 are regular expressions, 
then L((r1r2)) = L{r1) · L(r2) and L((rt + r2)) = L(rt) U L(r2) and if ris a 
regula.r expression, then L(r*) = L(r)*. 
0 

U sually, we omit a lot of brackets in regular expressions: We use the convention 
that * binds stronger than concatenation and + binds the weakest, and we use 
the associativity of concatenation and +. For example, a( a+ ab* + c)* means 
(a((a + (ab*)) + c)'"). 

Deftnition 5.4.2 Deterministic finite autornaton 
A deterministic fini te automaton A is a quintuple (K, E, 6, s, F), where K is a 
finite set of states, E is an alphabet, 6 E K x E -+ K is the transition function, 
s E K is the initial state and F Ç K is the set of final states. 
The transition function ó can be extended to domaio K x E* as follows: For 
kEK, ó'(k,e) = k and for q E E* and a E E, ó'(k,q ·a)= ó(é'(k,O'),a). 
The language accepted by A, L(A), is {q E E* I ó'(s,q) E F}. 
D 

It is well-known that a language that is accepted by a finite automaton, is 
regular, and that each regular language is accepted by a finite automaton. 
We review the classical notion of a P /T net (see, e.g., [80]). 

Deftnition 5.4.3 Place/Transition {P /T) net 
A P /T net is a quadruple {P, T, W, M0), where Pis a finite set of places, T is a 
finitesetof transitions, such that P n T = 0, WE B((P x T) U (T x P)) gives 
the bag of arcs between places and transitions and M0 E B(P) is the initial 
marking. 
D 
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Deflnition 5.4.4 Funciions D, R, and fs 
For any P /T net N = (P, T, W, Mo} and M E JB(P) and u E T"', D(N, M, u) 
is the resulting marking when, starting from marking M, all transitions in u 
have fired consecutively. 
fs(N) is the set of firing sequences of N and R(N) is the set of reachable 
markinga of N. Formally, 

D(N,M,e) =Mand for u ET* and tE T, 

D(N, M, u · t) is defined iff 

D(N, M, u) is defined and Vp E P: D(N, M, u)(p) ~ W(p, t). 

If defined, D(N, M, u· t) = 

À p E P: D(N, M, u)(p) - W(p, t) + W(t,p). 

fs(N) = {u ET* I D(N, Mo,u) is defined} 

R(N) = { D(N, Mo, u) I u E /s(N)} 

Transition t E T is enabled (can fire) in. marking M E JB(P) iff D(N, M, t) is 
defined. 
0 

Deflnition 5.4.5 (Regular} protocol 
A protocol is a tuple TI= (a(TI),9(TI)), where a(TI) is an alphabet and 6(TI) is 
a set of finite strings over a{TI), i.e. 9{TI) Ç (a{TI))*. 
Protocol TI is regular if 9{TI) is a regular language. 
0 

In this section, alphabet a(TI) is always a subset of the transitions T of a 
P /T net. Not all transitions T need to be involved in TI. We usually denote 
9(TI) by a regular expression. 
In trace theory, a protocol is called a trace structure (see !93]). 

5.4.2 Correctness criteria 

Under what conditions does a P /T net N = (P, T, W, Mo) satisfy a given 
protocol TI? Different correctness criteria can be formulated. We shall illustrate 
them with examples. 

Of course, the net may not do more than the protocol allows. Net N is called 
tracc-safe w.r.t. protocol TI iff 
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fs(N) t a:(ll) Ç pref o 9(ll) (5.1) 

Figure 5.3 gives five P /T nets a.nd five protocols, described by regular ex
pressions. Net Nt is not trace-safe w.r.t. protocol ll1. as aa e fs(N1 ) a.nd 
aa ~ pref o 9(ll1) = { e, a}. The other nets a.nd protocols of Figure 5.3 satisfy 
trace-safety. 

Ns:m r=0 
a a 

nl: ({a},a) 

a b 

Ik {{a,b},a*b} 

a 

a b 

fis: ({a},aa) 

b 

lls: ({a,b},a*b) 

Figure 5.3: Correctness criteria. 

lf a net a.nd a protocol satisfy Eq. 5.1, then it is still not guaranteed that the 
net does not stop prematurely. For example, net N2 and protocol ll2 satisfy 
Eq. 5.1, though termination after a single a is not desired. (This termination 
would be allowed, e.g., by protoeals ({a},a+aa} and ({a},e+a+aa).) The 
requirement which guarantees that the net does not stop too early is called 
weak progress, i.e. 

Vu E fs(N) : q t a(ll) E pref o 9(11)\8(11) '* 
3t ET: q ·tE /s(N) (5.2) 

Weak progress means that the net will not stop if the protocol has not been 
completed yet. But even if the net does not stop prematurely, there may be 
no real progress, because some transitions that do not belong to the protocol 
might he able to fire infinitely often, without finalising the protocol. Consider, 
for example, net Na with protocol 11s. Na is an extension of N2 with a certain 
environment, viz. transition b and a place. There is weak progress, because 
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transition b can always fire. But b is not part of the protocol (b fJ a(ll3 )). 

After a bas fired, no transition tbat belongs to tbe protocol will ever fire. 
Strong progress requires tbat tbere is progress even within tbe protocol: 

Vu E fs(N) : u i a(ll) E pref o 9(ll)\9(ll) => 

3u' E T* : u · u' E fs(N) A u' i a:(ll) ::f:. e 

Please note tbat strong progress implies weak progress. 

(5.3) 

A P /T net that bas weak progress but not strong progress w.r.t. a protocol n, 
bas a set of transitions tbat are not part of tbe protocol, but are able to fire 
infinitely often. The dUferenee between weak and strong progress occurs as a 
result of an infinite loop of firings of transitions from T\a:(ll). 
A net wbicb obeys a protocol according to Eqs. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 may still not 
he able to complete its task. Consider, e.g., N4 and ll4 • Net N4 is trace-safe 
w.r.t. ~ and tbere is strong progress. However, no firing sequence of N4 can 
he completed to an element of 6(~), because transition b can never fire. The 
completeness requirement is 

fs( N) = pref ( {u E fs( N) I u î a:(n) E 9(ll)}) (5.4) 

N4 and ll4 do not satisfy Eq. 5.4, as {u E fs(N4) I u ia:(~) E 8(ll4)} = 0. 
Please note that Eq. 5.4 implies Eqs. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. 
A net satisfying Eq. 5.4 may still enter an undesirable infinite loop (often 
referred to as livelock). For example, N5 and ll5 satisfy Eq. 5.4, though Nfi 
may do an infinite number of a's, while ll5 prescribes a finite number of a's 
foliowed by a b. 

If a net and a protocol do not satisfy Eq. 5.1 or Eq. 5.2, then an undesired 
hehaviour exists tbat is reached within finitely many steps. This is not the 
case witb Eq. 5.3. Reconsider, for example, net Na and protocol lla. Strong 
progress (Eq. 5.3) requires tbat eventually, two a's will occur, but after finitely 
many steps of Na it can still not he concluded that something wrong bas hap
pened. 
A P fT net that satisfies Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 w.r.t. a given protocol, but not Eq. 5.3 
(and hence, not Eq. 5.4), bas undesired infinite behaviour, because all unde
sired finite behaviour bas been captured by Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2. 
Infinite loops are beyond the scope of classical regular expressions. The be
haviours of Na, N4 and N5 may bedescribed by b*alt' + bw, aw and aw + a*b, 
respectively, where xw denotes an infinite sequence of x's. Languages with such 
infinite strings have been described, e.g., in [31, 48], however, at present we like 
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to confine ourselves to the well-known concepts of the classicallanguage theory. 
The extension to languages with infinite strings is a topic of further research. 

As a consequence, we shall restriet ourselves totrace-safety (Eq. 5.1) and weak 
progress (Eq. 5.2). The first algorithm presented below checks trace-safety and 
the next one weak progress. 
We shall return to infinite strings in Subsection 5.4.6. 

Transition labelling 

Our protoeals are defined over the narnes of transitions, however, in certain 
cases it might he convenient to have transition labels and a protocol over the 
labels instead of the transition names. 
Such a transition labelling is just a kind of syntactical sugar. Without proof 
we mention: 

Lemma 5.4.6 'Ihmsition labelling 
Let a P fT net N = (P, T, W, M0 } and a labelling function l with dom(l) = T 
be given, such that the labelled firing sequences of N are l o fs(N). Let also 
a regular protocol IT be given with a(IT) Ç rng(l), i.e., the alphabet of IT is a 
subset of the labels instead of the transitions. 

Then protocol IT' = (z-t oa(IT), z-t o9(IT)} is a regular protocol with a(ll') Ç T, 
moreover, N with labelling l satisfies trace-safety, weak progress, strong prog
ress or completeness w.r.t. n iff the uniabelled N satisfies trace-safety, weak 
progress, strong progress or completeness w.r.t. IT', respectively. 
0 

Hence, any protocol based on transition labels can be rewritten to a protocol 
without such labels. Transition labels are not more general. 

5.4.3 Trace-safety 

In this subsection, we present an algorithm todetermine whether an arbitrary 
P fT net N = (P, T, W, M0 } and an arbitrary regular protocol n with a(IT) Ç T 
are trace-safe (Eq. 5.1), i.e., whether 

fs(N) r a(IT) Ç pref o 9(ll) . 
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First, we present the a.lgorithm. Then we give an example and after that we 
prove the correctness of our a.lgorithm. 

We sha.ll apply a coverability ana.lysis to check for trace-safety. The general 
farm of the coverability problem is: To determine, for a. P fT net and a mark
ing M, whether the P/T net bas a reaebabie marking M' 2 M. This is known 
to he decidabie in exponentia.l space [79,81].3 

Algorithm 5.4. 7 'Irace-safety 

1. Let A = {K, E, 6, s, F) he a. deterministic finite a.utoma.ton with a.lpha.bet 
E = a(II) that accepts 9(II). Then E Ç T. 

2. Construct a test net N' based on A. 
This test net is a. P /T net which ha.s a.lwa.ys exa.ctly one taken in one of 
its pla.ces. We distinguish tbree kinds of pla.ces in N': 

End places, denoted by EP. 
Termination in sucb a pla.ce is permissible; 

Intermediate places, denoted by lP. 
Termina.tion in such a place is not permissible, but an end pla.ce is 
still reachable; 

Forbidden places, denoted by FP. 
These pla.ces may never conta.in a taken ( termination bere is not 
permissible and there is no reaebabie end pla.ce). 

N' = (P',T', W',M~), witb: 

P' =K 

T' = dom(ö) = K x E 

W' = À(k,W,a}}EKx(KxE): 
if k = k' then 1 else 0 ft 

lt.l À ((k,a},k') E (K x E) x K: 
if k' = ö(k, a) then 1 else 0 ft 

M~ = {s} 

Moreover, 

3 The coverability problem was first solved by Karp and Milier [60, p. 165], who used a 
so-called reach.ability or coverability tree. Though the construction of the coverability tree, 
as well as the a.lgorithm based on it to decide coverability, can be explained easily and in a 
graphica.l way, we discourage its use in practical cases, because of its very high complexity. 
The construction of a covera.bility tree can be worse than primitive recursive space [79, 80]. 
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0 

EP=F 

lP = { ko E K\F I 3n E INt : 3kt, .•• , kn E K : 3at, ... , an E E : 
kn E F A 'Vi E {1, ... , n}: ki = 6(ki-t.4i)} 

FP = K\(EP U IP) 

3. Lay N over N', which results in a P /T net N" = {P", T", W", Mó'}, as 
follows. 
We assume without loss of generality: P n P' = 0 a.nd (T\I:) n T' = 0. 

P" = P U P' = P u EP U lP U FP 

T" = {T\I:) uT' 

W" = W' b:1 À {p,t} EP x (T\I:): W(p,t) 
b:1 À (t,p} E (T\I:) x P: W(t,p) 
b:1 À (p,(k,a)) EP x T': W(p,a) 
b:1 À ((k,a},p} ET' x P: W(a,p) 
b:1 À (k, t} E P' x (T\I:) : 0 
b:1 À (t, k) E (T\I:) x P' : 0 

Mó' =Moi:!:IMó 

4. Determine, for all forbidden places k E FP, whether N" bas a reaebabie 
marking M" E R(N") that covers {k}, i.e., M";;;? {k}. 
If such a.n M" exists forsome k E FP, then N" is not trace-safe w.r.t. 
protocol IT, i.e. N a.nd ll do not satisfy Eq. 5.1. Otherwise, N and IT are 
trace-safe. 

Some properties of test net N': 
(These properties are easily verified, we omit the proofs) 

• N' is a P /T net, i.e., P' a.nd T 1 are fini te. 

• There is always exactly one token in N'. 
I.e., I'= {À s' EP' : 1) is a place invariant of N' a.nd it adds up to 1 in 
each reaebabie marking: For all M' E R(N'), Lp' EP' J'(p')M'(p') = 1. 

• Let M' be a reaebabie marking of N' and let k e K be the place with a 
token (i.e. M'(k) = 1), then all transitions {k, a} (a E I:) are enabled. In 
other words: For all a E I:, there is always a k E K such that {k, a} can 
fire. 
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This property indicates that the test net N' does not inftuence the be
haviour of N, when we lay N over N' in step 4. N' allows the firing of 
each transition of N at any time. 

Because N' is contained in N" and all places P' of N' have no additional arcs 
in N", net N" has a simHar place invariant as N': There is always one token 
in one of the places of P'. 
Formally, I" = (À p E P : 0) U (À p E P' : 1) is a place invariant of N" and 
for all M" E R(N"), EpeP" I"(p)M"(p) = 1. 

In the last step of the algorithm, IFPI coverability analyses are performed. 
Verifieation of trace-saf~ty ean he easier with the aid of an additional place x 
in N". Let all transitions with an output are to a lorbidden place, have an 
output are to x as well. Noother ares go to or from place x. With this addition, 
N is trace-safe w.r.t. II iff there is no reaebabie marking in N" with one or 
more tokens in x. Thus, a single eoverability analysis suffiees. 

Example 5.4.8 
Let P /T net N he given in Figure 5.4 and let regular protocol II he given by 
{{a,b}, (b+ ab)*). Todetermine whether Nis trace-safe w.r.t. II. 

II = {{a,b}, (b+ ab)*) 

a 

b a,b 

Figure 5.4: Net N. Figure 5.5: Autornaton A. 
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Legend 
{ks,a) 

0 Original 
place 

ks 0 End pla.ce 

® Intermedia. te 
place 

{ks,b) 

® Forbidden 
pla.ce 

Figure 5.6: Test net N'. 

Figure 5.7: Net N", which is N over N'. 
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0 

1. Frorn II, the finite deterrninistic autornaton A = {K, E, 6, s, F) can he 
derived, with: 

K = {kt,k2,k3} 

E = {a,b} 

6 = {((kt.a),k2), ((kt.b),kt), ((k2,a),k3 ), ((k2,b),kt), 
((k3, a), ka), ((ka, b), k3)} 

8 = kl 

F = {kl}. 

See Figure 5.5. Final states are indicated by a circle, and tbe initia! state 
is shown by a>. 

2. Frorn autornaton A, test net N' of Figure 5.6 is derived. 

3. N" is N over N 1
: See Figure 5.7. · 

4. N" bas a reaebabie rnarking that covers {k3}, viz. {s2, ka}. That rnarking 
is obtained after firing sequence c(kl; a)(k2, a}. Hence, netNis not trace
safe w.r.t. protocol II. 

Theorem 5.4.9 
Algoritbrn 5.4.7 is correct. In other words, 

fs(N)to:(II) Ç pref o9(II) <::} VM" E R(N"): Vk E FP: Mu(k) = 0. 

0 

Before we prove this theorern, we introduce three functions, viz. f, K and ~. 
and we prove three lernrnas. 

Flmction f E T 11 -+ T rnaps each transition of N 11 toa transition of N: 

f = {À tE T\E: t) U (À {k,a} EK x E: a) 

The rnentioned place invariants irnply that there is one place k E K in each 
reaebabie rnarking of N 1 and N 11 that has a token. Function K gives tbis plaee. 

K = À ME R(N') U R(N11
): 'the kEK with M(k) = 1' 
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Function ~ ET* - B(K) gives the marking of test net N' aftera sequence 
of transitions of N has fired. 

~(e) = Mó = {s}, and for t1 eT* and a eT, 

~(t1. a) _ { ~(t1), a~ E 
- D(N',d(tT), {~~: o ~(tT},a)), a e E 

In net N", the behaviour of test net N' is restricted: N' has to follow the 
original net N. The following lemma expresses that test net N' validates firing 
sequences of N. As we have argued, test net N' has always one token. If this 
token is in an end place, the firing 8equence processed sofaragrees with a string 
of the protocol. If it is in an intermediate place, the current firing sequence 
corresponds to a real prefix of the protocol and else, if it resides in a forbidden 
place, the current firing sequence cannot be completed anymore to a string of 
the protocol. 

Lemma 5.4.10 

Vt1 e fs(N) : t1 tE e pref o 9(Il}\9(n) <::> "o d(tT) e lP 
{ 

t1 tEe 9(II) <::> ~~: o ~(t1) e EP 

t1 tE~ pref o 9(II) <::> ~~: o ~(t1) e FP 

Proof 
Let t1 e fs(N). If tTtE e 9(II), then automaton A accepts t1ÎE, i.e., after t1ÎE 
is A in a state k e F = EP. 
If t1ÎE e pref o9(II)\9(II), then A is not in a final state after tTtE, but such a 
state can be reached, because there is a t11 e E* with (t1 · tT') tEe 9(II). 
If tTtE ~pref o9(II), then, after tTtE, A is in a state from which no final state 
can be reached anymore. 
Now apply the definition of functions ~~: and ~. 
0 

Lemma 5.4.11 

fs(N) = I o fs(N") 

Proof 
ç : Let t1 e fs(N). To be proven: 3tT'' E fs(N") : j(t1") = t1. 

Wedefine markings Mi, M! and Mi' (iE {1, ... ,#tT}) for nets N, N' and 
N", respectively, and a string t111 e (T")* with #tT" = #tT. 
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Mi = D(N, Mo, u[l..i]) 

MI = ~(u[l..i]) 

Mf' = Mi ltJ MI 

u"[i] = { (~t~Mf_ 1 ), u[i]), 
u[t] , 

u[i] E I: 
u[i] E T\I: 

Cbapter 5. Protoeals 

Then f(u") =u and by the construction of N", u" E fs(N"). 

;? : Let u" E fs(N"). Put Mf' = D(N", Mf~1 , u"[i]) for all i E {1, ... , #u}. 

D 

Mt' can be split into Mi = Mf' t P and Mf = Mf' r P'. 
lf u"[i] E T\I:, i.e. if u"[i] is a transition that is not part of the alphabet 
of the protocol, then Mi = D(N, Mi-t. u"[i]) and Mf = M1_ 1• 

Otherwise, if u"[i] E I:, i.e. u"[i] = (k, a} for some k E K and a E I:, then 
Mi= D(N,Mi-t,a) and Mf = D(N',Mf_1 ,(k,a}). 
Hence, f(u") E fs(N). 

The following lemma indicates that each marking of net N" consists of two 
separate parts, viz. an N- and an N'-part. 

Lemma 5.4.12 

Vu" E fs(N") : D(N", M~, u") = D(N, Mo,J(u")) 1±1 ~ o f(u") 

Pro of 
We use induction. If u" = e, then D(N",M~,u") = M~' = Mo 1±1 M~ = 
D(N, Mo, f(e)) 1±1 ~ o f(e). Otherwise, u" = uo ·x forsome uo E (T")* and 
x E T 11

• 

Put X= D(N", M/f,uo), then by induction, X= D(N,Mo,J(u0 ))1±1~o f(uo). 
There are two possibilities: x E K x I: or x E T\I:. 

x E /( x I:: D(N11
, Mtf, u") = {: def. D :f> D(N", X, x) = {: def. N", def. f :f> 

D(N, X t P, f(x)) 1±1 D(N', X t P', x) = {:in duetion :f> 
D(N, D(N, Mo, f(uo)), f(x)) 1±1 D(N', ~ o f(uo), x) = 
{: def. D; because ofplace invariant I", x= {~to~of(uo),f(x)) :f> 
D(N, Mo, f(u")) 1±1 D(N', ~ o f(uo), (~t o ~ o f(uo), f(x)}) = 
{: def. ~ :f> D(N, Mo, f(u")) 1±1 ~ o f(u"). 

x E T\E: D(N11
, M~', u") = {: def. D :f> D(N", X, x) = {: def. N", def. f :f> 

D 

D(N, X t P, f(x)) 1±1 X t P' {: induction :f> 
D(N, D(N, Mo, f(uo)), f(x)) 1±1 b. o /(uo) = {: def. D, def. ~ :f> 
D(N, Mo, /(u")) 1±1 ~ o f(u"). 
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The correctness of our traee-safety algorithm can now be proven. 

Proof of Theorem 5.4.9 

fs(N) t a(II) Ç pref o 8{II) <=> { a(II) = E *' 
VuE fs(N) : u tEE pref o 8(II) <=> { Lemma 5.4.10 *' 
VuE fs(N): K o à( u) ft FP <=> 
" o à o fs(N) n FP = 0 <=> { Lemma 5.4.11 *' 
Ko à of ofs(N") n FP = 0 <=> 
Vu11 E fs(N") : K o à o /{u11

) ft FP <=> {Lemma 5.4.12 *' 
Vu11 Efs(N"): KoD(N",Mó',u") ft FP <=> { def. R*' 
KoR(N") n FP = 0 <=> { def. "*' 
VM" E R(N"): Vk E FP: M"(k) = 0 

D 

5.4.4 Weak progress 

Below, we present an algorithm to determine whether an arbitrary P /T net 
N = (P, T, W, Mo} and an arbitrary regular protocol II with a(II)' Ç T satisfy 
weak progress (Eq. 5.2), i.e., whether 

Vu E fs(N) : ut a(II) E pref o O(II)\O(II) ::;. 3t E T : u· t E fs(N) . 

First, we give the algorithm and then we prove its correctness. 

We have solved the trace-safety problem with the aid of a coverability anal
ysis. For weak progress, we shall use submaricing reachability analyses. The 
general form of the submarking reaehability problem is: Given a P fT net 
N = {P, T, W, Mo), a subset of plaees P' Ç P and a submarking M' E B(P'), 
does a reaebabie marking M E R(N) exist with Vp E P' : M{p) = M'(p)? 
Van Leeuwen [107] showed that the submarking reaehability problem reduces 
to the reachability problem (see also [76]), i.e., a P /T net N" and a mark
ing M" can be constructed from N, P' and M', such that an above-mentioned 
reaebabie submarking exists iff M" is a reaebabie state of N". 
The reachability problem is salvabie [62,66,67]. 

For the verification of trace-safety, we have constructed an autornaton A with 
alphabet E = a(II). Alphabet E does not have to contain all transitionsof 
net N: E Ç T, but not necessarily E = T. For trace-safety, it is irrelevant 
whether transitions that do not appear in II can fire, or not. For example, 
the protocol might require that two transitions a and b fire alternatingly (II = 
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{{a,b}, (ab)*}), while the net has many more transitions than only a and b. 
Those other transitions are irrelevant to the protocol and do not have to be 
part of automaton A and test net N'. 
For weak progress, we need to check whether any transition in N can fire, or not. 
We have to involve all transitions T of N. To this end, we extend automaton A 
in such a way that E = T. 

Algorithm 5.4.13 Weak progress 

1. Let A = (K, E, ê, s, F} be the deterministic fini te automaton of Step 1 of 
Algorithm 5.4.7, i.e. a(TI} = E Ç Tand A accepts 9(TI). 
Put A' - (K' E' fl s' F'} with - ' ' ' ' ' 

K' = K 

E' = T 

ê' = 6 U ( ,\ {k, t} E K x (T\E) : k) 

s' = s 

F' = F, 

then A' is a deterministic finite automaton that accepts 6(TI'), where 
TI' = {T, {u E T*l ura(TI) E 9(TI)} }. 

2. Construct a test net N' basedon A' insteadof A. 
See the construction in Algorithm 5.4.7. 

3. Lay N over N'. 
See also the construction in Algorithm 5.4.7. 
Remark: Since T\E' = 0, T" = T' and 

W" = W'l±l ,\ {p,(k,a}} EP x T': W(p,a) 
l±l ,\ {(k, a}, p} E T' x P : W(a, p) 

4. Test whether N" can stop in an intermediate place. 
We use a finite number of submarking reachability tests for this. 
Net N" can stop in an intermediate place k E /P iff there is a reaebabie 
marking M" E R{N") with M"(k) = 1 and no transition that consumes 
tokens from k, can fire, i.e. 

Vt ET: 3p EP: M"(p) < W"(p, (k, t)) 

(see Figure 5.8 for an example). Since W"(p, (k, t}) = W(p, t), the phrase 
"N" can stop in an intermedia te place" can be rephrased as 
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t 

Net N Net N" 

Figure 5.8: Part of an original net N and corresponding N". lf place k in N" 
bas a token and transition (k, t) can not fire, then por rl doesnothave enough 
tokens. 

3M" E R(N") : 3k E lP : 

(M"(k} = 1 A Vt ET: 3p E P: M"(p) < W(p, t)) (5.5} 

This equation can he verified with the aid of finitely many submarking 
reachability analyses, as follows. 
Choose kElP, X Ç Pand M Ç JB(X) such that: 

• Vt ET: 3x E X : M(x) < W(x, t). 
In other words, submarking M disables all transitions of N and 
hence, submarking M l:!:l { k} disables all transitions of N". For each 
transition t E T, there is a place x E X that bas too less tokens for 
t to fire. 

• X is as small as possible, i.e. the previous item does not hold if one 
place is omitted from X. 
Formally: Vx' EX: 3t ET: Vx E X\{x'}: M(x) ~ W(x,t). 

There is an upper bound for the number of ways to choose such a k, X 
and M: Choose a k E lP, and for all transitions t E T, choose a place 
where t consumes from and let it have fewer tokens than t needs to fire. 
This can he done in at most llPI x ITI x IPI x max o rng(W) different 
ways. That number may be large, but it is finite. 
For each such k, X and M, apply a submarking reachability analysis 
on N" todetermine whether there is an M" E R(N") with M"(k) = 1 
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and Vx E X : M"(x) = M(x). If so, Eq. 5.5 is satisfied, which means 
that N" can stop in an intermediate place. Otherwise, N" cannot stop 
in an intermediate place. 

0 

Below we prove that N and II satisfy the weak progress criterion iff 
N" cannot stop in an intermediate place. 

Theorem 5.4.14 
The above algorithm is correct. In other words, the negation of Eq. 5.5 is 
equivalent with Eq. 5.2. 

Proof 

VM" E R(N"): Vk ElP: 
(M"(k) = 1 => 3t E T: Vp EP: M"(p) ~ W(p, t)) 

<::> 1: def. R, def. D :} 

lrJq" E /s(N"): Vk ElP: (D(N",Mó',q")(k) = 1 => 
3t ET: Vp EP: D(N",Mö,<T")(p) ~ W(p,t)) 

<::> 1: predicate calculus :} 

Vu" E fs(N"): (3k ElP: D(N",Mö,u")(k) = 1) => 
3t ET: Vp EP: D(N", Mó',u")(p) ~ W(p,t) 

<=> 1: Lemma 5.4.12:} 

lrJq" E fs(N"): (3k ElP: ~ o f(q")(k) = 1) => 
3t ET: Vp E P: D(N, Mo, f(u"))(p) ~ W(p, t) 

<::> 1: def. "'• Lemma 5.4.11 :} 

, Vuefs(N): K,o~(u)ElP => 3teT: lr/pEP: D(N,Mo,<T)(p)~W(p,t) 

<::> 1: Lemma 5.4.10 with II and !:: replaced by II' and !::' = T, respectively; 
defs. D and fs :} 

Vu E fs(N) : u E pref o 6(II')\6(II') => 3t E T : u · t E fs(N) 

<=> {: O(II') = {u E T* I u r a(II) E O(II)}:} 

Vu E fs(N) : u r a(II) E pref o O(II)\O(II) => 3t ET: u· t E fs(N) 

0 

5.4.5 Alternative approach 

In the previous two subsections, we gave algorithms to determine, for a P fT net 
N = .(P, T, W, M0 } and a regular protocol II, whether the net satisfies trace-
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safety and weak progress w.r.t. n and we proved their correctness. Joost Engel· 
friet ca.me out with the following alternative approach, which is heavily based 
on Peterson (76]. 

A regular protocol n = (a(n}, 8(n)} with a(n) :f= T can easily be generalised 
to an equivalent protocol n' with a(n') = T, therefore, in the following a 
protocol is just a regular language R Ç T*. 

T.race-safety 

There is tra,ce..safety iff fs(N) Ç pre/(R}, i.e. iff fs(N) n pre/(R)0 = 0.4 It is 
well·known that pref(R)0 is regular. According to Peterson, fs(N) is a P·type 
language, and hence G·type. A regular language is a Q.type language and 
G·type languages are closedunder intersection. Hence, fs(N) n pref(R)0 is a 
G.type language. The emptiness of a G·type language can be decided using 
the decidability of coverability. 

Weak progress 

Let d(N) ={u E fs(N) I Vt ET: u· t ft fs(N)} be the deadlock language of 
net N. There is weak progress iff d(N) n (pref(R)\R) = 0. It is well·known 
that pref(R)\R is regular. According to Peterson, d(N) is aT-type language, 
and hence an lr-type language. A regular language is an lr-type language and 
lr-type languages are closed under intersection. Hence, d(N) n (pre/(R)\R) is 
an lr-type language. The emptiness problem for lr-type languages is decidabie 
because reachability is decidable. 

Although this approach seems much shorter than Subsections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 
(as it fits on just one page), some critica! observations should be added. This 
approach relles on the following theorems and constructions of Peterson (76]: 
P·type languages are G-type, T·type languages are lr-type, a regular language 
is a G·type language (not in (76], though intuitively clear), a regular language 
is an lr-type language, G·type languages are closed under intersection (not 
in (76]), lr-type languages are closedunder intersection (no proof in [76]), each 
Petri net is equivalent with a Petri net in standard form, the emptiness prob. 
lem for G·type resp. lr-type languages can be decided with coverability resp. 
reachability. 
Peterson does not prove all bis claims, whereas we gave thorough proofs. There
fore, this alternative approach should be regarded with care. If the missing 
proofs are added, the total proof length of this alternative approach will be 
larger than ours, because more constructions are used while our approach is 
more direct. 
An advantage of our trace-safety algorithm with respect to the above-sketched 

"Re is the complement language of regula.r language R. 
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trace-safety algorithm is that we make use of the fact that the alphabet a(TI) 
of a protocolTIneed not equal T. In our approach, a protocol with a smaller 
alphabet leads to a smaller test net. 

5.4.6 Infinite behaviour 

We have mentioned four correctness criteria for P /T nets and regular protocols, 
viz. trace-safety, weak progress, strong progress and completeness. This list is 
not complete. For example, net Ns and protocol Tis of Figure 5.3 satisfy the 
completeness requirement (Eq. 5.4), though N5 can do an infinite number of 
a's, while TI5 prescribes a finite number of a's followed by a b. Sneb undesired 
infinite loops might be forbidden by another correctness criterium. 
We have given algorithms for tbe verification of the first two correctness criteria. 
As we have argued in Subsection 5.4.2, the other correctness criteria concern 
undesired infinite behaviour. 

c 

~ 
a b 

~ II 

~ 
b 

N 

a b 
I III 

Figure 5.9: Different kinds of intiuite behaviour. 

In Figure 5.9, we distinguish four kinds of infinite behaviour. Transition b can 
fire unboundedly often in all four cases. In case I, after b bas fired once, it can 
fire finitely often and then it will stop. In case N, b will fire forever. II and III 
are intermediate cases: In case 11, b may keep on firing until a bas fired (which 
may never happen) and in case lil, b suffers from livelock: b is stuck if a keeps 
on firing. 

In order to automatically verify the other correctness criteria as well, we need 
algorithms that can distinguish among these four different kinds of infinite 
behaviour. 

There is an algorithm that distinguishes between cases I or 11 on the one hand, 
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and cases III or IV on the other hand. In I and II, transition b is not live and 
in IJl and IV, it is. The general form of the liveness problem is: To determine, 
for a P /T net N = (P, T, W, M0 } and a transition t E T, whether 

VM E R(N): 30' ET*: O't{t} # e A D(N,M,O') is defined. 

The liveness problem is equivalent with the reachability problem [41] and there
fore decidabie [62, 66, 67]. 

5.4. 7 Complexity 

The input of our algorithms is a P /T net N and a regular protocol. lf the 
protocol is given by a regular expression, then the following steps are performed 
by both of our algorithms: 

1. Convert the regular expression to a non-deterministic autornaton A. The 
construction in [65] requires polynomial time and the number of states 
of A is linear w.r.t. the lengthof the regular expression. 

2. Convert the non-deterministic autornaton to a deterministic one. The 
construction in [65] requires exponential space: If the non-deterministic 
autornaton bas k states, then the deterministic one bas 2k states. 

3. Convert the deterministic autornaton A' to a test net N'. Requires poly
nomial time w.r.t. the size of A'. 

4. Lay N over N', resulting in N". Requires polynomial time w.r.t. the size 
of N and N'.5 

Thus, due to the second step, the construction of net N" requires exponential 
space w.r.t. the lengthof the regular expression. 
Algorithm 5.4.7, whicb checks trace-safety, performs a coverability analysis 
on N". The coverability problem is exponential space hardandan algorithm 
exists that uses exponential space (79, 81]. Hence, our trace-safety algorithm 
uses exponential exponential space w.r.t. the lengthof the regular expression 
and exponential space w.r.t. the size of N. 
Algorithm 5.4.13, which checks weak progress, perfarms a number of submark
ing reachability analyses on net N'. The submarking reachability problem can 
be reduced to the reachability problem in polynomial time [76], but the com
plexity of the reachability problem is unknown and at best exponential space 

6The size of a. P /T net is the number of bits needed to represent it (see (53)). 
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hard [22, 67]. Hence, the algorithm for weak progress is at best exponential 
exponential spa.ce hard w.r.t. the length of the regular expression a.nd at best 
exponential spa.ce hard w.r.t. the size of N. 

Our algorithms may be inefficient. In fa.ct, what we sketched above is a.n upper 
bound of the complexity of the tra.ce-safety and weak progress problems. The 
ac:;tual complexity of these problems may be much better. 

5.5 The pipeline 

In the previous section, we gave algorithms to decide whether a P /T net sa.tisfies 
a regular protocol. These algorithms cover a large class of Petri nets a.nd a 
large class of protoeals with regard to currently developed protocol decision 
algorithms for Petri nets. 
P /T nets are colourless. Tokens are untyped, all tokens are identical. It is 
possible to represent high-level nets with finite value (colour) sets as ordinàry 
P /T nets. Our algorithms of the previous section can still be applied to such 
high-level nets. However, we saw in Section 5.3 that verification of almast any 
protocol becomes undecidable as soon as a high-level net bas unboundedly large 
value sets and the tra.nsitions can manipulate and calculate with the values. 
In this section, we present a protocol decision algorithm for a high-level net 
model with infinitely large value sets, viz. the pipeline. This decision algorithm 
exists, because the transitions of a pipeline are not permitted to modify or 
calculate with the values. The automatic verification of the pipeline is near the 
limit of what is still decidable. 

In contrast with the previous section, we shall notworkout everything formally. 
Instead, we shall explain the pipeline in an informal way and illustrate it with 
many examples, such that the reader gets a good intuition of what is going on. 
A forma! treatment would involve the introduetion of a new high-level Petri 
net model tagether with its semantics and properties. That is beyond our aim. 

5.5.1 Description of the pipeline 

A pipeline is a high-level Petri net with an interface totherest of the world. The 
interface consists of in and out places. Tokens in these places may be regarded 
as jobs and ea.ch job bas an identity. The number of different identities is in 
principle unbounded. 
The pipeline consumes jobs from its in places, processes them and puts them 
intheir out places. Jobs may be split (Figure 5.10 a) and then be processed in 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Not allowed: 

(e) (f) (g) 

Figure 5.10: Transitions of a pipeline. 

parallel by two subnets. The split parts get the same identity as their parent. 
Thus, job identities need not he unique. Different parts of the same job can 
also be composed later on (Figure 5.10 b). Transitions may work on more, 
possibly different, jobs at a time (Figure 5.10 c) and (parts of) jobs may even 
get lost (Figure 5.10 d}. 
A pipeline has two kinds of places: Job identity places (all in and out places 
are of this kind) and untyped places. All tokens in untyped places are identical 
and denoted by •· Untyped places correspond with the places of standard 
P/T nets.6 

In our diagram technique, we describe the flow of job identities by means of 
are labels. In Figure 5.10 d, it is the rightmost job that gets lost and not the 
leftmost one. Arcs to and from job identity places are always labelled and arcs 
to and from untyped places are unlabelled. In this way, job identity places and 
untyped places are implicitly distinguished from each other.7 The pipeline can 

6 Actually, untyped places do have a type, viz. { • }. 
7 Places not connected to any transition can thus be of both kinds- this ambiguity does 

not matter, for such pi aces do not play any role in the operation of the pipeline. 
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have transitions like in Figure 5.10 e and f, but a transition like in Figure 5.10 g 
is oot possible, for a transition caooot invent job identities. Initially, all local 
job identity places must be empty. (A local place is oot an in or out place.) 
All other places may have an arbitrary markingat start. 

We shall oot present a formal semantics of the pipeline. For the moment, one 
may assume that transitions cao fire in parallel and such parallel firings are 
totally ordered (which corresponds to a step semantics). 

5.5.2 Undesired behaviour 

A pipeline transports jobs from in to out places. This job flow symbolises a 
sequence of operations on the jobs. What we do oot want is that a job over
takes a job submitted before. Thus, a job may oot finish (enter an out place) 
if a job submitted before is going to finish later on. 
Figure 5.11 gives two pipelines where jobs may suffer from overtakes and Fig
ure 5.12 shows a pipeline that is free from overtake effects. 

in 

out 

Figure 5.11: Two pipelines with overtakes. 

Formally, if N is a pipeline with IN and OUT as set of in and out places, 
respectively, and OT is the type of the objects that flow through the pipeline, 
S is the state space of N and T its transitions, and if and behaviour(N) Ç 
L x (S x JP(T) x S x S)*"' is a step semantics of N that consistsof sequences 
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in in 

out out 

Figure 5.12: Pipeline free from overtakes. 

initia! state · ( consumed tokens · transitions that fire · 
produced tokens · new state)*w, 

as in Definition 5.2.1, then the pipeline is free from overtakes iff 

-. 3t E behaviour(N) : 3nt, n2, na, n4 E !No : 3x, y E OT : 

3in, in' E IN : 3out, out' E OUT : 

n1 < n2 < na < n4 A #t ~ 4n4 A 

(in,x} E t[4nl +2] A 

(in',y} E t[4n2 + 2] A 

(out, y} E t[4na] A 

(out', x} E t[4n4] . 

5.5.3 Decision algorithm 

211 

We shall present a Decision Algorithm DA to determine whether an arbitrary 
given pipeline is free from overtake effects. This algorithm will detect a job's 
arrival at an out place foliowed by the arrival at an out place of a job submitted 
before, but it does not detect any overtakes in between the in and out places. 
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Algorithm DA consists of the following steps: 

• The pipeline is converted to a test net with only three different kinds of 
tokens; 

• This test net is transformed to a standard P /T net; 

• A coverability analysis on the latter determines whether the original 
pipeline suffers from an overtake effect at it's out places. 

The coverability analysis has been described in literature [79,81]. We shall 
describe the other two steps and illustrate them with a simple example. 

Algorithm DA - ftrst step 

Application of this first step totheleft-hand pipeline of Figure 5.11 yields the 
test net of Figure 5.13. This example may be kept in mind when reading the 
following description. 

init(0) = {(p1.e)} 

tt({{in,x)}) = 
if x =o 
then { (p, x}, (pt.•H 
else { (p, x)} 
ft 

t2( {{p, x)}) = 
if x =• 
then {(out, x}, <P2, •}} 
else {(out,x}} 
ft 

t2x({(p,o), (P2,•)}) = {(pa,•)} 

Figure 5.13: Test net of the left-hand pipeline of Figure 5.11. 

The first step of Algorithm DA comprises a conversion of a given pipeline to a 
test net with finite value sets. In fact, the tokens of the test net can have at 
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most tbree different values. 
All job identity places of tbe pipeline a.ppear in tbe test net 88 places witb type 
{e,o,e} a.nd tbe untyped places simply rema.in uncha.nged. We denote tolrens 
of untyped places by •. 
Tbe construction of tbe test net is sucb tba.t a.n unbounded number of • tokens 
starts flowing tbrougb tbe pipeline. Tben at some point in time, an o ma.y 
enter tbe pipeline a.nd a.fter tbat, an •· Tbe • is alwa.ys submitted after tbe o. 
If an o reacbes an out place a.fter an e, tben some overtake bas bappened at 
tbe out places. Tbe test net can detect sucb an overtake by means of some 
extra. transitions at tbe side of tbe out pla.ces. 
Tbe test net operatea in a. similar way as tbe original pipeline, tbougb it bas 
a.n extension at tbe side of tbe in and out places. At tbe in side, tbere is 
a. transition init tba.t produces an unbounded strea.m of • tokens for a new 
pla.ce Pt, tbat is initially filled with an o. For eacb in pla.ce, tbere is a transition 
tbat transports tokens from Pl to tba.t in place. Furtbermore, each transition of 
tbe original pipeline tba.t eonsumes from an in place gets an additional output 
are to place p1 and as soon 88 it consumes an o, it will produce an • for place p1• 

At tbe si de of tbe out places, tbe test net bas two new, untyped pla.ces P2 a.nd P3. 
Place P2 rema.ins empty until an e a.ppears in an out pla.ce. From tba.t moment 
on, no o ma.y arrive at an out place anymore, otberwise tbere bas been a.n 
overtake. Such an overtake can be detected by some extra. transitions tba.t 
become enabled as soon as place P2 bas got a. token and an o is a.bout to 
reacban out place. Wben tbey fire, tbey put a. token in pla.ce Pa· Place P3 is 
initially empty. Tbus, tbe original pipeline suffers from an overtake effect at 
its out pla.ces iff tbis test net bas a reaebabie marking witb a. non-empty Pa· 
Eacb transition t of tbe original pipeline witb output arcs to an out place gets 
a.n extra. output are to place P2 and as soon as t would put an • at an out 
place, it puts a token at place P2 as well, bereby potentially ena.bling some 
extra transitions. Tbe test net bas an extra. transition t1 for eacb label l of 
arcs from t to an out place. Tbis new transition t1 is like transition t, but 
witb Iabeli replaced by o, meaning tbat it ean only fire if an o is ava.ilable. 
Moreover, it bas an input are to place P2 and an output are to place Ps· See 
Figure 5.14 for an exa.mple. 

Algorithm DA - second step 

Tbe secoud step camprises a. conversion of the test net of the previous step to a. 
sta.nda.rd P /T net. Because this is a. rather straightforward operation, we shall 
not discuss it in genera!. Instead, we shall confine ourselves to some remarks. 

The second step of Algoritbm DA couverts tbe test net of Figure 5.13 to the 
P/T net of Figure 5.15. Each place p with type {•,o,e} of the test net corre-
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out out 

Transition t Corresponding t11 

Figure 5.14: Example of a transition with a y-labelled are to an out place, and 
corresponding t 11 • 

sponds to three places in the P /T net, viz. p., Po and Pe. The untyped places 
simply remain unchanged. To each transition t of the test net with set of are 
labels AL8 correspond 3IAL\{•,o,e}l transitions in the P fT net, one for each 
possible binding of the are labels. Thus, transitions t and t 11 of Figure 5.14 
would be mapped to 34 = 81 and 33 = 27 transitions, respectively. 

With Algorithm DA, which consists of two steps, we have established the fol
lowing equivalence: 

The original pipeline suffers from an overtake effect at its out places 
iff the constructed P /T net has a reaebabie marking where place p3 

is not empty. 

The validity of this assertion can easily be deduced from the constructions of 
the two steps. 
Ta determine whether the P /T net bas a reaebabie marking where Pa is not 
empty, a coverability analysis can he applied. In general, such a covera.bility 
analysis takes exponential space [79, 81}. Hence, it is possible to determine 
whether a given pipeline may give rise to an undesired overtake effect. 

8 The are labels of a transition are the labels of its incoming and outgoing arcs. 
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This P /T net can rea.ch a mark
ing where place P3 is not emp
ty, e.g. after firing sequence 
t~tt.:ztát1.3t2.3t2:~:· Hence, the 
original pipeline ( the leftmost 
pipeline of Figure 5.11) suffers 
from an overtake effect at its 
out places. 

Figure 5.15: P /T net cortesponding to the test net of Figure 5.13. 
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5.6 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter, we dealt with protocols in Petri nets. Such a protocol can be 
described as a predicate over sequences that consist of a leading initia! state 
and then, repeatedly: Consumed tokens, transitions that fire, produced tokens, 
new state. This approach is more general than the standard approach, where a 
protocol is a predicate over firing sequences, though it may not even be general 
enough. On the other hand, for many practical applications, the standard 
approach suffices. 

We have only considered decision algori.thms in this chapter: Algorithms that 
determine, for a given Petri net and a given protocol, whether the net satisfies 
the protocol. Such algorithms have a domain of application, which is the class 
of Petri nets and the set of protoeals they operate on. 
We have shown that protocol decision algorithms for Petri nets do not ex
ist if the tokens can have infinitely many different values and if the net can 
perform the usual calculations on them, like addition, subtraction, exponentia
tion, multiplication, division, or the like. In view of this limit, protocol decision 
algorithms for Petrinets either: 

• Are very specific, i.e. tbey have small domain of application. Many ex
amples of sucb algorithms can be found in literature (see Section 5.1). 

• Are restricted to nets where all places have fini te value sets, like P /T nets 
and Colonred Petri nets witb finite colour sets. 
Our contribution in this area consists of two algorithms to determine 
whether an arbitrary P /T net N with transitions T satisfies a proto
col II, where II consists of an alphabet A Ç T and a regular language 
over A (see Section 5.4). The first algorithm (trace-safety) tests whetber 
N does not do something wrong and the second one (weak progress) 
checks whetber N does not stop prematurely. These algorithms can be 
very helpfut in systems engineering and analysis. 
Our algorithms are more general than existing algorithms for the auto
matic verification of protocols, because they have not been designed for 
one partienlar protocol, nor for a very specific dass of Petri nets. For ex
ample, the automatic verification of the arbiter cascade [39] boils down to 
a mutual exclusion check and a liveness test. The former can be handled 
with our trace-safety algorithm and for the latter, an algorithm already 
exists (see Subsection 5.4.6). We can handle the alternating bit proto
col [18, 28, 89} as well, in a similar way. 
Current research in tbe automatic verification of more specific protocols 
bas not become superfluons by our algorithms. Our algorithms are not 
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very eflicient (see Subsection 5.4.7) and it is still very interesting to find 
eflicient algorithms for special cases. 

• Have places with infinitely large value (colour) sets, but the transitions 
cannot calculate with these values. Typically, this is the case in an object 
oriented setting, where all objects are tokens with a unique, invisible and 
immutable identity and where the number of different object identities is 
unbounded. 
Protocol decision algorithms in this area are near the limit of what is still 
decidable. We have given a decision algorithm for such a case in Sec
tion 5.5, where we have considered pipelines. A pipeline can be thought 
of as a (part of a) logistic system where jobs enter the system, are sub
ject to some processing and eventually leave the system. The protocol a 
pipeline should satisfy is that it is free from overtake effects. A job may 
not leave the pipeline earlier than a job that entered before. We have 
sketched a decision algorithm for this problem. 

There are many topics of further research in the area of Petrinets and protocols. 
Here is a short overview of what might be done: 

• An implementation of our algorithms, to gain an insight into their aver
age-case efficiency; 

• Efficiency enhancing. Our algorithms consist of several steps and we did 
not investigate whether each step is really necessary, nor whether each 
step can be replaced by a more eflicient one; 

• A derivation of eflicient algorithms for special cases. 
For example, in Algorithm 5.4.13 we have an original net N and we have 
derived a net N" on which a number of submarking reachability tests are 
performed. H we confine ourselves to nets N wbere tbe number of tokens 
never changes (i.e. nets where eacb transition bas as many input as output 
arcs) then N" bas a constant number of tokens, too, and tbe submarking 
reachability problem for this kind of nets is PSPACE-complete9 instead 
of at best exponential space w.r.t. tbe size of N"; 

• The derivation of protocol preserving construction rules for tbe engineer
ing and analysis of systems {see the introduetion of tbis chapter); 

• An extension of tbe algorithms in Section 5.4 to non-regular protoeals 
and protocols witb infinite strings. A theory for such infinite languages 
already exists (e.g., see [31,48]); 

9 In [58], it is shown that the reachability problem fortbis kind of nets is PSPACE complete 
a.nd it ca.n easily be proven that the submarking reacbability problem is PSPACE complete, 
too. 
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• In Subsection 5.4.2, we have formulated several correctness criteria for 
protocols and P /T nets. We gave algorithms for two of them, viz. trace
safety and weak progress. 
The list of correctness criteria mentioned in Subsection 5.4.2 is not com
plete (see Subsection 5.4.6). We would like to extend this list and find 
decision algorithms for other correctness criteria as well. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions and further 
research 

The previous chapters already oontain some ooncluding remarks and pointers 
to forther research. This chapter is a brief summary. 

Transition systems are a description metbod for discrete systems in generaL 
Their behaviour can he expressed by means of paths and traces. Labelled 
transition systems resp. transition systems with many initial states can he 
transformed to uniabelled systems resp. systems with a single initial state, in 
sneb a way that many properties are preserved. 
A way to formally compare discrete systems, possibly described in different 
models, is to semantically represent the models at the level of transition sys
tems and to use a oomparisou technique based on transition systems. The 
advantage of a comparison technique at the level of transition systems is the 
large domaio of application, because all discrete systems can herepresentedas 
transition systems. A comparison technique that is applied directly between 
two specHic models, bas a limited domaio of application. 
Current transition system comparison metbods are based on the labels of la
belled transition systems. For our purposes, such label oriented comparison 
techniques do oot suffice, for we use nolabelled systems and we need a state 
based comparison method. Therefore, we have developed our own uniabelled 
transition system oomparisou methods, viz. (bi)realizati.on and equi.valence, 
which we have used in Chapter 3 to compare Actors and DDSs and in Chap
ter 4 to oompare DDSs to themselves. An item of further research is to derive 
algorithms to check birealization and to gain an insight in the complexity of 
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birealization checldng. 

We developed a high~level Petri net model, the DDS model, and we extended it 
with time aspects. The resulting ExSpect model serves as a semantical domaio 
for the tooi ExSpect. The ExSpect model is semantically represented at the 
level of uniabelled transition systems. Thus, ExSpect bas a semantica in several 
steps: The tooi ExSpect --+ ExSpect model--+ uniabelled transition systems--+ 
paths and traces. 
We gave a formal Actor model without recursive definitions. Actors, which have 
a dynamical interaction structure, can be described in the statically structured 
DDS model with the aid of token values (e.g., tables) and by means of the 
. inherent dynamica of Petri nets, i.e., the token production and consumption 
mechanism. We have a1so developed a dynamically structured high-level timed 
Petri net model, the DTN model, which is an extension of the ExSpect model 
with classes of transitions and places. 
Our impression is that such dynamically structured models do oot facilitate 
the act of modelling, because a dynamic interaction structure leads to more 
overhead, for a modelter bas to take into account which elements are present 
at any time and what their acquaintances are. 
Whether our impression is valid in general remains to be seen. Anyway, we 
have not found an example of a system that could be described more easily 
in a dynamically structured context than in a statically structured setting. 
Until now, we were able to describe the dynamicaspects of many systems in a 
satisfactory way in the statically structured ExSpect model. 

DDSs can be attached and detached via the places, notvia the transitions. We 
have introduced modules in the DDS model and for a worst-case environment 
(i.e., an environment that cao interact unrestrictedly with the module, there 
are no structural or dynamical restrictions on its communication behaviour) we 
have derived suflident and necessary conditions for the reptacement of modules, 
based on the compa.rison relations {bi)realization and equivalence. ( Observation 
equivalence is too wea.k a. criterion for the reptacement of modules in the DDS 
model.) The decomposition theory applies to DDSs, which do oot have an 
explicit concept of time. An extension to the timed ExSpect model is a topic 
of further research. 
We expect that the derived reptacement conditions are diflicult to apply as such. 
The complexity of verifying them needs to be explored further. Therefore, we 
propose that tools are devetoped. Such tools cao make use of a rute base that 
contains, for eertaio concrete cases, some easily verifiable conditions for the 
reptacement of modules. Furthermore, the reptacement conditions cao probably 
be weakened in case of a more restrictive communication behaviour between 
environment and modules. This is a topic of further research, but we take a 
first step in this direction in Chapter 5, where we present protocol decision 
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algoritbms for a large class of protocols and Petri nets. 

Tbe pbrase 'a net satisfies a protocol' can be interpreted in different ways. For a 
standard P /T net and a regular protocol (i.e., a protocol tbat can be described 
as a regular language over tbe transitions of tbe net), we have mentioned several 
so-called correctness criteria and for two of them, viz. trace safety and weak 
progress, we have presented decision algoritbms. These algoritbms cover a large 
class of Petri nets and protoeals witb respect to currently known algoritbms 
for tbe automatic verification of protocols in Petri nets. Tbis is empbasized 
by tbe fact that protocol deelsion algoritbms for bigb-le'vel Petri nets witb in
finitely large value domains of tokens do not exist if tbe nets can compute ( add, 
subtract, multiply, divide, exponentials) witb tbe values. We have sketcbed a 
borderline case, a case wbere tokens witb values in l'fo flow tbrougb tbe net 
but tbe transitions are not allowed to compute witb tbem, like in an object 
oriented setting. Tbe net bas an input and an output side and tbe protocol 
is sucb tbat tokens may not leave the net before earlier submitted ones. Tbis 
protocol, called pipeline, is still decidable. 
Tbere are several topics of furtber research in tbis area. Our decision algoritbms 
for P /T nets and regular protocols seem to have a high complexity. A topic of 
furtber research is to implement tbem in sucb a way tbat their efficiency can be 
assessed, and if necessary, enhanced. Moreover, tbe list of correctness criteria 
can be extended and decision algoritbms for tbe other criteria may be derived 
as weD. Protocol decision algorithms for non-regular protocols may be derived, 
too, and a list of protocol preserving rules for tbe engineering and analysis of 
systems may be formed. 
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Appendix A 

Notations 

lNo = {0, 1, ···} is the set of natural numbers and for i E JN0 , Ni = {j E JN0 I 
j ~ i}. For m, n E lNo, m div n is the largest i E JN0 such that i $ m/n. IR is 
thesetof real numbers and JR.+ ={rE IR I r > 0}. The symbol w stands for 
infinite. For all n E JN0 : n < w. For an ordered set D and d, d' E D: d min d' 
is the minimum of d and d' and d max d' is the maximum of d and d'. 

ForA and B sets, A 2 B iff B Ç A and A c B iff A Ç B A A ::/: B. The number 
of elementsin A is denoted by lAl or by #A. The domain dom(R) of arelation 
R Ç A x Bis {a E A I 3b EB: {a,b) ER} and fora E dom(R}, R(a) = 
{b EB I {a,b) ER}. The inverse relation R-1 is {{b,a) I {a,b) ER} and the 
range mg(R) of Ris dom(R-1 ). Two relations Rand R' can be concatenated, 
their concatenation RoR' is {{a,c) I 3b: {a,b) ER A {b,c) ER'}. Relation R 
is reflexive iff Va E dom(R) U mg(R) : {a, a) E R. R is symmetrie iff R = R-1 

and R is transitive iff R o R Ç R. 
A function I is a relation with the property V{a, b), {a', b') E I : a = a' => 
b = b'. For a E dom(/}, l(a) is not a singleton set, but the unique b for 
which {a, b) E I· In this way, the concatenation of two functions still yields a 
function. The set of all total resp. partial functions from A to B is A - B 
resp. A -f+ B. A function is injective iff its inverse is a function, function 
I E A - B is surjective iff mg{f) = B and I is bijective iff I is injective 
and surjective. We denote function restrietion by r and for a E dom(/), 
![a: v] is (/\{(a,l(a))}) U {(a,v)}. If forsomen E JN1: Bt, ... ,Bn are sets, 
IE A-f+ Bt x ... x Bn, a E dom(/) and 1 $i $ n, then f;(a) denotes the ith. 

component of l(a). 
To omit brackets, we use left-associativity and the convention that o binds the 
strongest, then r, then x, then l:tl, u, n and \, while- and -f+ bind the weakest. 
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E.g., f o gt A\B u Cf+ D x E means ((((/ o g) f A)\B) U C) f+ (D x E). 
JP(A) denotes the set of all subsets of A and JB(A) = A -+ JN0 is the set 
of all bags (multisets) over A. For b E JB(A) and x some element: x E b i1f 
x E A and b(x) > 0. The number of elementsin bagbis denoted by #b, i.e. 
#b = LaeA b(a). We denote bag union by l.:tJ: For A; sets and bi E JB(Ai) 
(iE {1,2}),btl.:tl~ =(À a E A1\A2: bt(a)) U (À a E A1nA2: bt(a)+b2(a)) U 
(À a E A2\A1: ~(a)). Moreover, bt Ç ~ ift'Va E b1: a E ~ A bt(a) ::5 ~(a); 
bt 2 ~ ift' ~ Ç bti and bt = b2 iff bt Ç ~ and bt 2 ~. Note: Any bag b E JB(A) 
can be generalised to a larger domain A' 2 A: Put b' = b U (À a E A'\A : 0), 
then b' E JB(A') and by our definition of bag equality, b = b'. 
Sets can be viewed as bags. For S a set, the corresponding bag b E JB{S) is 
À sE S: 1. If Pis a predicate over setS, then {sE S I P(s)} is thesetof all 
elementsof S that satisfy P, as usual. We have a similar notation for bags: If 
b E JB(A) and Pis a predicate over A, then [x Eb I P(x)] = br {x Eb I P(x)}. 
If Y is a set of sets, then U Y is the union of all elements of Y. Similarly, if 
M is a set of bags, then 1;t1 M is the bag union of all elements of M. For a 
bag-valued function f, mrng(f) denotes the multiset range or bag range of f, 
defined as mrng(f) = l:tlaedom(f) f(a). 

Thesetof all finite sequences (strings) over set A is A* and A"' is thesetof all 
infinite strings over A. Moreover, A*"' =A* U A"'. The empty string is e. We 
denote string concatenation by ·,but the ·is aften omitted. We do notput the 
elements of a string between brackets. Thus, if a E A, then (a, a, a) and (aaa} 
are strings oflength one and aaa as wellas aa·a are strings oflength three. For 
u E A*"', #u is its length (if u E A"' then #u = w ), u[i] ( with i E lNt A i ::5 #u) 
is the itk element of u, el(u) = {u[i] I i E JN1 A i ::5 #u} is thesetof all 
elementsof u and u[i .. j] (i,j E IN1 A i,j ::5 #u) is e if i> j, otberwise it is the 
substring u[i]··· u[j] of u. If S is a set of strings, then pref(S) is the set of all 
fini te prefixes, i.e. pref(S) = { u[l..i] I u E S A i E INo A i ::5 #u}. String u 
is a prefix of string u', notation u ::5 u', iff #u ::5 #u' A Vi E IN1 , i ::5 #u : 
u[i] = u'[i), and u < u' iff u ::5 u' and u -::f:. u'. If u ::5 u' and #u < w, then 
u'\u denotes the unique u" such that u ·u" =u'. 
e"' = e and if u E A*"'\ { e}, tb en u"' = u · u · ... . We denote string restriction, 
like function restriction, by f: For A, B sets, u E A* and a E A, e f B = e and 
(u· a) i B = (uf B)a if a EB, otherwise (u ·a) i B = uf B. 

We lift any function f with domain A to domains lP( A) and A*, as follows: 
For S E JP(A), f(S) = {f(s) I s E S} and for at'" an E A* (n E INo), 
f(at"' an) = f(al)··· f(an)· 
We use 1: ... :} for comment. 

In Subsection 4.2.3, notations like ={y and ;;.. are introduced. These 
notations are used only in Subsection 4.2.3 and in Section 4.3. 
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DDS, see Discrete Dynamic System 
DTN, see Dynamic Time Net 
E, see event function, event set 
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EP, see place, end 
F, see event lunetion 
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FP, see place, lorbidden 
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H, see system time 
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lP, see place, intermediate 
L, see state, initia! 
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lp, 27 
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LTS, 23 
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M,M,84 
M (where Mis a module), see dosure 
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NS, see next state function 
nsd, 47 
PfT net, see Place/Transition net 
paths, 28 
PL, see place label 
Q, see token set 
Qsp, 131 
R, 190 
'R, 139 
RF, see reai-time event fnnction 
RT, see reai-time transition relation 
S, see state space 
SP, 131, 138 
s, 36, 51 
T, 84 
T, see transition relation 
i', 36 
time, 72 
TL, see transition label 
traces, 28 
TS, 23 
tslp• tsu, tsup, tsut, 30 
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X ( where X is an uniabelled transition 
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acquaintance, 81 
action label, 23 
Actor 

external, 89, 91 
actor, 81 
Actor model, 8lff, 84ff 
Actor system, 84 
acyclic, 23 
alive, 119 
are, 67, 189 
are label, 209, 214 
arrival time, see availability time 
automatic verifica.tion, 180, 181 
availability time, 71 
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see also B, path, trace, se
mantica 
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behaviour preserving construction 
rule, 180 
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birealization, 34ff, 39, 40 
bisimulation, 51 
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r-bisimulation, 53 
branching, 53 

class, 117, 137 
closure, 139 
colour, 16 

occurrence, 66, 184 
communication, 84, see also token 
communication protocol, see protocol 
complete, 180 
completeness, 192 
complexity, 194, 207 

composition, 125ff 
configuration, 86 

initia!, 89 
connection, 131ff 
correct, 150 
correctness criteria, 190ff 
coverability, 194 
covera.bility tree, 194 
cyclic, 23 

data. model, 59 
DDS model, 63ff 
decomposition, 125ff 
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deterministic finite automa.ton, 189 
disconnection, 127ff 
discrete, 15 
Discrete Dynamic System (DDS), 66 
DTN model, 117ff 
dyna.mic, 15 
Dynamic Time Net (DTN), 117 

enabled, 190 
environment, 138 

maxima!, 141 
equivalence, 24, 40 
event, 68, 87 
event function 

of an Actor system (E), 87 
of a. DDS (F), 68 

event set (E), 68 
event time, 75 
Executable Specification Tooi, see 

ExSpect 
ExSpect, 13 
ExSpect model, 71ff 
ExSpect system, 72 

finite automaton, see .deterministic fi-
nite autornaton 

fire, 64, 71, 190 
firing sequence, 190 
firing time, 71 
fit, 131 

graph, 23 

information system, 22 
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input are, see are 
input stream, 64 

kitchen timer, 73 

language, 189, see also regular lan
guage 

live, 207 
livelock, 192, 206 
loca.l actor state, 84, 85 

ma.rking, 64, 67, 189 
initia.l, 189 
rea.chable, 190 

memory dependent, 49, 168 
module, 126tf, 138 
Module replacement, 146tf 
multiset, see bag 

next state lunetion (NS), 68 
nonde~,64,66,90 

observation equiva.lence, 169 
occurrence colour, see colour, occur

rence 
output a.rc, see a.rc 

partia.l function, 223 
path, 26 
pipeline, 208tf 
place, 64, 67, 189 

detached, 130 
end, 194 
forbidden, 194 
intermediate, 194 
interna.l, 144 
job identity, 209 
loca.l, 210 
sha.red, 128 
untyped, 209 

pla.ce cla.ss, 119 
pla.ce label, 67 
Pla.ce/Transition (P /T) net, 189 
process model, 59 
protocol, 182, 190 

standard, 182 
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protocol preserving construction rule, 
see behaviour preserving 
construction rule 

protocol verification, 179tf 

rea.chability, 201, 1ee allo marking, 
rea.chable and state, reaeb
abie 

rea.chability tree, 1ee coverability tree 
rea.l-time event function (RF), 76 
rea.l-time transition relation (RT), 77 
rea.lization, 34tf, 37, 40 
recursive fa.ctorial, 91 
reduced uniabelled tranaition system, 

1ee transition system, unla.
belled, reduced 

reduction, 57 
redundancy, 29, 36 
reftexive, 223 
regular expression, 189 
regular language, 189 
regula.r protocol, 190 
restrietion ( 1t ), 130 
restrietion ( f), 223 

semantics, 25, 69, 77, 89, 146, 220, see 
also behaviour 

seria.lizability of events, 70, 93tf, 96 
state, 23, 64, 67, 86, see also marking 

fina.l, 23, 189 
finite, 69 
infinite, 69 
initia.l, 23, 67, 189 
intermediate, 32 
loca.l, see loca.l actor state 
prior, 168 
reachable, 23, 51, see also S 
terminal, 26 

state space, 23, 67, 86 
store, 64 
strong progress, 192 
strueture 

dynamic, 60, 80tf 
statie, 60, 61tf 

submarking reachability, 201 
surjective, 223 
symmetrie, 223 
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system 
dosed, 64, 138 
open, 64, 138 

system comparing, see (bi)realization, 
equivalence 

system engineering, 14 
system invariant, 44 
system time (H), 75 

test net, 194, 197, 202, 212 
time stamp, 71 
token, 15, 64 
token set (Q), 67 
total function, 223 
trace, 26 
trace-safety, 190, 193ff 
transition, 23, 63, 67, 69, 189 

function of a, 67 
unreachable, 29 

transition dass, 119 
transition function, 88 
transition label, 67, 193 
transition relation, 23, 68, 88 

. transition system, 21ff 
labelled, 23 
unlabelled, 23 

reduced, 36 
transitive, 223 
tree, 23 
true concurrency, 62, 67, 184 

uts-bisimulation, 52 

weak progress, 191, 201ff 
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Samenvatting 

Dit onderzoek maakt deel uit van het ExSpect project aan de sectie Infor
matiesystemen van de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. Het doel van dit 
project is de ontwikkeling van een geïntegreerd formalisme, methode en soft
ware tooi, om complexe, gedistribueerde systemen te kunnen specificeren. Een 
deel van het formalisme is gebaseerd op hierarchische, gekleurde Petri netten 
met tijd. Het ExSpect tooi werd operationeel in 1989 en is sindsdien toegepast 
in vele, met name logistieke, bedrijven. In 1993 kwam er een commerciële ver
sie op de markt. 
Dit onderzoek heeft vooral betrekking op het Petri net deel van het formal
isme, nl. de DDS en ExSpect modellen. Deze modellen worden geïntroduceerd 
in Hoofdstuk 3. 

Een van de belangrijkste activiteiten binnen systeem- en software-engineering 
is het vervangen van modules. Men start gewoonlijk met een globale speci
ficatie. Vervolgens wordt een deel hiervan uitgewerkt in meer detail en deze 
decompositieslag wordt net zo vaak herhaald totdat de gewenste graad van de
tail is bereikt. In feite wordt telkens een module vervangen door een andere, 
gedetailleerdere module. 
Zo'n vervanging is correct als het originele en het resulterende systeem zich het
zelfde gedragen. Dat hangt a! van de module die vervangen wordt en de nieuwe 
module. In Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift worden voldoende en noodzakelijke 
voorwaarden gegeven voor het vervangen van modules binnen het DDS model. 
Deze voorwaarden gelden voor een worst-case omgeving, een omgeving die 
ongelimiteerd met de module mag communiceren. Echter, in vele gevallen 
is er sprake van een communicatiepatroon (een protocol) tussen module en 
omgeving. In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt aandacht besteed aan de vraag welke pro
tocollen automatisch geverifiëerd kunnen worden (beslisbaarheidsprobleem) en 
voor een grote klasse van Petri netten en protocollen (nl. alle reguliere proto
collen in Place/Transition netten) worden algoritmes gegeven ter automatische 
verificatie. Voor een randgeval, de pipeline (een Petri net waarin tokens met 
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willekeurige waarden stromen), wordt een algoritme geschetst om te beslissen of 
jobs elkaar kunnen inhalen. De transities van een pipeline kunnen niet rekenen 
met de waarden, konden zij dat wel dan was deze case onbeslisbaar. 

Om verschillende systemen te kunnen vergelijken, wordt eerst in Hoofdstuk 2 
het gedrag van discrete systemen geformaliseerd en wordt een formele verge
lijkingstheorie gegeven. In tegenstelling tot veel bekende methoden is deze 
theorie niet gebaseerd op gelabelde, maar op ongelabelde transitiesystemen. 
Deze theorie wordt gebruikt bij bovengenoemde decompositie en in Hoofdstuk 3 
bij het vergelijken van DDS'sen en Actors. Net als allePetri netten hebben 
DDS'sen een statische interactiestructuur, het aantal actieve elementen (het 
aantal transities) en hun onderlinge verbindingen kunnen niet wijzigen tijdens 
de levensloop van het systeem. Actors daarentegen kennen een dynamische 
interactiestructuur, gedurende de evolutie van het systeem kunnen ze worden 
gecreëerd en hun onderlinge relaties kunnen wijzigen. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt 
een Actor model gegeven en op formele wijze wordt onderzocht welke beperkin
gen er aan een statische interactiestructuur kleven m.b.t. het modelleren van 
dynamische systemen. 
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afstudeerwerk en is beschreven in dit proefschrift. De begeleiding was in handen 
van prof.dr. K.M. van Hee. 
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Although they claimed to be wise, they 
became fools. (Rom. 1:!!) 
For the wisdom of this world is foolish
ness in God's sight. (1 Cor. 9:19) 



Stellingen 
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Eindhoven, 20 september 1994 



1. Wil men een volledige beschrijving geven van Petri netten in pro
cesalgebraïsche termen, dan moet men een algebra gebruiken waar
in true concurrency [1] kan worden uitgedrukt. 

[1] R.J. van Glabbeek en F.W. Vaandrager. Petri Net Models 
for Algebraic Theories of Concurrency. In J.W. de Bakker, 
A.J. Nijman en P.C. 'Ii:eleaven, editors, PARLE '87, vol
ume 259 van Lecture Notes in Computer Science, blz. 224-
242. Springer-Verlag, 1987. 

2. De invariantenmethode voor Placef'Ii:ansition netten [1] is on
volledig, omdat de initiële marking er niet bij wordt betrokken. 
Zo wordt b.v. de plaatsinvariant (p, q) = (1, 1) van onderstaand 
net niet gevonden. 

[1] K. Lautenbach, Linear Algebraic Techniques for PlacefTran
sition Nets. In W. Brauer, W. Reisig en G. Rozenberg, 
editors, Petri Nets: Central Models and Their Properties, 
volume 254 van Lecture Notes in Computer Science, blz. 
142-167. Springer-Verlag, 1987. 

3. Wat door Bezem en Groote [1] als formele verificatie wordt aange
duid, is veeleer automatische verificatie. 

[1] M. Bezem en J.F. Groote. A Formal Verification of the 
Alternating Bit Protocol in the Calculus of Constructions. 
Logic Group Preprint Series 88, Utrecht University, Depart
ment of Philosophy, 1993. 



4. Miriyala, Agha en Sami [1.] hebben Actors geïmplementeerd in 
PrT-netten. Iedere plaats in zo'n PrT-net stelt een gedrag voor 
en als een actor een ander gedrag krijgt dan verhuist hij naar 
een andere plaats. Zijn communicaties, die zich in dèzelfde plaats 
bevinden, verhuizen volgens de auteurs ook mee (zie blz. 215 van 
hun artikel). Zij hebben dit echter niet uitgewerkt; zouden ze dat 
wel doen dan wordt hun PrT-net veel ingewikkelder. 

[1] S. Miriyala, G. Agha en Y. Sami, Visualizing Actor Pro
grams Using Predicate Transition Nets, Journal of Visual 
Languages and Computing 3:195-220, 1992. 

5. a. Om succesvol te zijn in de praktijk dient een methode om syste
men te modelleren grafisch ondersteund te zijn. 

b. Het grafisch weergeven van een systeem met dynamische pro
cescreatie en een dynamische interactiestructuur is lastig. 

c. Met de huidige generatie statisch gestructureerde modellen kun
nen de dynamische aspecten van bestaande systemen goed wor
den gemodelleerd. 

Hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift. 

6. Als er een universele notatie voor multisets of bags zou bestaan, 
dan zouden veel wetenschappelijke artikelen met ongeveer een 
kwart pagina kunnen worden ingekort. 

7. Bemelmans [1, blz. 229] vergelijkt het opzetten van een infor
matiesysteem met het middeleeuwse ambacht, waar praktische er
varing sterker is dan theorie. 
Dit proefschrift beoogt een aanzet te geven tot theorievorming, 
maar veel verder dan de Renaissance zijn we nog niet. 

[1] T.M.A. Bemelmans, Bestuurlijke informatiesystemen en 
automatisering. Kluwer Bedrijfswetenschappen / Stenfert 
Kroese B.V., 1991. 



8. Rambags [1, blz. 20] stelt n.a.v. zijn onderzoek naar de structuur 
van ortho-nitro-aceetanilide, dat er weinig conclusies getrokken 
kunnen worden over de inwendige en intermoleculaire afstanden 
in resp. tussen de moleculen in de elementairceL 
Een beter resultaat had verkregen kunnen worden als voor het 
bepalen van de intensiteiten van de reflecties een scanner was ge
bruikt, en voor de berekeningen een krachtigere computer. 

[1] W.M.G. Rambags, Onderzoek naar de structuur van ortho· 
nitro-aceetanilide door middel van de Patterson-analyse. 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, afstudeerverslag, 1965. 

9. Met de invoering van de Wet Computercriminaliteit (art. 138A 
Wetboek van Strafrecht) is hacken strafbaar geworden. Sindsdien 
hebben verschillende personen The Time Wasters openlijk betiteld 
als een hackersclub, en indirect dus als criminele organisatie. Men 
doet er goed aan hierbij enige voorzichtigheid in acht te nemen, 
want mensen onterecht beschuldigen is strafbaar. 

10. a. De invoering van een wet is slechts zinvol, als de naleving ervan 
controleerbaar is. 

b. Er ligt een wetsontwerp gereed om cryptografie aan banden te 
leggen: Electronische gegevens mogen alleen nog gecodeerd wor
den als men daarvoor toestemming heeft van de overheid en 
de decodeersleutel heeft bekendgemaakt aan diezelfde overheid. 
Electronische berichten kunnen echter op verschillende manieren 
zodanig worden gecodeerd, dat het aantonen of een bericht al 
dan niet gecodeerd is een onmogelijke opgave wordt. 

c. Met het cryptografiewetsvoorstel ondermijnt de overheid het 
briefgeheim. Daar tegenwoordig steeds meer post electronisch 
wordt verstuurd, kan dit grote maatschappelijke gevolgen heb
ben. 




